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1.0 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
High combustion temperatures are required to produce the conducting plasma for 
coal-fired MHO generators. The required combustion temperatures can be obtained 
by enriching the combustion air with oxygen or by preheating the combustion air 
to a temperature ~f 1640 K (2500 F) or greater in a high temperature air heater. 
High temperature air pre-heating appears to be the more efficient approach. 
However, oxygen enrictlnent of the combustion air, in conjunction with a more 
moderate preheat temperature, has been idp.ntified in several recent conceptual 
design studies, as a t2rhnically and ~conomically viable concept for use in 
demonstration facilities and potential early commercial power plants (refs. 
1-3). The use of oxygen enrichment is expected to accelerate d!~velopment of the 
MHO:ombustor, channel, and radiant boiler and help to provide reliable MHO 
technology within a reasonable time frame, while development of the high tem-
perature air heater is expected to p"ovide the advanced technology to allow 
second generation MHO plants to achieve their full potential. 
Conceptual designs of the MHO Engineering Test Facility (ref. 1) and of poten-
tial early commercial MHO power plants (refs. 2 and 3) were based on the use of 
metallic tubular heat exchangers, fired directly by the MHO exhaust gas, to pre-
heat the enriched combustion air. The preheat temperature was limited to 870 K 
(1100 f) for the ETF study and to 920 K (1200 F) in the early commercial plant 
stud;t~s. The operating temperature of the heat exchanger metals is limited by 
the highly corrosive MHO gas, which contains coal ash CI'Id potassium compounds. 
Early results on metal corrosion in the MHO 94S stream (ref. 4) indicated that 
temperatures as low as 700K (800 F) may be required to achieve satisfactory 
corrosion resistance. Thus, the use of directly fired metallic heat exchangers 
for preheating the oxygen enriched combustion air may result in a relatively low 
temperature limit and a correspondingly reduced overall plant efficiency. 
It has been proposed that ceramic heat exchangers could be used to increase pre-
heat temperature in early commercial plants to 1600·F or higher, with the 
heaters conservatively designed to minimize the risk of operational problems. 
Although ceramics are capable of withstanding very high material temperatures, 
1 
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1 iquid coal ash and 1 iquid seed compounds entrained in the MHO gas stream pre-
sent considerable operational problems for high temperature heaters, such as 
those proposed for advanced 2400·F preheat plants. 
A more conservative ceramic heater design approach for early comnerc1al plants 
(uti.';zing oxygen-enriched air) would be to limit the MHO exhaust gas tem-
perature at the heater in let to the fusion temperature of thf compound in the 
gas stream with the lowest melting point. The heaters would then be exposed to 
solid particles only. Presumably, heater operational problems would be reduced 
and fabrication costs would be less than they would be for high temperature 
heatt:rs eX!'losed to liquid particulates. The power plant efficiency would be 
higher for a plant using ceramic heaters than for a plant using metallic heaters 
because of the higner preheat temperatures attainable with ceramic heaters. 
1.2 ~~jectives and ~ 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the use of directly fired ceram~c 
oxidant heaters which would be capable of producing a higher preheat temperature 
than metallic heaters, with the preheat temperature limited to the intermediate 
range. The specifications for the heater systems ('i.e., flow rates, gas com-
positions, pressures, and temperatur~s) were specified by NASA, except for the 
MHO gas inlet t~~perature. (These specifications are presented in Appendix A.) 
The initial phase of H.is study, which was conducted by Burl'S and Roe, Inc., was 
to establish the temperature range in which the entrained particulate matter of 
a coal-fired MHO exhaust-gas $~ream would be solid. The results of this initial 
investigation are presented in Appendixes Band C. On the basis of this initial 
investigation, 1294·K (1870·F) was established as the MHO gas inlet temperature 
to be specified for the conceptual design wo!"". in the second phase of this 
study. 
For the second phase of this f.tudy, conceptual desiqns and cost estimates were 
to be prepared for a fixed-bed regenerative heater system and a ceramic-tube 
recuperative heater system under conditions for which the particulate matter in 
the MHO gas stream is in the form of a dry powder. An engineering assessment 
was also to be conducted for a moving-bed regenerative heater system under the 
same set of conditions. This conceptual design work, cost estimatinQ and engi-
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neering assessment was perform d by FluiDyn En ine ring Corpor ti on under sub-
contract to Burns and Roe, Inc. FluiD ne al 
gat ion to assess the chanoes in the des; n 
types of heater systems under condition in 
MHO gas stream enter i ng the heater system 
o conduct d qual Hat iv inve ti-
and op r;, '(.ion of ach of th thr 
whi ch th part icul at mat er in th 
would be 1n th 1 i qu i d ~orm. Th 
results of the work conducted by FluiOyne are presented in sections 2.0 through 
5.0 and Appendixes 0 and E of this repor . 
The final phase of thi s study w sat chni cal ntt conomi : comparison of th 
alternative heater concepts . This was conducted by Burns and Roe, ~nL. and is 
presented in section 6.0. The major conclusions of the $tudy are summarized in 
section 7.0. Section 8.0 includes a brief discussion of future inv stigations 
;- ecommended by Burns and Roe bas d upon the result of this investi at l.)n. 
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2.0 FIXED BED REGENERATIVE HEATER SYSTEM 
The major design considerations for a fixed bed regenerativ~ heater for the MHO 
intermediate temperature oxidant heater applicaton are discussed below, followed 
by t~e conceptual des i gn and cost estimate. The presented conceptual design 
does not represent an opt imized heater system, since the level of effort 
required for optimization was beyond the scope of this study. It is felt, 
however, that the design and construction of a fixed bed regenerative heater for 
this application can be accomplished with ~ " esently available industrial 
materials and technology. Somewhat different choices of materials and construc-
tion techniques may re sult from more detailed studies at ~he preliminary and 
final design levels, but the basic heater system as presented below represents a 
reasonable design at the conceptual lev 1. 
2 . 1 Design Considerations 
The conjitions for a f ixed bed, periodic flow, ceramic brick regenerative heater 
system for ir.termediate temperature oxidant heater service represent signifi-
cantly less severe service than wo uld be experienced by a directly fired high 
t~perature air heater . The material and gas temperature levels for the inter-
mediate temperature MHO oxidant heater are also lower than in conventional blast 
furn ace st ove systems . Therefore. the conceptual des ign conforms to blast fur-
nace stove des ign practice with appropr i ate di fferences to accomodate the un ique 
MHO ox i dant heater requirements. Information on blast furnace stove practice 
was obt ained from Refs. 5 and 6 and from Andco Techn ical Services, Inc . , the 
U. S. l icensee of the ~est German firm of Mart in and Pagenstecher. 
Ma jor di ffer ences between th is appl ication and the blas t furnace stove exist due 
pr im arily t o the lar ge par t ic ulat e lo ading in the MHO gas stream as well as di f-
fe r ent cont rol capabilities and needs. The l ack of i nd ividual combust ors, such 
as exist on blas t f urnace stoves , and the need t o mak e mor e frequent load 
changes in a power plant ':han in a blast f ur nace make the control prob l em 
somewhat different . The pressur e dif rence be tween the oxi dant and the MHO 
exhaust ga s is comparab le to t he max imum present ly encounter ed in some modern 
blas furnac stov ~ installations. 
4 
Slnce the particulate matter in the MHO exhaust gas will consist ~rimarlly of 
material condensed from th~ vapor phase, a fume of very ~all particles will be 
present. Measurements made by FluiOyne of potassium sulfate condensed from the 
vapor phas~ showed an average particle she of approximately 0.3 m (Ref. 7). 
Calculations of se~d and slag partic1e she have also predicted predominantly 
slJbmicron particle sizes in the downstreMl components of MHO system (Refs. 
8-11). Slag particle size measurements in a MHO channel (Ref. 12) showed that 
p4rticles wh i ch are not vaporized in the channel had diameters on the order of 
1-2 J.1.m. Thus, all particles present in the MHO gas stre~ are expected to bE: 
smaller than 1-2 J1 m. The particles are a~c;umed to be in a dry (i.e. 
no.1-sticky) form through the entire heater system. 
The large particulate loading requires that eros ion resistant materials be u~ed 
for duct liners and for refractory checkers. Based on a review of erosion con-
ctlrns, it was determined that low cost materials suitable for the temperature 
service and having adequate erosion resistance are available for the MHO 
app 1 i cat i on . 
Much information i s ava i lable on eros ion of materials by particles entrained in 
gas flows. Erosion has been studied and tested for var io us a plicat ions since 
the 1940' s, including coal firtld boi lers (fly ash eros i on ) , catalytic crackers 
in the petrochemi cal industry, pneumat ic solidS convey ing, dust ingest ion in gas 
turbines, fluidized bed combus tor s , gas turbi nes for press urized flu idi zed bed 
combustion appl ~ cat i ons, and coal gas i ficat ion and l iquefaction. Several per-
tinent articles on erosion were reviewed (Refs. 13-24) . 
Most of the a~ai1able eros ion informat i on i s for metals rather than cer~ i c 
materials . In general, ductile materia l s have been shown t o have a maxi mum ero-
sion rate for imp i ngement angles of 20-30·, wh i le br i ttle mater i als have a maxi-
mum for an imp ingement angle of 90·. However, refractory mat er i als may ex hib i t 
eros ion behavior typ i ca l of duc ti le mater i als at high temperat ure, where pl as t ic 
deformat ion inf luences t h eros ion rate (Ref . 17) . Thus, care mus t be taken in 
interpret ing the resul t s of eros ion work f or a part icu lar ceram ic mat~ .·1als 
appli cat ion. 
Erosion tes t s have shown a t hres hold particle energy b low wh ich asurable ero-
.. ion has not occurred . Th ; s hr sho ld generally ocr. ur s at v loc it ies 200 
5 
tt l c . and particl i z 2 flm (Ref. 16). Other te ts have also ~hown that 
11m do not contribute signiflcantly to erosion 
m asured for refractory materials at temperJtures 
pne\ll1at ic conveying test showed that inexpens lve 
a high degree of erosion re~'stance. particularly 
ials (Ref. 20). 
parti cl mall r than 5-10 
(Refs. 13-15). Erosion rate 
up to 1200 !( (1700 F) ina 
r fractor materials can hav 
phosphat bonded al\ll11na mat 
The materials selected for duct liners and hater matrix materials are exp~cted 
to have sufficient erosion resistance due to the small particle sizes. 
Experience with low cost refractory materia1s in fluidized bed comb~stors (1n 
which th particle sizes ar much larger but the velocities are lower) dlso sup-
ports this conclusion. FluiOyne's test work with fluidized bed combl.lstors 
operating at temperatur s up to 1170 K (1650 F) has indicated that erosion of 
the refractory insulation in fluidized beds ;s not a problem. Erosion p"oblems 
with m talli c tubes immers~d in fluidized ~eds has be ~n r~ported i Ref. 21), but 
refractory insulation erosion has not been observed. 
A second design consideration related to the oarticulate loading is the poten-
tial for acc\ll1ulation of particulate matter in ducts, valves, and heat.er flow 
passages. Since the particulate matter will enter the heater in a dry form and 
will consist predominately of snall particles, it is felt that the partic.les 
wi ll rema i n entra i r.ed in the gas streMl at the velocities determined for "pera-
ti on of the heater system. Thus, no sp c ial provision are made in the concep-
tual desi n t o deal with fallout and deposition of parti cu late matter in the 
hater sys t 
The pres sur difference bet~een oxidant and MHO exhaust gas wi 11 require that 
flow sequ nClng valves withstand pressures typical of the maximum level for 
moc1ern hot bla. t valve s . T'le heaters wi 11 a 1 so hav~ to be pressur i zed and 
depress ur i zed as par of each hater cycle, necess i tating additional valves for 
th is purpose as are used in blas t furnace stoves. Pressurization and 
d pr ssuri za ion va lves ar incl uded in the co st estimate, but they are not 
shown in h acc panying f igIJr !: . So , of the heater valves must also cope 
wi par icula t ma tt er ' n th gas st r eam . These concerns were cons idered in 
h s lee Ion and si z ing 0 al ves , and allowan ce for part ic ul ate matter was 
ad in calcul tin hrough h ~. ~r sequenci ng val ves. 
6 
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Consideration must also be giv'~n to control of the flow and temperature of the 
oxidant leaving the heater system. Blast furnace stove control systems achieve 
uniform hot blast temperatures through a combination of control of the staging 
of the individual stoves, control of the individual stove combustor flows and 
temperatures, and mixing of the hot blast strean with cooler air to moderate 
temperature Mdroopu which is inherent to periodic flow, regenerative type 
heaters. (Droop is the decrease in fluid outlet temperature from a singl~ 
heater in a system of regenerative heaters during the periodic heating or 
cooling phases.) Some modern blast furnace systems operate with 4-stove systems 
in an operational mode referred to as staggered parallel control. These systems 
are computer controlled to maintain a constant hot blast temperature. The 
constant temperature is obtained by mixing the exiting heated air from 2 stoves. 
The exit temperature for one of the stoves will be higher than the required hot 
blast temperature and for the other it will be lower. As the exit temperature 
for the hotter stove decreases, th~ amount of flow through the cooler stove is 
decreased. When the exit temperature for the hotter stove is approximately the 
same as the required hot blast temperature, the flow through the cooler stove 
will have reached zero, and another stove will be brought on blast. In addition 
to the computer control, it is necessary that flow control valves be utilized in 
the in let air streams so that flow rates through the heat exchangers can be 
varied as required to obtain the proper mix to maintain a constant hot blast 
temperature. 
Similar control concepts are envisioned for this application, with the exception 
that variation of the MHO gas and oxidant flows to the individual heaters during 
a heater cycle would not be anticipated. The valves required for the MHO appli-
cation are not flow control valves; these valves are gate valves which are 
either fully open· or fully closed. Control system hardware was not included in 
the conceptual design, but the manifolds and ducts were sized in order to mini-
mize maldistribution of flows among the individual heaters. An allowance for 
instrumentation and control equipment was made in the cost estimate. 
2.2 Fixed Bed Regenerative Heater System Conceptual Design 
The heater system process diagram is shown in Figure 1. The oxidant inlet and 
outlet temperatures, the MHO gas inlet temperature, the oxidant flow rate out of 
7 
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ORIG 
OF 
MHO GAS IN (5)-'--'11.,,-----
6) (3) 
HEATER SYSTEM 
( 7) 
MHD GAS 00'1' (8)1----.. ---
Section 
Number Fluid 
1 Oxidant 
2 Oxidant 
3 Oxidant 
4 Oxidant 
5 MHO Gas 
6 MHO Gas 
7 MHO Gas 
8 MHO Gas 
Flow 
kq/sec (Ibm/ sec) 
234.4 (516 .3) 
233.9 (515 .2) 
233.9 (515 .2) 
230.0 (506 .6) 
330.0 (726 .9) 
330.7 (728 .5) 
330.7 (i28 .5) 
334.4 (736 .6) 
MATRIX 
( 2) 
Temperature 
K (F) 
513 (463) 
511 (460) 
1147 (1605) 
1144 (1600) 
1294 (1870) 
1289 (1861) 
887 (1137) 
883 (1130) 
(4) OXIDANT 00'1' 
.- (1) OXIDANT IN 
-
Location 
Enterinq heater syst~ 
Entering bottom of matrix 
Leavinq top-of-matrix 
Leavinq heater system 
Enterinq heater system 
Enterinq top-of-matrix 
Leavinq bottom-of-matrix 
Leavinq heater system 
FIGURE 1. GRAM FOR FIXED BED REGENERATIVE PROCESS OIl' 
HEATER SYSTEM 
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the heater system and the MHO gas flow rate into the heater system were as spe-
cified. Flow rates and temperatures indicated at intermediate points in the 
h!!ater syst. in Figure 1 account for heat losses and for mass losses due to 
valve leakage and pressurization/depressurization of the heater system, based on 
the conceptual design configuration. A description of the heater system con-
figuration, the design approach, and the heater system performance Is glv.;n in 
the following sections. 
2.2.1 Heater System Configuration 
The configuration of an individual heater is shown in Figure 2 and the heater 
system configuration is shown in Figure 3. System parameters are summarized in 
Tables I and II. Each neater vessel contains a matrix of refractory checkers. 
The matrix diameter is 7.9 m (26 ft.) and the matrix height is 8.5 m (28 ft.). 
The matrix is supporte~ by metal girders and checker shoes as in conventional 
blast furnace stove construction practice. The checkers are hi~h t!fficiency 
checkers made of low cost commercial fireclay. One type of checker is shown in 
Figure 4. Various other checker types could be used without significantly 
changing the conceptual design and cost estimate. Two internal insulation 
layers are used, an inner layer of extra strength fireclay castable for erosion 
resistance, and a moderate temperature insulating castable. 
The heater system consists of four individual heaters and the associated ducts 
and manifolds, as shown in Figure 3. ~e to the requirement for large-diameter 
MHO gas manifolds and sequencing valves, central collectors are provided to 
distribute the flow from the main gas inlet duct to the individual heaters and 
from the individual heaters to the main gas outlet duct. These collectors con-
sist of the upper and lower portions of an insulated circular vessel. Two ducts 
and two valves are provided for the gas inlet and outlet to each heater in order 
to limit the valve sizes to the values shown in Table II. Single ducts and 
valves are provided for each vessel for the oxidant inlet and outlet. 
The rtiO gas manifolds and ducts and the oxidant outlet ducts are internally 
insulctted with the same materials as the heater vessels. The oxidant inlet 
ducts and manifolds have no internal insulation. All vessels, ducts, and mani-
9 
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rABLE I - FIXED BED REGENERATIVE HEATER SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
CONFIGURATION AND DESIGN PARAMETERS I 
Number of Heaters: 
Matrix DiM1eter: 
Matrix Height: 
Matrix Material: 
Matrix Hole Dimension: 
Matrix Hole Pattern: 
Matrix Web Dimension: 
Time on MHO Gas Flow: 
Time on Oxidant Flow: 
Time for Switching: 
Heater Cycle Time: 
Thermal Stress Limit: 
MHO Gas Velocity: 
Top of Matrix) 
SYSTEM PERFO~MANCE 
MHO Gas Pressure Loss: I 
Oxidant Pressure Loss: 
System Heat Loss: 
Estimated Oxidant Mass Loss I 
to MHO Gas: 
4 
7.9 m (26 ft.) 
8.5 m (28 ft.) 
Harbison Walker Bison 
33.7 mm (1.328 in.) 
Square 
21.3 mm (0.839 in.) 
1280 sec. 
760 sec. 
360 sec. 
2400 sec. 
8.6 MPa (1250 psi) 
27.4 m/ sec (90 ft / see) 
PARAMETERS 
3.6 kPa (0.53 psi) 
11.7 kPa (1.7 psi) 
4 . 8~ of Heat Duty 
I 
I 
I 
I 
4.5 '<g/sec (10.0 lbm/ sec) I 
Esti mated Carryover of r-tiD 0.4 kg / sec (0.9 lbm/ see) I 
_______ Ga_s __ to __ O_x __ i_da_n_t_: ________ ~1 __ . ______________________ ~I 
.. 
I L. 
TABLE 11 - FI XED BED REGENERATIVE HEATER SYSTEJol OUCTING 00 VALVE (X)NFIGURATIONS 
ltelll 
~In ~HD Gas Inlet nuct 
Central Co I I ector - "t{) 
Gas In 
"t{) Gas Inlet ~nlfolds -
from Central Col lector 
It() GIIs I n let Ducts - to 
Heater Vessel s 
~In MHO Gas Outlet [)yct 
Central Collector - ~ 
Gas Out 
~ ~s Outlet ~nlfolds -
to Central Col lector 
~HD Gas Outlets Ducts -
from Heater Vessels 
~In Oxidant Inlet Duct 
Oxi dant Inlet Manifolds 
Oxi dant Inlet Ducts - to 
Heater Vessel s 
Main Ox idant Outlet ~uct 
Flow 
DI8IIIeter 
III (In.) 
5.68 (223.5) 
8.18 (3'5.5) 
3.85 (151.5) 
2.63 (103.5) 
5.19 (228.0) 
8.89 (350.0) 
3.23 (121.0) 
2.21 (81.0) 
( 101.25) 1 
(65.25) I 
1.21 (U.5) 
2.51 
1.66 
2 .45 (91.5) 
No. 
of 
Insulltlon Thlckne.. ~ 
Llyer " I Llyer 22 I External 3 I 
Valves- _ (In.) _ (In.) _ (In.) 
- 63.5 (2.5) 88.9 <3.5) 
8 
8 
4 
63.5 (2.5) 88.9 (3.5) 
\ 6'-' (2." I 
I "., (2.5) I 
I 63 • 5 (2.5) I I 53.' (2.5) I 
63.5 (2.5) 
\ "., (2.5) I 
I - I 
I - I 
I 
I 
63.5 (2.5)1 
.... ('-') I 
88.9 <3.5) I 
I 
31.8 (1.25)1 
31.8 (1.25) \ 
I 
31.8(1.25) 
31.8 (1.25) 
69.8 
12.1 (0.5) 
~~O_X_I_d_a_nt __ O_u_t_,e_t __ D_uc_t_s __ - __ ~ __ '_'_6_5_(_6_5_'C_) __ ~ ___ 4___ j~6 __ 3.5 (2.5) I from Hea er Vessels '- 69.8 
(2.75) I 
(2 .75 ) I 
I 
• Valve f low di ameters and Intf'rnal Insulat ion thicknesses same as for corresponding ducts. 
Klg ~ Strength r j &Cl ay Clstable (KS-4) 
2 
Insulating Castabl e (C- 20) 
Cllclum SI licit, 
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folds are covered with external i.1sulation. The sizes and insulation 
thicknesses of the various ducts and manifolds are summarized in Table II. 
The hea\.er system configuration offers both compactness and flexibility. The 
MHO gas central collectors minimize the length of large diameter ducts. n.e 
synmetry of the vessels and collector connections will promote uniformity of 
flow to the individual heaters. Also, because of s~netry and compactness, ther-
mal expansion Is readily accommodated. Expansion joints on the ducts will 
experience smaller movements than if t.he vessels were al igned in a single row. 
The MHO gas and oxidant inlet and outlet lines can be arranged in virtually any 
direct ions. Therefore, the heater system can be connected to adj acent MHO 
system components arranged in a variety of possible positions and is thus not 
limited by layout considerations. 
In the individual heater configuration, it should b~ noted that the vessel ple-
nums are quite compact, i.e., special trar.sition sections on the heater vessels 
are not required in order to make the gas and oxidant duct connections. For 
higher temperature applications with thick insulation layers, the presented 
plenum-to-duct intersection would result in a complex refractory installation 
requirement. In this instance, however, the use of moderate thickness castable 
ar.d metallic anchors does not require extensive and expensive molds and 
installation procedures. A secondary adnntage of the compact vessel plenlJ11s is 
a reduction of pressurization/depressurization volume. Flow maldistribution 
within a single heater can be minimized by appropriate design provision dur i ng 
final desi ·;:jn. The small pressure losses in the hNters and ducting and the 
small length/di ameter rat io of the heater matrix are factors which must be con-
sidered in ajdressing this question. The use of two MHO gas inlet ducts will 
promote uniform gas flow. 
The he~ter concept has two MHO gas inlet and outlet ducts per vessel. However, 
single ducts can readily be incorporated into the design. The main ducts would 
be rotated by 45" and the secondary "tee" ducts would be el iminated in such ah 
arrangement. A single large valve may be less expensive and have less leakage, 
but the availabili~j of such large valves is uncer t ain. The primary limita~ions 
in production of large diameter valves are due to machining the valve seats and 
shipping of the valves. 
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The sy~tem would be field fabricated because of the size of the primary heater 
system components. The techniques and procedures are well established from 
experience with blast furance stoves or other established industrial applica-
tions. All aspects of the heater design and installation are achievable with 
currently available technology. It is felt that lifetimes on the order of 15-20 
years for the refractory checkt!rs and vessel and duct linings and 10-15 years 
for the sequencing valves should be achievable under the cond1tiMs of this 
application. 
Detai ls of major heater system components and operat ion and performance of the 
heater system are discussed in the following sections. 
2.2.2 Design Approach 
A description of the design considerations used to develop the conceptual design 
for the major heater system components 1s given in the following paragraphs. 
Sizing Methods 
The heater system was sized by using the FluiDyne regenerative heater Jystem 
size/cost computer progrcJTI. This progrcITI permits rapid and effective sizing in 
a manner that allows full consideration of the various design considerations and 
design constraints. This ~rogrcITI has been used extensively for regenerative 
heater design and design studies for both the DOE and conmercial organizations 
for MHO and conventiJna~ applications. Results from this program have been 
verified by comparison to size predictions made by other methods and by other 
organ i zat ions . 
Using the size/cost program, the unique matrix dimensions are determined by the 
thermal performance requirements and design constraints (fluid pressure loss, 
allowable thermal stress, "atio of vessels on gas to vessels on oxidant, and 
allowable temperature droop) at a given design condition and for given matrix 
geometry and material specHications. Additional design considerations such as 
bed diameter, bed height, creep limits, solid temperature limits, erosion, and 
flotat ion ( i .e . buoyancy) restrictions are accorrmodated in an interative manner 
with user interact ion. A propr i etary algorithm is used based on a longstanding 
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FluiOyne technique for obtaining regen rator siz s u inQ approximate 1gebraic 
sizinq equations in conjunction with a rapidly converginq finite difference size 
confirmation routine. 
It is possible to derive simplified approximate alQebraic equations for the 
required thermal conductance and for thermal stress during cold blow, as well as 
a droop/cycle-time equation from the reqenerator differential equations. These 
simpl Hied equations plus the hot and cold fluid preSSll,e loss equations and a 
semi-empirical regenerator thermal conductance correction equation are suf-
ficient to describe the regenerator. 
It ;s assumed that for the rough surfaces of the cored brick flow passages, the 
friction factor f and the convective heat transfer coefficient j can be ade-
quately expressed as power functions of the Reynolds number Re; i.e.,: 
n a. f:: f Re 
o 
b. 
(friction factor) 
(Colburn modulus of heat transfer) 
It is then possible to write the three constraining algebraic equations in terms 
of three unknown geometric parameters defininq the matrix volume. Bed length, 
total system hot fluid flow area, and total system cold fluid flow area are used 
in the computer program as a matter of convenience. These total system flow 
areas are the time averaged sums of the nlJT1ber of heaters on hot or cold fluid 
multiplied by t i)e flow area per heater. The three quat ions containinQ three 
unknowns can be comhined algebraically to yield i. four term polynomial of one 
unknown variable. The polynomial ;s unique for each possible set of three 
design constraints. Second order effects such as heat loss, gas and parti cul ate 
radiation heat transfer, entrance and exit pressure losses, nd flow ace lcra-
tion are included in the performance equations as secondary terms . These terms 
are rorrected and improved wi th ach calculation i terat ion. The polynomial can 
be explicitly solved for the case when hot fluid pressure loss is the limitinq 
parc}Tleter for fixed ratio of hot to cold vessels. In other cases, the first 
positive root of the polynomonal ~s the phys ic ally real solu t ion and it is found 
using a standard numerica anal sis al orithm. For th is appl ica t ion, h MHO 
as pressu r drop nd h ma r i w ss w re th 11m; inQ P 
in d er i ninQ m tr 1 si z 
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Additional iterativ loops re us d to establish the cycle time and to correct 
th ca lculations if th lmplifled algebraic equations no longer closely 
ppr('1i ma th h t r b havior. E!'tablishing matrix volume also fixes matrix 
~ ~ whi ch in turn stablishe the cycle time required to give a specified rege-
nerato · droop . Having th , ma s and droop, the seml-t:mpirical thermal conduc-
tance correction equation can be applied 0) needed. If the deviation 1s beyond 
the specifi d tol rance, the required thermal conductance is corrected, leadI ng 
to a further iteration throu h the sizing algorithm. This iteration 1s always 
done at leas tw ice to provide assurance that the second order effects are ade-
quately accoun ed for in the governing equations. 
Finally, becau e th~ semi-empirical corrector is valid over a ~inite performance 
ran ge , the "final" iterative loop uses a finite difference performance predic-
tion al orithm. The locp is re;>eated until mean delivered oxidant temperature 
and 0 id nt droop co nv er ge t o ~ i thin a specified tolerance. 
Onc m tri s izin is completed, a complete thermal / hydraulic description of the 
sys t em is g nerated. The gross volume is divided into a discrete number of 
ve ssels and dimensions are computed. The total system matrix mass is adjusted 
to all ow for Switching from gas to oxidant. 
The basic lze and p rformance informat ion from the cOr:!puter program were l!sed 
to nerate the heater sys tem layout. Costing algorithms in the computer 
program are also used to predict the cos t of the ent ire heater system, but the 
cos estimate for the sys tem presented herein was manually generated as 
d scribed in ction 2.3 . 
The heater design basis was al so confirm d by using one of several FluiOyne per-
formance simula ion compu t er programs. The versi on used provided temperature 
r sponse for a hater system of identical ves se ls. The selected program also 
provid d inform t ion on matrix cyclic thermal s tre sses and the mat rix / wall 
Int rae ion. A oro r d sign d to simulate a highly interactive system 
(i ncludin flow r distribution , duct capaci tance , etc.) is available, but i ts 
w s ond th scop 0 he curr nt effort. 
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Number of Heaters 
Reg n rative heat rs up to 10.4 m (34 ft.) i n di m t r 
-of- h - r in 
high temper /. ore industrial applications. The primary limitation is due to 
vessel dome construction and pressure containment. For thl applic tion th 
dome construction 1s simplified because the 1294 K (1 70 F) hot ga inlet tem-
perature is low enough that castable r fract or • nsulation with m tallic 
anchoring can be used. Th oxid n pr ssure lev 1 of 6 atm also mode t. 
Therefore, ti 'e number of heaters wa no t con trained y ve sel diameter limita-
tions. 
The r.umber of heaters was, therefore, selected by layou t and valve size consid-
erations. Two valves were used for each vessel for both the MHO gas inlet and 
outlet. The 2.7 m (9 ft.) diameter in 1et valv for th MHO gas is near the 
upper limH for manufacturing without de,oelopment of a very lurg millin 
machine to produce the gate valve seats. Given four haters with pair d hot 
gas valves, the system layout shown in Figure 3 was develop d. 
Extensive optimization of the number of heaters was beyond the scope of the con-
cEptual desiqn, but it is believed that any effect on total estimated system 
c c. s t wo u I d be sm all. 
The "at;o of time averaged number of heat er s "on gas" to thos e "on ox idan " was 
determined by the desi n requirements. There are approximately 2 .1 haters "on 
gas," !.3 heaters "on air ," and 0.6 heat er s "on pressurization / depressurizatior" 
on a time averaged bas is over a full heater cyc le. 
Matr ix 
The matrix material is a COITlller cial firec~ay product (H arbinn-W lker "Bison"). 
This is a low cos material rat'!( 0 r moderate t mp raturr. ppl icat ions wh ich 
offers a particularly good compromise bas mat~rial cos t and h r-
mophysical properties. This lS illus rated ;n able II I , in which material 
parMle rs for a numb r of po n i l atri ma r ials (bo th produc ion nd 
exp r imental ) ar comp red. 
TABLE III - CANDIOATE FIXED BED REGENERATIVE HEATER SYSTEM ~TRIX MATERIAL 
THERMAL STRESS AND ENERGY STORAGE PARAMETERS 
Estlmated Max. Thermal Stress EnergY/Co~t EnergY7V~!\lne 
Material ~ervice Temp." Parameter Parameter Parameter 
K (F) (hr-ft) kJ (~) MJ (BTU) ~ - -W BTU S-K S-F m3K ft3-F 
-
Norton AH 199B 1980 (3100) .0149 ( .0143) 
HW Mu 11 He 1645 (2500) .0152 ( .0146) 
HW S i 1 i c a. Veg~ 1810 (2800) .0029 ( .0028) 
HW Ufala 1590 (2400) .0095 ( ,OOQ1) 
HD Fireclay 1255 (1800) .0060 ( ,0058) 
Rebonded X-317 
- -
.0152 ( .0146 ) 
Green 1505 (2250) .0156 ( .0150) 
Valentine XX 
HW XD Mullite 1730 (2650) .0101 (. 097) 
HW SO FireClay 1395 (2050) .0158 ( 0152} 
Carborundum 2115 (3350) .0061 ( .O059} 
Monofrax A 
Carborundum 2060 (3250) . 0111 (.0107) 
Monofrax K3 
. HW Ruby 2005 (3150) .0212 ( .0204 
HW Bison 1480 (2200 ) . 0123 (.01l8 
• For ma , rix application - no slag attack -
load assum d to be 0. 2 MPa : 30 ps i) 
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.64 ( .34) 4.5 (67) 
1.20 ( .63) 2.7 (40) 
2.37 (1. 25) 2.3 (34 ) 
1.61 ( .85) 2,6 (3~) 
3.68 (1. 94) 2.1 (32) 
.27 ( .14) 3.2 ( 47) 
4.35 (2.29) 2.5 ( 37) 
.95 ( .50) 2.6 (38) 
2.01 (1 .06 ) 2.3 (34) 
.09 ( .05 3.6 (53) 
.11 ( .06) 5.7 (8 ) 
.65 ( .34) ~.4 (50) 
3.42 ( 1.~) 2.7 (40 ) I 
- - -
1 
CiE a. (l'V}k 
MOR . 
2 
cl unit cost 
3 
pc 
Three parameters are shown in Table III: 
therma 1 stress par~eter :: Ot E 
UMOR (1- JI}k 
energy/cost par~eter:: c 
UC 
energy/volume par~ter ::}Jc 
where ~ :: coefficient of thermal expansion 
E :: modulus of elasticity 
crMOR :: modulus of rupture 
JI :: Poisson's ratio 
k :: thermal conductivity 
C :: specific heat 
}J :: density 
UC :: unit cost. S/mass 
A low thermal stress par~eter is desirable since thermal stress tends to be 
design limiting. i.e .• the allowable thermal stress limits the maximum cold 
fluid heat transfer coefficient. The energy/cost parameter sho~ld be high since 
it is an indication of the ~Ol!nt of energy that can be stored per unit cost of 
matrix material. The energy/volume par~eter should be high since it is an 
indication of the ~ount of energy that can be stored per unit volume which in 
turn affects containment vessel costs. Other factors which must be considered 
in selection of a matrix material include corrosion/erosion resistance, crushing 
strength. service temperature limits. and any unique properties of particular 
materials. 
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B d n b1 [II. a lik I andidate is hi h duty fireclay. However, this 
materi ha m imum ervice temperature of only about 1256 K (1600 F). 
All owing som mar in of afety, high duty fireclay coul~ be used in the part of 
th matrix with maximum temperatures les than 1140 K (1600 F). This would be 
r comm nded for consideration in a more detailed design study. Two other likely 
candidate from Table III are high silica, "Vega," and semi-silica "Valentine 
X ." These materials hav unique properties that result from the silica content. 
One of the e propert ies is the coefficient of thermal expansion which is unu-
Slia 11y hi h over a spec if i temperature range. As a consequence, spec i a I des i gn 
and oper at in provis ions woulr1 be required during startup and shutdown if these 
mater i we,' used. Of the remain'ng materials, Bison was selected as a good 
omm r ially available material that meets thp design criteria. This material 
has ufflei nt servi ce temperature rating and crushing strength and is also 
xp ct d to have uffi ci nt corrosion and erosion resistance in this applica-
tilm. Other materials not shown in Table III would also be suitable, and should 
be can idered in the final de ign pha e. 
The he ter mat ri refractory shape is a high efficiency checker variously known 
as a Kennedy, qailey. or And co checkf:'r. This is a simple, "compact" checker 
COlllll r c ia1ly avail bl e in pl'oduction quantities. This checker has square holes 
nom nally 33.7 mm (1.328 in.) on a side and 21.1 mm (0.839 in.) ligaments or 
w bs . The hecker arrangement for a regenerdtive heater application is 
i llustrat ed in Fi ure 4. A comparible che ker can be obtained from everal 
manuf acturer . 
Severa l other check r shapes would also be suitable for use in the heater 
stem. Modern bIas furnace stoves typ ica lly use interlocking checkers, such 
as the M dnd P checker recommended by Andco Technical Services, Inc. Such 
checker are available with circu lar holes of 16 mm (1.417 in) or 40 nrn (1.575 
in) diamet r. Th selection of a differ nt high effi c iency checker shape wi ll 
not Ignifi can ly alter the hater sys tem dimensions or the performance as 
determin d f r the on t!l}tual d s l n p('~sented h r ei n . 
Th elec ted matrl r p,'esents a convent lana 1 des i gn. Furthermore, both the 
mat r a1 and he hoI p tter., are c mpat i n1 wi h the parti c ulat bearing h t 
r om th propo ed matri to a more compac t de 19n , such 
2 
s c,np. with IT11l ( 14 in . di r h 1 and ~n ( I in. w b 
rOIl elvable, but could r ult in fabrication r; k nd f ul;n 
o v IOlJTlent work could then be r quired to redu e the e ri Ie • 
tress 
T ns; le therma I stress ar deve loped du to th t 111P ratur r din indu d 
in the matrix material whe~ the cold oxidant flow through th m trix. A maxi-
mum allowable thermal tre level, based on a th r ti alIa ti mod I, wa 
imposed t Insure that cracking of the matr! bri ks will n tour. Th nomi-
na 1 allowable therma 1 stress that w used w .6 MP (1 250 ps 1), whi ch ; one-
half of the modulus of rupture (MaR) of the matr; ' material at r om t rop rature. 
This value is exp cted to b valid over th t mperatur ran n unt red in 
this application. The de ign was th rmal tre limited; thlS mean that b th 
the cold side mas velocity and the M1 unt of pr ure io that could be us d 
to promote heat tran fer w re limit d by th llowable thermal tre 
Additional work will have to be d n 1n the preliminar or final d sign ta to 
provide assurance of ac eptable f1 w di tribution withi n th he ter mat !" i 
because of the relatively low co ld fluid pr lire 10 ( 11. 7 kPa, 1. 7 psi) as 
well as the small len th / diameter ratio f til matri . 
Pr urization l epressurization 
In a regenerat ive hater y tem d rt i n of th ot 1 cyc Ie tim mu t b u ed 
to provide time for valve movement and to witch from n fluid t the other at 
a suitable pressurization / depres urization rate. Fired application uch a 
blast furnac stove pruvide fl ibility because the firln rate and duration 
can b indep ndently controlled. In a MHO plant all of the hot a mu t flow 
through the system at a c ntinuous rat. Therefore, additional matri is n ed d 
n dir ct proportion to the fractional time that i allocated f r v 
witching . An Quival nt of 0 .6 hater or 1 ~ of total m trix ma attribu-
table to swit ching. 
The !loc tion of swit chi ng tim is m what arbitrar t th con ptual 1 v 1 
of analysis. fot)r d til ci an ly i and rk c uld 1 a t o a r duction 
of thi "unproductiv II h ter volum . It unlik 1, howvr, th at h 
11 w n c uld h r du d by n m r th fl 
fa tor r two. Th ma or fact r 
Inv lv d r 
l. Valv c lin fr QU n y; 
2 . Pr s urization / epr urlzation va lv 
typ nd I ze; 
3. Allowabl m t mp ratur , pr ur 
, and flow variations and 
4. Matrix rna P r unit of h at tran f rr d. 
Thermal 
Th max imum 
t I on shin 
refra t toy 
rvl e t mp rature 
straightforward. 
h d by m talli c 
m drat that the v ss 
hi hl th rmal 
b u ed. Th d 
and duct insula-
t I v as tab 1 
i Qn par m ter for 
(4 5 Btu / hr ft 2) , 
A nominal stee 1 in ulati n sizing wa 
anmilla1 urfa 
r an outer kin temp ratur 
h t flu of 1 40 W/m 
ly30K( OF). of approxim 
ired t pr v n ~ corro I n due 
p cifi d in order to mainta in v 
to 
t mp ratur 
Or SO 
th ary 
a t b 1 wa 
f 4 0- 0 K (400-500 F) wa 
t t rnal in ula Ion wa 
t mp ratur 
t pr vi d 
d a th minimum r 
in ul in 1a r 
A liner using a hi~h trenQth fire lay 
tan A ~ ')ickn s of 63.5 I11TI 
imp1 in tallation pro dur Wh re 
f th quiv 1 nt f Harbison Walker {2 . in. wa 
appropr it, 
Ca b lOw u d t r d u t tal in u 1 t i on co t . 
Ca ta 1 e insulation I q n rally not u ed 
In bla t furnac t ves. However. 
Industries. 
c hav fund pp 1 i c at i on 
in th ch mica1 proc 
ion t 
Ca ta r fra tory in u1atlon wi 11 
require provl I n f r th rm pan 
av id ra king. In Indu trial app11cdt i n 
uch a ndary 511T1on 1.1 ref rmers 
{R f. ar typl ally produc d by ca ting I' 
gunn i nQ the 1 in I' ma erial 
In ct I n dnd c v rlnq th mtalli 
anchor with c mbu lib 1 ma 1'1 1. 
Up n I n it I 1 flrinQ f th tru ur th mat ridl "burn 
ut," nd produc 
wh n th tru ture ld. Wh n h dt d 
to p rat in temp r tur , th g p 
c lo t o maintain in ula \ n int Qrit If th p rti 
u1at -la n ga nl flow 
hrough th v 1 wh i 1 i t hot, th r wi 11 b 
1 itt 1 • if an'y • t nd nc 
f r 
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ratchetinQ to occur. Ratchetin in this context results from repetitive cycles 
where particulate material fills the gaps. restraining thermal movement and 
causing a progressive increase in gap dimension leading to refractory fai lure. 
It is not anticipated that this will occur in this application. However. as a 
continQency. a brick type structure could be considered in the final desiqn with 
a corresponding cost penalty. Brick type linings ar~ recommended by blast fur-
nace stove manufacturers. 
The types of insulation and the hicknesses of the insulation layers in each 
section of ducting are indicated in Table II and Appendix O. Only the air inlet 
manifold and ducts were not internally insulated. If. however. the hot gas 
outlet temperature were reduced by either increasinq the oxidant outlet tem-
perature or by bypass inq a fract ion of the hot gas stream and thus reducinq the 
flow of MHO gas through the individual heaters. the gas out let piping and the 
lower vessel plenum might also require only external inSUlation. This would 
result in an insulation cost savings. However. bypassinq part of the MHO gas 
would increase the control needs and costs. 
The total estimated heat loss for the heater system is 4.8% of the heat duty. A 
heat loss vs. system cost tradeoff was not made because of the limited scope of 
this study. Optimization would have a minor effect on total system cost. 
2.2.3 Heater System Operation and Performance 
The full-load operation and performance of the heater system as confiqured in 
the conceptual design is discussed in this section. 
Table IV indicates major events for a single heater as a function of time over 
one complete cycle. Each of the four heaters follows the same sequence of 
events, but the heater operations are staqgered in time by 1/ 4 of a cycle. The 
timinQ diagram. Figure 5, shows the relationship of the operatinq sequence for 
the four individual heaters. 
Assuming i entical heater performance and instantaneous valve movements. the 
flow per heater ve s el as a function of time is as shown in Figure 6. This 
flow funct 'on yields the predicted sinQle heater fluid outlet temperatures 
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TABLE IV - FIXED BED REGENl, AlIVE HEATER SYSTEM (SINGLE HEATER UNIT) 
Starting Interval, 
Event I Time, S 'C. SI~C . 
I 
Air valve opening, half to fu 11 I 0 10 
"on 
Air valve full open I 10 750 
Air valve closes 
\ 
760 20 
Depress. va lve opens 780 7 
epress. valve full open 787 112 
Depress. valve closes 899 7 
Gas valve opening, to ha 1f 906 22 
Gas va lve opening, half to fu 11 928 22 
"on 
Gas valve fu 11 open I 950 1258 
Gas va 1ve closes I 2208 44 
Press. valve opens I 2252 7 
Press. va lve full open I 2259 124 
Press. va lve clo es I 238" 7 
Air valve opening, to half I 2390 10 
Air valve opening, half to fu 11 \ 0 10 
Cycle Repeats I 
I 
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over a cycle as shown in Figure 7. Using this data in conjunction with the 
system timing diagram yields the estimated heater system oxidant and combustion 
gas outlet temperature function~ as shown in Figure 8. Note that these calcula-
tions do not include any allowance for control, differences in individual heat er 
conditions, or flow passage capacitance. Additional typical single heater per-
formance data are given in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 provides the end-of-phase 
axial matrix temperature distributions as a function of bed height. Fi :"ure 10 
provides matrix and liner radial temperature profiles at several axial loca-
tions. The effects of heat loss and matrix/liner thermal interaction have been 
included in these calculations. 
Ripple 
Predicted he~ter system oxidant and MHO gas out let temperatures are shown in 
Figure 8. The saw-tooth ~rofile is characteristic of regenerative heater~. The 
timewise variat i on in temperature is knmo#n as ripp1e and is caused by the tem-
perature droop of the individual heaters. The oxidant ripple can affect com-
bustor and channel performance, and could, conceivably, feed back into the 
heater system. The hot gas ripple could thermally cycle downstream components. 
The temperature ripple ;s strongly linked to: 
1. Number of heaters; 
2. Matrix mass required to accommodate switching; and 
3. Matrix mass per unit of heat transferred at fixed flows and inlet 
temper atures . 
The latter is, in turn, strongly link~d to matrix material properties. checker 
selection, and required thermal performance. 
The oxidant temperature ripple predicted for the presented conce ptual design 
amounts to a total peak to peak variation of 80 K ( 140 F); i.e ., the outlet tem-
perature varies by ~ 40 K (70 F) about the average value of 1144 K (1600 F) . A 
system wit h a higher delivered oxidant temperature and a smaller ripple CO Uld be 
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confi gur d wi h th en 
c ~n lor uc d for 
s t mp €rature, is di scussed below. Th ripple 
m oxid nt empera '.re lf~ v~l by reducinq the cycle 
til" th; would requir a lar~ r number of va 1v cycl s in a year and thus 
w uld incr v lve r, 
Heater System for Increased Oxidant Temper-lture 
The pr S nted de ign ha a modest bed he; ht (8.5 m or ~8 ft,). nd the vessel 
cost repre sent relativ ly small port. ion (; f th,:? heater system cost. 
Therefore, it appears reasonable to cons ider a de ign yielding ~n oxidant t em-
perature at the heater system outl t as high as 1214 K ( 1725 F), To this end, 
Fig' r 11 wa s prepared show ; n relative vessel cost as a funct ion of delivered 
oxi n temperat ure . The MHO Gas inlet temperature and the number of heaters 
were held con stant in developinq this information . As the oxidant thermal 
effect iven ss incl"ease • i.e .• a th t mp rat ure incrE:ase of the oxidant in the 
h ater sys m mor e ne rly approaches the difference between the MHO gas inlet 
mperatur and oxidant ir, let temprature. the required heat transfer area 
i ncr ase prorortion ately more than the oxidant temperature. Thus. the matrix 
mas~ ~ r unit of heat transferred increases and the decreas e in out let tem-
perature in a iven t ime interval (d roop ) decreases. One can then choose eit her 
t o allow h cye l time to increase or to reduce the indiv id ual hater droop and 
t ~us h heater system ripple. In developing the data in Figure 11. the cycle 
ime was h ld nearly con~ ant and the r ipple was allowed t G dec.rease. For this 
e son . r ippl is also pic t d s a func ion of delivered oxidant t mperature. 
An inc re s d 0 id an temperat r wi I I irtl~rove MHO pI ' nt performanc. For 
x mp informa ion fr om h NASA Lewis R~s a ch enter ind ic ated that an 
increase in oxid ant e perature fr om 1144 ( 1600 F) to 1214 (1725 F) would 
incr ase overall MHO pI n ef ici ncy t'> approximately 0 .4 of J percentage 
poin Iocr ased 0 i dan mp ra ure a sc 0 fers the possibility of decre asi ng 
he emper ripple wi !1 bypass 0 idan flo w in Qrder to achieve a more 
n arl :.on s n t this i s d sirable . 
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A cont inl'Ous bypa of a fraction of the MHO gas stream could be beneficial. 
Although the required matrix mass woulc1 increase, the cross-sectional areas of 
the MHO 9 ducts and valves and the rna imum bottom-of-the-bed solid temperature 
(and thus the bed support temperature requirement) would decrease. For example, 
bypassing 30% of the MHO gas could result in a maximum bottom-of-the-bed solid 
temperature of 617 K (651 F). Increasing the oxidant temperature as suggested 
above would also redUCe the maximum bed support temperature requirement. 
Control Considerations 
Design of the regenerat ive heater control system and the MHO system controls 
required by the regenerat ive heater system t'equires data that is not avai lable 
on a conceptl1al design basis. Allowance was made in the cost estimate for 
general process instrumentation and controls based on previous work. Hydraulic 
systems with attendent controls were included in the valve cost estimates. 
There will be variation in both outlet streams with respect to temperature, 
pressure, flow r te, and fluid composition. Of these, temperature is most 
likely to be si nificant. The oxidant composition will vary due to carryover of 
hot gas and particulate matter because of the switching process. 
The oxidant and MHO gas temperatur s could be controlled by means of bypass of 
MHO as and / or oxidant. The flows could be controlled to modulate the heater 
system utlet temperatures if required by the combustor and / or downstream 
comp onents. Some deqree of protective system control would be required to pre-
vent ov rpressure or overtemperature in the MHO gas ducts and excessive thermal 
cycling of the refractory materials in the heat er system due to channel perfor-
mance flu ctuati ns. 
2 . Cost Estimate 
A co t for the fixed b d he t r syst em de cribed bove was estimated. The esti-
mat . whi ch includ s cos of materials, fabri c tion and installation, i~ 
$1 , 2 8 , 00 in 1 80 doll rs. A summary of the cos t s by major component is iven 
in r b 1 V. 
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TABLE V - FIXED BED REGENERATIVE HEATER YSTEM ESTIMATEO CO T 
COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
Heater Vessels (4) 
Stee 1 She 11 
Refractory Insulation (installed) 
Checker Matrix (installed) 
Matrix Support (installed) 
Total Heater Vessels 
MHO Gas and 0 idant, Ducting 
(with inst.)lled insulation) 
Sequencing Valves 
Major Expansion Joints 
Support Structure and Foundations 
Controls and Instrumentation 
Erection (excluding refractory 
installation) 
Total HEATE R SYSTEM 
1525 
596 
2939 
1552 
CO ST ($1,000 IS) 
6612 
2283 
6548 
46 2 
1639 
77 
877 
1mB" 
~------------------------------~--------------------------
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v r 1 imp or tant resul can been from the cost ul1l11ary. First, the flow 
sequencin valves are a major co t component in the he~ter system, representing 
34% of the tot 1 cost. If the valves could be redu ed ir. size or number, there 
would be a subst ntial vings in total heater cost. Therefore, tradeoffs be-
tween allowable velocity in the valves (with erosion and poor flow distribution 
that results from high velo ity) and heater system cost should be considered in 
future de ign tudi 
Second, the matrix of refractory checkers irT10unts to only 15% of the total 
yst m co - t ba ed upon using a sinqle material for the entire matrix; checker 
material co t alone (not in talled) represents only 9% of the system to~al. 
Thu the p cific refra tory material selected for the heater matrix makes 
1 ittle diff r nc to ov raIl co t. Usinq the lowe t cost material suitable for 
the bottom portion of the matri , such as hio' , (1.! 'V fireclay, will not signifi -
cantly redu e the he t r sy tem o- t. 
Furth rmore, using a heater matrix of increased hei ht to produce a hi her 
outl t t mp rature of the oxidant, as proposed in Section 2.2.3, will not si9n-
ficantl .Y increase the heater ystem cost. Sa ed on the results from that sec-
tion, a h t r ystem deliverin9 0 idant at 1210 K (1720 F) would have a total 
in taIled co of ppro imately $24 million . 
Th basi f r th cos t e timate i ~ di cussed in the following sections, and a 
detaile r co t breakdown provided in Appendi D. 
2 . 3. 1 Ba for Co t Estimat 
ti mat d using th fo ll owin eneral guideline: 
- Th co t of all mat ri Is, shop fabricated components, and pur-
ch d quipm nt re F.O.B. manu acturer's plant, i.e. ready-to-ship. 
No shippinq c fr om m nufac tur r to ite are included. 
Ra fOI" fi ld or or shop labor ar ba t:J on $4 2 ;.Jer ho Ir wh i ch 
includ s dir c t w and ind ir c t ch rQ uch as upervi ion, 
i n ur nc fr inQ b n fit, r er comp n ti on, upport staff , tools 
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and equip ment, cont i ngency an d contractor fee or prof it. This r ate 
converted to a basis of dollars per pound or dollar s per cubi c foo t in 
some instances. 
- Engineering design costs are not included. 
- Indirect costs an~ contractor profit or fee have not been specifically 
added to the costs for purchased components but are inc 1 uded through 
the application of the labor rates specified above. 
Costs were establLhed directly from the weights, volumes, or capaci-
ties of the components listed. 
- In the cases of structural steel, instrumentation and controls and 
field erection and assembly, quantities or costs were estimated as per-
centages determined from previously installed test facilities and cera-
mic heaters designed by FluiDyne or from previous studies of ceramic 
heaters. 
2.3 .2 Steel Components 
Material and fabrication cost rates for the types of steel used in the system 
are given in Tab l e VI. 
TABLE VI - ESTIMATED COST S FOR ~~ EE L 
Field or Shop 
I TYPE OF STEEL Material Cost Labor Rate F abr i cated Co st I 
L ( $/1 b ) ($/1 b) ( $/1 b) 
I 
I Carbon Steel .35 1. 25 1. 60 
I Struct ura l Steel .35 .25 .60 
L 
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2.3.3 Refractory Materials 
The cost rates for the types of refrac~ories included in the facility are given 
in Table VII. Factors were applied to account for rebound (loss of castable 
material when gunning on to a surface) and for anchors to hold the castable 
materi;;l ill place; for manufacturing the checker shape; and for supporting the 
external insulation. 
2.3.4 Refractory Installation 
Refractory installation costs are based on the following determination of cost 
per unit '!olurne of installed refractory: 
_ There are 17 .2 nine inch equivalents (equal to the volume of a 
standard ')" x 4.5" X 2.5" refractory brick) in one cubic foot. 
Labor hours required per nine inch equivalent are 
.0375 hours / 9 in. equivalent (for installation) 
.0075 hours / 9 in. equivalent (for materials handling) 
.0450 hours / 9 in. equivalent 
Therefore the basic installation cost rate is: 
(.0450) ( 17 . 2) (42) = 32.50 $/ ft3 
This installation rate is multiplied by complexity factors, some of which reduce 
the rate and some of which increase the rate. Typical complexity factors and 
the resultant rate s are given in Table VI I I. 
7 . 3.5 Sequenci ng Va lves 
The costs of all valves ~re estimated by the following procedure: 
_ The weight of a single-plate valve of tht! given bore for dirt-bearing 
media service was determined from blast furnace valve vendor 
1 iterature. 
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TABLE VII - ESTIMATED COSTS FOR REFRACTORY MATERIALS 
LOCATION 
Heater 
Hot Liner 
Inner Liner 
Bottom Fi 11 
Matrix (Holed 
Piping 
External In-
sulation 
Refractory Type 
Castable, KS-4 
Castable, C-20 
I 
I I 
I Mater i all 
I Cost 
I (S/lb) 
I 
I 
I I .214 
.46 
Lightweight Castable .46 
Checker, HW Bison 
Castable, C-20 
Castable, KS-4 
Calcium Silicate 
I I . 237 
I I .46 
I .214 
I 
I 
I 
11.00 
I 
I 
Adjusted Material I 
Cost, Incl. Re- ~ 
bound Checker or I 
Support Factors I 
(S/lb) I 
.28 
.60 
.46 
.31 
.60 
.28 
1.05 
I 
T~BLE VIII - ESTIMATED INSTALLATION COSTS FOR REFRACTORY MATERIALS 
Complexity Facto1 Installation Cost I 
Rate (Sift 3) I Refractory Category I (Mul it ipl ier) I 
I I I 
External Insulation I 0.7 I 22.75 I 
Castab ,e Mater i al I 0.8 I 26.00 I 
Large Horizontal Diameters 1.0 I 32.50 I 
Heater Matr ix 1.0 I 32.50 I 
Upper Domes in Ves sels 2. 0 I 65. 00 I 
I I 
He at er Bott om Fi ll 0. 75 I 24. 38 I 
I I 
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- A basic valve cost of $6.00 per pound was applied. This was derived 
from known costs of simi lar valves furnished by major v.alve manufac-
turers. 
- 10% was added to the basic cost of each valve for a hydraulic operator. 
- If the valve was internally insulated, 20% was added to the basic cost. 
2.3 .6 Expansion Joints 
It was assumed that each heater duct will require an expansion joint. Recent 
quotations from manufacturers on simi lar size expansion joints were used to 
establish the expansion joint cost. 
2.3.7 Additional Costs 
The cost of controls and instrumentation was estimated at 5% of the total cost 
of all materials, shop-fabricated components, purchased equipment and refractory 
installation. 
An ide ltical iYTlount was added for erection and assembly of the system. Based on 
the overall system cost and weight, this 5% allowance translates into an erec-
tion and assembly cost of approximately 9 cents ~er pound. This rate is 
somewhat low compared to rates we have used in other work but seems justified in 
this case since most of the weight is hi9hly concentrated in the heater assembly 
package. It should be noted that the cost of erect ion and -,ssembly does not 
include refractory installation which was treated separately and is discussed in 
paragraph 2 . 3.~. 
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3.0 CERAMI C RE CU PERATIVE HEATER SYSTEM 
The major des ign cons i derations, conceptual design and cost estimate for a tubu-
l~r ceram i c recuperative heater for the MHO intermediate temperature oXldant 
heater application are discussed below. The presented conceptual design does 
not represent an optimized heater system, since the level of effort required for 
optimization was beyond the scope of this study . In contrast to the fixed bed 
regenerator conceptual design which would utilize materials, components, and 
fabrication techniques which represent standard industrial practice, the ceramic 
recuperator would require considerable development effort as well as expanded 
l1anufacturing capabilities in order to produce the required ceramic components . 
3.1 Design Coniderations 
3.1 . 1 Des i gn Considerat i ons for MHO Application 
The ma j or des i gn factors involved in ad apt i ng the cerami c tube and shell recu-
perator to this appl ication are (1) the large pressure difference between MHO 
gas and oxid ant, (2) the larqe flow rate t o be handled compared to flow rate s in 
curt'ent app l icat i ons, and (3 ) the MH O gas particulate loading. A ceramic recu-
perator wou ld require thin walled structures (tubes and headers ) manufactured 
from brittle (ceramic ) mater i als. As opposed to standard uses of ceramic 
materials (bricks, cas tables , etc.), such structures presen t sev eral challen gin g 
design probl ems, inc ludin Q accomodation of thermal expansi on and deve lopment of 
fabr ica t ion techniques for metal / ceramic interfaces an d ceramic t ube and header 
as sembl ies . 
The major des ign fact c. fs r e lated t o the pressu r e diff erence ar e the abilit y of 
ceram i c mat er i als t o wit hstand the app l ied stre sses and the possibi lity of 
leakage through the many j oint s . The pressure con t ainment req ui r emE: nt l imi t s 
t he si ze of ceramic t ubes and header s ; the l ar e overal'l heater si ze th us 
requ ires a nlJl1ber of modu les con t ai ning re l atively small ceramic components . 
All join t s involving ceramic components are of great conce r n due to the poten -
t i a l for leaks. If a leak-free assembly can be constructed , thermal expansion 
and mechanical and thermal s resses during operation could cause ledks to deve -
lop. 
These design fac ors alon with the variability of mechanical properties of 
ceramic materials and the resul inQ uncertainties in design procedures , are 
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identified in Refs. 4.26 and 27 as the major limitations in applying ceramic 
recuperators to the MHO oxidant heating requirement. 
The particulate loading in the MHO gas stream also restricts the design. Small 
flow passages would be subject to fouling. and slip-type joints or gaps in cera-
mic components could become fouled with dust. The particles are expected to be 
very small, however. as discussed in Section 2.1. and are also assumed to be in 
a dry (non-sticky). solid form. Thus. fouling of the heat exchanger can pro-
bably be prevented by allowing sufficient spacing of the tubes and maintaining a 
high enough velocity to keep the particles entrained in the gas stream. Erosion 
is also not expected to present a major problem since the particles would be 
very small. 
3.1.2 Review of Current Applications and r.evelopment Programs 
With these design considerations in mind. a review of current ceramic recupera-
tor applications and development pro grams was made in order to identify the most 
promising concepts for this appl i cation. 
Several ceramic re:uperators are available as commercial products; other ver -
sions are undergoing development. These fall into various categories that are 
indicative of the appl ic ations and of the capabilities of ceramic fabricating 
technology. A good overview of ceramic recuperators is available in a survey 
paper by C. F. to'c r.Dna 1-. (Ref. 28) . 
One type of ceramic recurerato r- uses a ma tr ix that consists of an assembly with 
sev er al heat exchanger passages formed as a single unit. analogous to a metallic 
plate-fin heat exchanger. This type of core is an extension of the glass matrix 
such as that buil t by Corning Glass for the rotary regenerator contemplated for 
vehicular- gas turbines. These recuperators are compact ( low fin hei ght and hig h 
fin count per inch) and have been designed to withst and a signific ant pressu re 
difference. The core can be forme d from a variety of mat eri als including glass, 
silicon nitride. silicon carbide , and magnesium alum i num silicate (co rd ieri te ) . 
GTE - Sylv ania Inc. has developed a formed plate mOdule of cordie rite rated for 
hot gas inlet temperatures of 1640 to 1760 K (2500 to 2700 F). This unit is 
used , under license, as the core of the "Cuberator " marketed by Thermal Transfer 
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Corporation (Refs. 29. 30 and 31). Coors Porcelain Co .• Corning Glass Worlrs. 
and the Norton Company have also fabricated modular "plate-fin" elements. A 
German silicon nitride recuperator of this type is described in Refs. 32 and 33. 
Experimental results at internal pressure reported in Ref. 32 showed plate rup-
ture occuring at a pressure difference of 3 atm. 
The problems associated with the formed-plate module concept make it an unlikely 
candidate for th~ MHO application. Dirty gas becomes a serious problem in the 
small flow passages. The 6 atm pressure is high relative to the state-of-the-
art and could result in excessive leakage due to internal cracking of the 
"plates" and excessive leakage through the mechanical seals arou~Q the periphery of 
the r.eramic module. 
Another type of design is a "cemented" stacked brick matrix with separated flow 
packages in each bric\ element as describ~J in Ref. 34. The design (by 
Oidier-Werke A. G.) described in Ref. 34 is a large unit with large flow passa-
ges for use on glass melting furnaces. However. it is limited to nearly equal 
fluid pressures and applications tolerant of significant leakages. 
Effort toward acconmodating similar large scale appl i cations with less leakage 
at slightly higher pressure differentials has led to tubular des)yns. There are 
. nLlnber of manufacturers of these units for use in such appl ications as steel 
industry soaking pits. They typically use large diameter (127-209 mm, (5-9 in.) 
0.0.) silicon carbide tubes with a cross-flow arrangement. Development of cYl 
English design of this type is reported in Ref. 35. The tube-to-heater connec-
tion uses a fibre pack i ng type of seal. The typical unit has only a few (less 
than 100) tubes and the seals can be periodically repacked as part of normal 
maintenance. Cruciform inserts have a1so been developed to augment the low 
inside-the-tube heat transfer coefficient. A "high pressure" unit of this type 
would have lip to 1% leakage at a pressure differential of kPa (16 in. of 
water). Other information on these desigr.s is given in Refs. 36 and 37. These 
des i9ns are 1 arge seale and cou ld acconmodate dir ty gases, but cannot be used 
directly in the MHO application because of the 6 atm oxidant pressure. 
Significant development work is now being done with regard to materials, surface 
forms, and fabr ication for tubular heat exchangers for industrial ga'i turb ine 
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applications. They generally use a cross-flow arrangement with ribbing and 
other forms of surface roughening for heat transfer enhancement on tubes as 
small as 25 rrm (1 in.) in diameter. Various techniques are used to make the 
tube-to-header Joint. 
Extensive literature has been published on the Hague International designs, for 
ex~ple Refs. 38, 39, and 40. Hague's CerHx product line uses silicon carbide 
tubes with optional external finning and is designed for low pressure applica-
tions such as slot furnaces. In Ref. 39, Hague reports a design for a s tur-
bine cycle with a 6 atm compressor pressure that uses a 95 nrn (3 . 7 in.) 0.0. 
externally finned tube. This is a proposed unit that 1s of large scale. A 
design similar to this wou~d be a candidate for the MHO a ~p licat : on. 
The Department of Energy and EPRI have funded development work on des igns for 
gas turbine applications. Rockwell International, Roc etdyne Division has been 
performing studies and conceptual designs as part of its "Advan ·!d Coal-Fueled 
Combustor /Heat E.(changer Techno logy Study," Ref. 41. Solar Turbines Inter-
national completed testing of a full-size recuperator module having silicon car-
bide tubes of 25 rrm (1 in.) 0.0. and 4.6 m (15 ft.) length. This design used an 
Inconel 800H header and Inconel 718 bellows at the cold end (Ref. 42). 
Significant basic work on joining technology has also been reported (Refs. 43 
and 44) . AiResearch Manufacturing Cr). of California has reported experimental 
data on a proto type U-tube design for gas turbine cycles. Information on this 
work is given in Refs. 45-48. ~one of the high pressure units has been deve-
loped to the po i nt of conrnercial availability. 
Of all cerM1ic recuperative heat exchanger designs and design concepts, only 
some of the low pressure di fferential designs (of the order of 5 kPa, or 20 in. 
of water ) are corrmercially available . The high pressure des igns (up to ~ atm in 
the high pressure side) are in ear ly development stages. Based on the work done 
to date, the most likely surface is a s ili con carblde tube. These tubes are 
corrmerc i a lly available wi th operat i ng temperat ures higher than the "liD ITOH 
requirement. Fi nned tubes have been manufactured, but wou ld be likely t o become 
fouled by the part icul te-bearing gas stre ' . 
The concep ual des; n pre sen cd in the fOl lowing sect ion was based pr imar i ly on 
the AiResear ch prot otype des ign (Refs . 45-4B) . In th Ai Re search wor k, sm all U-
tube and manifold as semb lies were fabricated. These assemblies were tested at 
high temp ratures in the presence of coal sla Pressure containment at 1505 K 
(2250 F) and 3.4 MPa (SOO psia) and resistance of the silicon carbide material 
to ~rosion and corrosion by the coal slag were demonstrated. Extension of the 
ceramic joint and assembly concepts to large sizes will require additional deve-
lopment work, however. 
A major advantage of a ceramic recuperator, as opposed to a periodic flow reQe-
nerator, is that flow sequencing valves and control!' are not required in order 
to achieve continuous flows of MHO gas and oxidant A constant mper ture 
would be achi evable, thus eliminating the r ipple associated wit h a fix e b 
regene, 'ative heater. However, if frequent repairs become nece ssary, valves j>r. d 
controls may be needed to isolate the various heater modules. In this (.~s i n 
study the optimistic view was taken that isolation valves would not r_ nee <L 
It is assumed that minor tube or joint fai lures and the resulting leaka e would 
be tolerable in the heater operation. 
3 .2 Conceptual Design 
The heatpr system process diagram is shown in Fig. 12. The oxidant inlet and 
outlet temperatures, the MHO gas inlet temperature, and the MHO gas and oxidant 
flow rates are as specified. The temperatures indicaterl in Figure 12 at inter-
mediate pOints in the heater system represent aver age conditions for the modu -
les, ac co unting for system heat lo sses. No allowance was made for leakage of 
oxidant into the MHO gas stream. 
3.2.1 Heater System Conf igu r ati on 
he heater syste consists of 20 individual modules and the necessary MHO gas 
and oxidant ducts and manifolds to distribute the flow. The configuration of a 
odule is shown in Fi . 13. The cer~;c tube and header assembly is shown in 
Fig. 14. The hater system confi uration is shown in Figs. 15 and 16, wh ic h 
i llvstrate the arrangement of the MHO gas ducts and manifolds and the 0)1. idant 
d . ~ s and ma nifolds , respectively. Heater syste parameters are summarized in 
ables IX and X. 
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TABLE IX - CERAMIC RECUPERATIVE HEATER SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
CONFIGURATION AND DESIGN PARAMETERS 
Generdl Arrangement: 
No. of Recuperator Modules: 
Tube Di ameter: 
Tube Wall Thickness: 
I Tube Arrangement: 
Tube Row Spacing: 
Active Tube Length: 
Number of Tubes/Module: 
Ceramic Header Diameter : 
Ceramic Header Wall Thickness: 
Act i ve Heade',' Length: 
Tube/Header Material: 
4 Pass Cross-Counterflow 
20 
25.4 mm (1 in.) 0.0. 
3.2 nm (1/8 in.) 
Staggered, 6 rows in direction 
of MHO gas flow - each module 
31.75 mrn (1.25 in.) center-to-
center (both normal and parallel 
to flow) 
2134 mm (84 in.) - each pass 
477 - ~ach pass 
305 mm (1 2 in.) O.J. 
6.35 mm (1 / 4 in.) 
2540 mrn (100 in.) 
Norton NC430 Silicon Carbide 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
MHO Gas Pressure Loss: 
Oxidant Pressure Loss: 
System Heat Loss: 
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4.2 kPa (0.61 psi) 
20.0 kPa (2.9 psi) 
6.4~ of Heat Duty 
TABLE X - CERAMIC RECUPERATIVE HEATER SYSTEM DUCT AND MANIFOLD CONFIGURATIONS 
INSULATION THICKNESS 
MAX. FLOW Layer 11 
ITEM DIMENSION mm (in.) 
MHO Gas Inlet Duct 32.6 m 2 (351 ft2) 63.5 (2.5) 
MHO Gas Inlet 8.2 m 2 (88 f t 2) 63.5 (2.5) 
Manifo lds 
MHO Gas Outlet Duct 27.4 m 2 (295 ft 2) 63.5 (2.5) 
MHO Gas Outlet 7.0 m 2 (75 ft2) 63.5 (2.5) 
Manifo lds 
Oxidant Inlet Duct 1.65 m (65 in.) -- -
di a. 
Ox i jant Inlet .98 m (38.5 . \ ) n . I ----
Manifolds di a. 
Oxidant Out let Duct 2.02 m (79.5 in. 63.5 ( 2.5) 
dia. 
Oxidant Outlet 1.02 m (40 in.) 63.5 (2.5) 
Manifolds dia. 
1 High Strength Fireclay Castable (KS-4 ) 
2 Insulating Castable (C-20 ) 
3 Calcium Silicate 
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Layer 22 Externa1 3 
ITIT1 (in.) IlITl (in.) 
, 
88.9 (3.5) 12.7 (0.5) 
88.9 (3.5) 
31.R (1. 25) 
31.8 ( 1. 25) 
----
----
69.8 (2.75) 
69.8 (2.75) 
The basic heat exchanger module consists of a four pass. cross counterflow si li-
con carbide tuhe assembly. The four passes are made by straight 25.4 mm (1 in d) 
outer diameter tubes with 3.7 IIITl (1/8 in.) wall thickness. The straight tubes 
are joined by silicon carbide U-tubes of similar diameter and wall thicknes s , 
and the tube assel1lbly is joined tG a silicon carbide header at each end. The 
design was developed so that the length of th ~! straight tubes would not exceed 
3 m (10 ft.). and the ceramic header sizes were limited to 305 ITIT1 (12 in.) 
di~eter and 2540 IIITl (100 in.) length. The tube spacings were also chosen so 
that no U bends had a turn radius/tube diameter less than 5 .5 to keep stresses 
at a reasonable level. These size and spacing limitations were determined on 
the basis of reasonable expectations of future silicon carbide manufacturing 
capabilities and on the pressure containment requirement. Finned tubes were not 
selected because of the potential for fouling due to the particulate loading in 
the MHO gas stream. 
A ceramic/metal joint is maLie at the ends of each silicon carDide header. The 
joint is illustrated in Fig. 13 and consists of a flanged. conical ceramic sec-
tion which is attached to the meta11ic pipe with a Marman type clamp, following 
the method described in Ref. 45. 
The ceramic headers and the U-tube portions of the tubular assembly are enclosed 
by the metallic recuperator module shell and surrounded by insulation. A 
"baffle" consisting of a thin sheet of high alloy steel separates this insula-
tion layer surrounding the cerc.mic headers and U-tubes from the MHO gas flow. 
Since its only function is to minimize flow bypassing of the active heat 
exchanger tubes, this baffle will not require high strength and therefore some 
degree of corrosion of the baffle material will not pose a serious problem. 
As shown in Figure 15, the heater system is arranged with the main MHO gas inlet 
and outlet ducts on a cOlTlllon centerline. Four sets of inlet and outlet mani-
folds run perpendicular to the main ducts as shown in Figure 16. to distribute 
flow to. and collect flow from, four legs having f iv e heater modules each . The 
oxidant inlet and outlet ducts run para l1el to the MHO gas ducts . one on each 
s ide of the gas ducts. Oxidant manifolds run perpendi cular to the main ducts 
and above the individual recuperator modules. Two ver t ical pipes extend down-
ward from the oxidant manifolds to provide a connection at the end s of each 
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cer am i c header. Proper di stri bution of the flows through the heater system 
woul d b ass ured by appro pr iat e: considerations in the preliminary and final 
des ign ph as es. 
The insu l ati on mater; 1:. and thicknesses for the MHO gas and oxidant ducts and 
manifolds dre summarized in Table X. A layer of extra strength fireclay 
cas tab1e for er o ion resi stance and a second layer of a moderate temperature 
in ulating castable ar~ used to internally insulate the metallic gas inlet and 
outlet ducts and manifolds and the metallic oxidant outlet manifolds and duct. 
The oxidant inlet duc t is not internally insulated. All of the metallic ducts 
~ n d manifolds and the recuperator module shells are covered with a calcium sili-
cate t ype external insulation. 
Th heater system wou ld be field fabricated, with the exception of the ceramic 
header-tube assemblies wh ich would be shop fabricated and installed as complete 
units . 
As noted previously, the ce rami c recuperator would require considerable develop-
ment effort as well as expanded manufacturi ng capabilities i n order to produce 
the required ceramic components . Lifetimes of the vesse l and duct refractory 
linings on the or der or 1 5-~O years should be achievable. Estimates of life for 
the silicon carbid e assemblies cannot be made at this time due to the early 
development stage of the technology . 
Oeta i 1s of ma ' or heate r syster.; components and heater system operat ion and per-
f ormance are discussed in the follo wing sections . 
3.2 . 2 Design Approach 
A descrip ti on of the approach used t o develop t he conceptual designs for the 
ma jor hea t er system componen t s is given i n the following paragraphs. 
Sizing Methods 
The heat e ch ang er matrix was si zed by usinQ a F1ui Oyne computer program pre -
viously developed for ana1jsis of mu1 iple-p ass cr oss -count er flow heater 
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designs. The computer program was used to determine the tube bundle dimensions 
required to meet the specified thermal performance and allowable pressure 
losses. 
The computer program utilizes an iterative solution procedure to solve the 
algebraic heat exchanger sizing equations (Ref. 49). Frictional losses. 
entrance and exit effects. losses due to flow acceleration. and turning losses 
are computed. Thermal/hydrat.! ~ ic performance data from Ref. 49 are used. The 
relationship between heat exchanger effectiveness and number of transfer units 
for cross flow is based on a series solution developed by Mason (Ref. 50). The 
computer solution is based on bulk mean fluid conditions. 
Several pa:-i'.meters were considered for the heater system conceptual design. 
including tube dicneter. oxidant inside or outside the cercnic tubes. pressure 
loss. heat exchanger shape, tube spacing. and various single or multiple pass 
cross counterflow configurations. 
Number of Heater Modules 
Multiple heater modules are required in order to provide the necessary heat 
transfer surface area while st ill meeting various restrict ions placed on the 
size of the cer~ic components. The choice of 20 individual units resulted from 
the various size restrictions assumed. as discussed above. Other assumptions 
could be made regarding allowable sizes. which ~uld have some impact on the 
number of individual heater modules. However, the sizes used in this conceptual 
design represent extensions to present manufactui';ng capabilities for ceramic 
components capable of the required pressure loading. and further extensions did 
not seem justified on the basis of ceramic recuperator experience to date. 
Ceramic Assemblies 
The proposed cercnic material is Norton NC430, a dense, sintered silicon carbide 
featuring a bimodal grain ~ize distribution of high purity silicon carbide. It 
is impregnated with metallic silicon to close any residual porosit:-. This 
material has been used at temperatures up to 1670 K (2590 F) and, as d)scussed 
prev i ously, has been shown to have good erosion and corrosion resistance in the 
presence of coal slag (Ref. 45 ) . 
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The concept envisioned for fabricating the manifold/tube assemblies illustrated 
in Fig. 14 is as follows. The manifolds, straight tubes, and U-tubes would be 
cast and fired separately. These components would then be joined with addi-
tional "green" silicon carbide material, and the entire assembly would be fired 
to produce a pressure containing unit. The proposed quantity and length of 
straight tubes as well as the diameter of the ceramic manifolds exceed current 
manufacturing capabilities (Ref. 45). Thus, manufacturing capabilities would 
need to be developed. A furnace large enough to fire the entire assembly would 
also need to be developed. The required development work and extrapolation of 
manufacturing capabilities are expected to be feasible if a sufficient market 
demand were to exist. 
Other methods for fabricating silicon carbide structures and joining techniques 
such as the relaxing joint under development by Solar Turbines International 
(Refs. 43 and 44) should also be considered. However, an exhaustive survey of 
cerMlic fabrication techniques was beyond the scope of this conceptual design 
study, and the presented fabrication procedure was selected as a reasonable 
method for the basis of the design. 
Tube and Cer~nic Header Arrangement 
Tubes in each pass through the MHO gas are arranged in a staggered fashion rela-
tive to the MHO gas flow direction. Tube spacing from row to row is 31.75 !1IT1 
(1.25 in.) center-to-center both parallel and normal to the flow direction as 
shown in Figure 14. Six rows of tubes, in the direction of the MHO gas flow, 
are used in each pass. The tubes are suspended vertically from the two ceramic 
headers in each assemb 1y, and the ceramic headers are supported by hangers from 
the roof of the heater module vessel. This arrangement allows for thermal move-
ment of the individual tubes without developing large stresses. Each ceramic 
header is fed by, or discharges to, the larger metallic air inlet or outlet 
manifolds at both ends. The velocities in the ceramic headers were restricted 
to values about equal to he velocities in the individual tubes. 
It is felt that the selected tube spacing will be sufficient to prevent accumu-
lation of the small particulate matter in the heater system. Should further 
design efforts indicate a need, a sootblowing system could be accormlodated in 
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the presented des ign. Larger tube spacing would then be required. and design 
precautions would be required to avoid thermal shock problems. These con-
siderations would add to the heater system cost. 
Thermal Insulation 
The insulation materials and arrangements chosen for the he~~er modules. metal-
l;c manifolds and ducts are the same as for the fixed bed regenerative heater 
system . The maximum service temperature is moderate so that the vessel duct and 
insulation scheme is straightforward. Inexpensive. highly thermal resistive 
castable refractory attached by metallic anchors can be used. The design para-
meters for insulation sizing were a nominal surface heat fl x of 1340 W/m2 (425 
Btu/hr . ft 2). or an outer skin temperature of approx imately 390 K (250 F) . A 
nominal steel vessel temperature of 480-530 K (400-500 F) was selected to pre-
vent corrosion due to NOx or SOx species. External insulation was spec .fied in 
order to maintain the necessary steel vessel temperature. A liner using a high 
strength fireclay castable was selected to provide erosion resistance. A 
thickness of 63.5 mm (2.5 in.) was selected as the minimum for simple installa-
tion procedures. Where appropriate. a second insulating layer of the equivalent 
of Harbison Walker Castable 20 was used to reduce total insulation costs. the 
air inlet ducts and manifolds are not internally insulated. The types of insu-
lation and the thicknesses of the layers used in the various locations are indi-
cated in Tab e X and Appendix E. 
The estimated heat loss for the heater system is 6.4' of the heat duty. A heat 
loss vs. system cost trade-off was not made because of the limite~ scope of the 
conceptual design. Optimization would have a minor effect on total system cost. 
3. 2.3 Heater System Operation and Perfolmance 
The heater system wi 11 rovide cont inuous flows of MHO gas and ox i dant at the 
temperatures shown i n Fig. 12. The temperatures at intermediat e points in the 
heater system were calcul ated. account i ng for system heat losses. These values 
represent the average performance of the 20 heater modules. No at tempt was made 
t o estimate performance variations due t o maldis tr ibution of flo ws throu h the 
heater system . Appropr i ate steps to mi nimize maldistribution would be made in 
preliminary and final des iqn phases. 
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The conceptual design does not include a control system. None is required to 
maintain the heater performance. Tf, however, leakage through t,e ceramic CJm-
ponents and joints should prove to be 51 nificant or if modules must be periodi-
cally isolated for adjustment or repair, some degree of control will bf required 
to m~intain the heater system performance. Determination of the extent of need 
for some degree of control, as well as the need for spare modules and/or excess 
system capc\city, wi 11 be dependent upon the development of ceramic recuperator 
technology and on co~ponent reliability and availability requirements. 
3.~ Cost Estimate 
A cost for the ceramic recuperative heater system described above was estimated. 
The estimate which includes cost of materials, fabrication and installation, is 
$15,8 ,oeo in 1980 dollars. A summary of the costs by major component is given 
in Tab 1 e X I. 
The ~ajor cost component in the heatel" system is the ceramic header/tube 
assembl~es. This is also the item havinq the major cost uncertainty since the 
fabrication technology is an unknown factor at this time. Thus it is evident 
that any judgement as to the economic viability of the ceramic recuperator will 
require better information on the cost of this component. 
The basis for the co t estimate is discussed in the following sections, and a 
detailed cost breakdown ;s provided in Appendix E. 
3.3.1 Basis for Cost Estimate 
Costs were estimated using the followin general guidelines: 
- The costs of all materials, shop fabricatE:d components, and purchased 
eq(;ipment are F.O.B. manufacturer's plant, i.e. reat1y-to-ship. No 
shi pp ing costs from manufacturer t o site are included . 
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TABLE XI - CERAMIC TUBE RECUPERATIVE HEATER SYSTEM ESTIMATED COST 
COMPONENT DESCRIPTIOt~ 
Recuperator Modules (20) 
Steel Shell 274 
Refractory Insulation (installed) 294 
Ceramic Header/Tube Assembly 7460 
Total Recuperator Modules 
MHO Gas and Oxidant Ductinq 
(with installed insulation) 
Ma.1or Expan ion Joints and 
Miscellaneous Parts 
Support St.ructure ana 
Foundat ions 
Erection and Assembly 
(excluding refractory installation 
but includinq silicon carbide 
header / tube installation ) 
TOTAL HEATER SYSTEM 
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COST $1.000's 
3803 
348 
600 
3045 
15824 
_ Rates for fie ld labor or shop labor arp. based on $42 per hour wh ic h 
i ncludes direct wag~s anJ indirect charges suc h as supervision, 
insurance, frinqe ~~nef i ts, workers compensation, support staff, tools 
and equipment, cont ingency and contractor fee or profit. This rate is 
converted to a basis of dollars per pound or dollars per cub1c foot in 
some inst Mu ... . 
_ Engineering des i gn costs are not included . 
_ Indirect costs and contractor profit or fee have not been specifically 
added to the costs for purchased components but are included through 
the application of the labor rates specified above. 
COst5 were established directly fr om the weights, volumes , or capac;-
ti ~ s of the components listed. 
_ In the cases of structural steel and field erection and assembly, qu an -
tit ies or costs were est ;mated as percentages determined from pre-
viously installed test facilities and ceramic heaters designed by 
Fl uiOyne or from previous studies of ceramic heaters. 
3 . 3 . ~ Stee l Component s 
Mater ial and fabrica ' on cost rates for the types of stee l used in the system 
ar e g; ven in Tab 1 e V I . 
3.3.3 Refract ory Mat er i als 
The co st rat es for th ypes of refractor ie s inc luded in the facility ar e gi ven 
in Tab le XII . Fact ors are app li ed t o account for rebound (l oss of castable 
a er i al when unn; ng onto a su rf ace ) , for anchor s 0 hold he cas ab 1e mater i al 
;n p ace , and or suppor ti nq he ex ern al ins a ll ati on. 
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TABLE XII - ESTIMATED COSTS FOR REFRACTORY MA:ERIALS 
I Adjusted Material 
I Cost, Incl. Rebound Anchor, or Support 
LOCATION Refractory Type Mater ~ a 1 Cost I port Factors 
(S/lb) I 
I 
(S/lb) 
Ducting & Piping I Castable, C-20 I .46 I .60 
I I 
Castab"le, KS-4 I .214 I .28 
I I 
I I I 
Extern a 1 Insula- I I I 
tion I Ca lc i um Sil i cate I 1.00 I 1.05 I I I . 
TABLE XIII - ESTIMATED INSTALLATION COSTS FOR REFRACTORY MATERIALS 
Refractory Category 
External Insulation 
Castable Material 
Large Horizontal Ducts 
I I I Complexity Factor I Installation3Cost I (Multiplier) I Rate( Sift) i 
0.7 22.72 II 11 
0.8 I 26.00 I 
1.0 I 32.50 I 
I I 
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I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
3.3.4 Refractory Installation 
Refractory install at ion costs are based on the following determinat ion of cost 
per unit volume of installed refractory: 
- There are 17.2 nine inch equivalents (equal to the volume Jf a standard 
9" x 4.5" x 2.5" refractory brick) in to one cubic foot. 
- Labor hours required per nine inch equivalent are 
.0375 hours/9 in. equivalent (for installation) 
.0075 hours/9 in. equivalent (for m~terials handling) 
.0450 hours/9 in. equivalent 
Therefore the basic inst3llation cost rate is: 
(.0450) (17.2) (42) = 32.50 $/ft3 
This installation rate i5 multiplied by complexity factors, some of which reduce 
the rate and some of which increase the rate. Typical complexity factors are 
given in Table XIII. 
3.3.5 Silicon Carbide Assemblies 
The tube and cerami,:: header costs were determined primarily on the basis of 
information from Ref. 45. An extrapolated cost (five to ten years in the 
future) for stra i ght tubes of impervious silicon carbide of $4-6/lb was given by 
the manufacturer, assuming a large production rate. Twenty percent of this cost 
was attributed to materials and the remaininQ 80% was attributed to fabrication 
and firing. Thus. t.he ~stimated fabrication and firing costs amount to 4 times 
the material cost. The assembly envi sioned for t he conceptual design involves 
fa . ication of str aight tubes, U- tubes , and headers of silicon carbide; these 
are then joi ned and fired ~qain into a single un1t. Th'is operaticm will involve 
careful handl ing , assembly of furnace su pports, and fil i ng in a large furnace. 
The approach chosen fo" the cost estimate was t o establ ish costs for the 
st ra igh tubes (based on Ref . 45 ) , U-tubes , and headers (based on information 
ob ta ined from discussions with an industria ceramic recuperato r designer) . A 
fabrication and firing co t was then determined using a simi lar factor of 4 
appli e to thes e costs , based on the above i nfor mation from Ref . 45. 
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3.3.6 Expansion Joints 
It was assumed that expansion joints would be required on both ends of the two 
headers in each recuperator unit. It was also assumed that the ox idant in let 
and outlet manifolds would each require an expansion joint per recuperator unit. 
Recent quotations from manufacturers on similar size j c ints were used to 
establish the expansion joint costs. 
3.3.7 Erectiun and Assembly 
An amount equal to 25 percent of the total cost of all materials, shop fabri-
cated component~, purchas~d equipment and refractory installation (excluding the 
support structure and foundations) was included for erection and assembly of the 
system. This perc~ntage was based upon Flu;Oyne's experience in the erection 
and assembly of large wind tunnel facilities. The 25~ rate seems justified in 
this case since special techniques will need to be developed for the handling 
and assembly of the reclJperator elements . It;s also probable that a large 
Jmount of mobile crane time \OIill be required to erect the system, which also 
contributes to t~e size of the percentage. 
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4.0 ENGINEERING ASSESSMENT OF MOVING BED REGENERATIVE HEATER 
An engineering assessment of the moving bed regenerative heater for the MHO oxi-
dant heater application was made. A survey of moving bed heater applications 
was conducted, and advantages, disadvantages, significant design considerations, 
and areas for further investigation were identified. This information is pre-
sented in the following sections. 
4.1 Moving Bed Heater Applications 
The concept of a moving bed, continuous flow heat exchanger (or moving pebble 
bed) involves one or more heater vessels having upper and lower chambers, 
through which ceramic beads or pebbles flow slowly, driven by gravity. The 
pebbles would be heated by the MHO exhaust gas in the upper chamber. In the 
lower chamber, the pebbles would give up heat extracted from the MHO exhaust gas 
and transfer it to the oxidant beinq heated. 
The moving bed concept has been known for many years. Reference 51, publ ished 
in 1946, desrribes the moving pebble bed heater concept and a design to heat air 
from ambient temperature to 1530 K (2300 F) as shown in Fig. 17. Few industrial 
heaters of this type are known, however. 
Several examples of industrial applications of the moving bed regenerator con-
cept have been reviewed. Heated ceramic balls are used in the Tosco retorting 
process to heat oil shale (Ref. 57). The 12 .711111 (1 /2 in) balls are circul ated 
through a ball heater and a rotary kiln ' which the shale is heated to approxi-
mately 750 K (900 F), The process is illustrated in Fig. 18. A "dry media heat 
exchanger" of the moving bed regenerator type is described in Ref, 53. Thi s 
heat exchanger uses iron foundry cupola exhaust gas to heat air to 810 K (1000F). 
Fine mesh ceramic particles re used for the circulating medium. An experimen-
tal f cility is described in Ref. 54 in which a moving bed of qranular material 
is pas sed ov r e tube in a heat pipe heat e changer to allow operation of the 
unit in J particulate laden gas st rec'rTl. All these units operate with little or 
no pressure difference between the pebble chambers and thus would not be 
directly applic ble to the MHO intermediate temper ature oxidant heater. 
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Other applications ,f the moving bed regenerativ ~ heater con cept are the moving 
fluidized bed (Ref. 4) and variations on the "falling cloud" concept which use 
small particles of solid material (Ref. 55) or of liquid material or a material 
which undergoes a phase change in the heater (Ref. 4). In the moving fluidized 
bed concept discussed in Ref. 4, the oxidant, after being heated by the fluid -
lzed particles in one chamber, flows directly into the combustor. The MHO gas 
downstream of the channel then flows through the fluidized part icles in the 
other chMlber to heat them. The particles are transported from one chamber to 
another through a separate duct, parallel to the gas flow . No experimental work 
actually involving a moving fluidized bed was reported in Ref. 4. 
The falling cloud concept closely resembles the moving pebble bed; the only con-
ceptual difference is that small particles are used in place of the larger 
pebbles proposed in Pef. 51. Extensive studies of a regenerator of this type 
employing liquid slag as the air heating med i um (which solid ; fies in the air 
heating chamber before being recycled to the slag heating chamber ) are reported 
in Ref. 4. The topics studied included atomization of the high temperature 
slag, transpo~tation of molten slag from one chamber to another, heat and mass 
transfer in each c~amber, aerodynamic design of the chambers. and transportation 
of solidfied slag. While the temperature level in the intermediate temperature 
oxidant heater i s too low to use liqu id slag as the heat transfer medium, much 
of this work may be applicable in any further work on the moving bed regenera-
tive heater. 
A falling cloud heat exchanger usin g so l id alumina or steel part i cles for heat 
recovery in various industrial waste gases is discussed in Ref. 55. Several 
heat transfer and flow experiments conducted at relat ively low temperatur'es 
( less than 500 K, 440 F) are reported and a pilot plant presently under con-
struction i s descr i bed. This work also may be applicable to future moving bed 
regenerator studies, although the intended temperature and pressure levels are 
modest compared to the needs of the MHO application. 
A moving pebb le bed heater has been built and operated in Sw ierk, Poland, as 
part of the Poli sh MH O program. The heater design and operation are disc ussed 
in Refs. 56-61. This he at er was used in MHO exper imen ts for severa l year s to 
he at air at approx imat e ly 2 . 5 atm t o tempera tures up t o 1400 K (2060 F) . The 
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pressures in the he ater were carefully controlled so tnat no differential 
pressure existed between the two pebble chambers. The heater was separately 
fired with clean gas. Figures 19 and 20 illustrate the Polish heater. 
The design and operating experience of the Polish pebble bed heater were 
reviewed. In addition to the information obtained from Refs. 56-61, information 
was obtained through c1 iscussions with Prof. W. S. Brzozowski of the Polish 
Institute of Nuclear Research. 
Development of the Polish moving pebble bed heater was accomplished under a 
joint Polish-French program. Dr. David Yerouchalmi, then with t~e French Atomic 
Energy COl11l1ission, participated in the development wor". Discussions were held 
with Dr. Yerouchalmi in the early 1970's regardinq the work on moving pebble bed 
heaters. Notes of these meetings were also reviewed as part of this technical 
assessment. 
4.2 Engineering Assessment 
In order to address the technical fea ibility of the moving pebble bed concept 
for the intermediate temperat ure oxidant heater ap pl ' ation, the sig"iificant 
design considerations were studied. Results from the Polish pebble bed heater 
work was considered where appliLable. A schemati c representation of the moving 
pebble bed concept as it might be app l ied to this application is shown in Figure 
21. 
4.2.1 Advantages 
The major advantages of the moving pebble bed concept for this application are 
that cont inuous f low of the MHO gas and oxidant could be maintained without need 
for flow sequencing valves and the mass of ceramic material required would be 
sign i f ic ant ly less t han for a f i xed bed r egenerative heater. Also, oxidant tem-
perature var i at ion (r ippl e) i s not inherent to the moving bed regenerator as it 
i s in th e fixed bed regenerat cr . 
Calc ul a ion s of the size Of the heater usi ng 25. 4 mm (1 in. ) pebbles showed that 
d t ot al ceramic r ':. ~ble mass of 445,900 kg (983 .000 lbm) would be requ ired for 
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the specified MHO gas and oxidant flows and temperatures. This amounts to 17S 
of the ceramic mass required for a fixed bed regenerat1ve heater as presented in 
Section 2.2. The calcul at ions considered rates of heat transfer between the 
flowing MHO gas and oxidant and the pebbles, frictional losses of the MHO gas 
and oxidant, hf:at capacity and thermal conductivity of the pebbles, and the 
various fluid properties in determining the required heat transfer areas in the 
two chambers. The calculated pebble mass includes allowance for pebble chamber 
con ical exit plenums and the pebble lift system. 
A potential advantage may be that particulate matter could be removed from the 
MHO gas stream by collecting on the pebbles, reducing the particulate loading 
for all downstream components. 
4. 2.2 Disadvantages 
In contrast to the fixed bed regenerative ype heater, industrial experience 
with the moving pebble bed type heater is essentially nonexistent. Therefore, a 
base of standard engineering practice is not available, as opposed to the case 
of the blast furnace stove for fixed bed reQenerative heaters. 
The need for ancillary equipment to handle the circulating pebbles represent.s a 
major disadvantage of this heater concept. The need for a pressure seal between 
the two pebb 1e chambers is a problem which may result in similar or even greater 
cost or complexity than flow sequenc i ng valves, which are not needed, as 
discussed above. 
Another disadvai1tage of th is t ype heater is that in order to oper ate the heater 
with a reasonable pressure drop, the pebble chambers must have a small length / 
diameter ratio. For ~xample, the heater sizing calculat ions resulted in an 
equ ivalent di ameter (i f a sing le chamber were used ) of 15.8 m (51.7 ft ) for the 
MHO gas chamber, wh il e the pebb le bed he ; ht in the gas chamber was 0 .2 m (0.8 
ft ) . The correspond ing dimensions for the ox i dant heat i ng chamber were an 
equ iva lent di ameter of 8.4 m (27 .6 ft ) and a bed heig ht of 0 .9 m (3 .1 ft ) . 
ThIS unusu a l shape wi I r equire car eful design to assu re proper distr ibution of 
gas and pebble f lows through the beds; a very large number of small heaters moly 
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be required in order to accomplish this. Therefore, the advantage of ~ small 
ceramic pebble mass may be · small when compared to the need for large and/or 
complex air and oxidant g!~ duct and pebble handling and distribution networks. 
In the sizing calculations. the pressure drops across the pebbles in the two 
chambers were chosen to match the pressure drops across the checker matr i x in 
the fixed bed regenerative heater system. The calculated depths were based on 
uniform flow of gas and solids throughout the beds; practical considerations 
would result in deeper beds due to additional entrance and exit regions required 
to establish IJrliform flow distributions. Operating with a somewhat larger 
pressure drop is conceivable. and this would also result in deeper pebble beds. 
However. the total heater system bed area can not be as small as in the fixed 
bed heater . This is because the flow resistance in a pebble bed is signifi-
cantly greater. and the pressure gradient will exceed the pebble weight gradient 
and float the pebbles if the area becomes too small. (Larger pressure drops 
would be possible if a fluidized bed concept were used.) Thus the length/ 
diameter ratio can be significantly increased only by increasing the number. and 
thus decreasing the diameter. of the individual heaters. A heater having the 
general appearance indicated by Fig. 21 could only be achieved by using a very 
large number of heaters in the overall system. 
The unusual shape of the heater for this application points to the conclusion 
that the moving pebble bed heater may not be well suited to an application in 
which the ent ire gas flow must pass through the heater system. Thus thp con-
figuration most suited for this application ail~ears to be one in which only a 
portion of the total gas flow would be utilized to heat the pebbles. This would 
result in a more attractive system from the standpoint of physical shape and 
arrangement. 
The potential advantage of particulate removal by the circulating pebbles would 
be traded ror the corresponding need to clean the pebbles as well as for poten-
tial fouling of the heated oxidant by particulate matter carried into the oxi-
dant heating chamber by the pebbles. 
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4.2.3 Significant Design Consider ations 
Several significant design cons~derations in adapting the lI1I'.v1ng pebble bed con-
cept to this application ~ere considered. These considerations include: 
1) the need to provide a pressure seal between the oxidant in the lower 
ch~ber and the MHO gas in the upper chamber; 
2) the need to acconl"lodate the large particulate lo,ding of the MHO exhaust 
stre~; 
3) the need to minimize attrition of, and hence the need to replenish the 
supply of, the ceramic pebbles; 
4) the need for uniform movement of the recirculating pebbles; 
5) the need for uniform di stribut ion of the MHO gas and ux idant through the 
pebble beds; 
6) the need for a conveying system to transfer' the pebbles from the lower 
chamber to the upper ch~ber; and 
7) heater system heat losses and atte~dant insulation needs. 
The most serious problem appears to be the pressure seal between the two cham-
bers. In this application, a pre~sure differen ce of 5 atm must be maintained 
while cont inuously allowing the flow of ceramic pebbles at temperatures in ex-
cess of 1140 K ( 1600 F). T. :, moving pebble heater applications discussed in 
Sect ion 4.1 required ba l anceo pressures in the two chambers in ord2r to elim in-
ate this problem. 
Some pressure difference may be tolerated since the pebbles in the throat reg ion 
between the chambprs wil l act as a labyrinth seal. Information from Prof. 
Brzolowsk i ind ic ated that a pressure di fference of 290 Pa ( .04 ps i) could be 
t o erated in the Polish heater design. A calculation showed that an acceptably 
low leakage rate for the MHO app licat ion would be ac hievable with a throat sec-
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tion having a length of 23 m (77 ft) with 25.4 mm (1 in) diameter pebblec;. 
Thruatc; with somewhat slT'"l1er lengths could be used if the diameter of the 
pebbles were decreased. Since ~ narrow throat of such a large length clearly 
would not be practical, merely relying on a labyrinth seal will not provide a 
practical solution to the pressure difference problem. 
An arrangement which includes lock hoppers above and below the cxidant heating 
chamber is shown in Fi gure 21. It should be noted that the need to pressuri ze 
and depressurize the lock hoppers and the intermittent nature of the pebble flow 
resulting from their use will cause some departure from idealizp.d continuous 
flow, resulting in flow, pressure, and temperature variations a; in the fixed 
bed regenerator case. These variations would be expected to be smaller for the 
moving bed regenerator than for a fixed bed regenerator. 
A pressure seal concept for a mov ing pebble bed heater was developed ,at the 
French ~tomic Energy Commission by Dr. Yerouchalmi and colleagues. This concept 
is described in t~ French pa ents (Refs. 62 ar.d 63) and illustrated in Figs. 22 
and 23, wh~ch arE extracted from the patents. It involves the use of pairs of 
refractory-faced disks, essentially constituting a high temperature double lock 
hoppe, a, 'rangeme'lt. above and below the air heating pebble chamber. This con-
cept 4a~ not applied to the Polish heater since ther2 was no pressure difference 
hetween chambers. The concept could conceivably be developed for the MHO appli-
.ation. The inclusion of Figs. 22 and 23 is intended to illustrate that work 
has been done in this area and that at least one potential preSSI:, e seal concept 
exists. 
A pressure seal utilizing rotary airlock or lock hopper concepts based on work 
in othe" areas could also conceivably be dev e lo~ed for the MHO applicat ion . 
Applications with similar needs to the moving pebble bed are coal conversion 
equipment and pressurized fluidized bed boilers (P~B). L:)ckhoppers are con-
sidered state-of-the-art equipment in coal conversion systems (Ref . 64), 
al ~ hough the temperat :.;r~ levels experienced are not generally as hi gh as fo, ' the 
mov i ng pebble bed requirement. 
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Coal conversion equipment involves a number of requirements for transfer of solids 
into or out of a hot, high pressure region. An extensive program of development 
by DOE ~rgantown Energy Technology Center (METC) is underway to meet these n~~ds 
(Ref. 65). 
One of several types of valves under development in this work ;s classified as 
Type III-discharge side, dry solids, 590 to 1370 K (600 to 2000 F). The desired 
pressure levels for valves of this type range from 0.24 to 11.1 MPa (20 to 1600 
psig). Certain Type III valves would thus meet the needs of the moving pebble 
bed. Valves suitable for the moving pebble bed application are still under 
development in the oOE/METC pro~ram (Refs. 65,66). Information from Ref. 66 
indicates that the "state-of-th~-~rt" of lockhopper valve service has increased 
from a life of 50 cycles at pressures up to 3.5 MPa (500 pSlg) and temperatures 
of about 590 K (600F) in 1976-1977 to a life of 15,000 cycles at 7.0 MPa (1000 
psig) and 810 K ( lOOOF) in 1980. Progress in this development program may 
result in making the lock lopper concept feasible for use as the pressure seal 
in a moving pebble bed heater. Increased temperature capability to roughly 1140 
K (1600F) would be required. 
Future developments in PFB technology may also provide useful concepts for the 
required presSIJre seal. In a pressurized fluidized bed combustor, ash must be 
removed from the combustor at condit ions of about 1140 K (1600 F) and 10 atm. 
For some PFB pilot plant concepts, it is proposed that the ash be cooled before 
removal; wh ile in other concepts, it is proposed that the ash be removed without 
pre-cooling. 
The second major concern is fouling of the pebbles due to the particulate matter 
in the MHO gas stream. However, due to the abrasive action of the recirculating 
pebbles, the bed may tend to be self-cleaning. Some cleaning procedure may be 
required, however, before the pebbles are returned to the MHO gas chamber. A 
simple method of cleaning, such as passing the pebbles over a vibrating screen, 
as used with the recirculating granular bed in Ref . 54, would probably be suf-
ficient. 
The degree t o wh ich particles co llect on the peDb les represents an advantage as 
well as a disadvantage, as dis cussed above. Particulate removal from the MHO 
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gas stream will result in a reduced particulate loading in downstream components; 
however, reentrainment in the lower chamber will tend to foul the oxidant stream. 
Since the particles are expected to be very small, as discussed in Section 2.1 
most of the particles will likely pass through the upper chamber with the MHO 
gas stream. However, due to the meandering flow path and the small gaps between 
pebbles, some deposition is virtually certain to occur in this case, as opposed 
to the fixed bed regenerator and ceramic recuperator. Smaller pebble sizes will 
tend to increase the amount of particulate matter collected in the upper chamber. 
With regard to pebb le wear, a sufficient degree of abrasion res istance wi 11 be 
required in order . ~ ~ssure economical operation of the heater. Experience with 
the Polish heat.: u ... lng relatively inexpensive 96% alumina pebbles showed that 
replacement of approximat~ly 25% of the pebbles would be required for each 6000 
hours of continuous operation. For the heater size determined for this applica-
tion, this would amount to replacement of roughly 111,000 kg/yr (245,000 lbm/yr) 
if the plant operates for 6000 hours, which is 68% availability in a year. The 
cost of this type of pebble is expected to be on the order of S2-3/kg 
($l-1.5I1bm). An analysis of economic factors was not made as part of this 
engineering assessment. Such an analysis would be needed to make judgements as 
to the viability of the moving bed concept, and the above information will be 
useful for that purpose. 
Promoting uniform movement of the solids and gases through t e system represents 
a design consideration due to the anticipated shallow bed depths. These con-
cerns are expected to require sign ' f'cant engineer i ng effort 'f a practica 
design is to be developed. 
The conveyor system also represents a des ign consideration . A pneumatic con-
veying system was initially used wit the Pol 'sh he ,.r . This system caused 
problems related to dust accumulation and f luctu ations in the delivered air 
pressure and was replaced with a mec ha ' I"' al convey ing system, The conveying 
system is not expected to Cd ~e maj or difficu lti es due to the exten s ive 
industrial experience with sol ids conveying, and a pneumatic sys em should not 
be ruled out, However, concern related to heat 105s from the "warm" pebbles in 
the conveyor may require novel desi gn fea t res, 
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Heat losses from the heater system may be a concern due to the unusual shape of 
the heater system if a complex ducting system is required. To avoid attrition 
from the recirculating pebbles, insulation in the heater vessels will require an 
interior layer of material with sufficient abrasion resistance at the operating 
temperature. Insulating linings of relatively dense, abrasion resistant, 97% 
alumina have been used successfully in the Polish heater. The concept is to 
assure that the linings are more abrasion resistant than the pebbles, since 
replenishing the supply of pebbles is much less costly than replacing the vessel 
lining. Thus if highly abrasion resistant pebbles would be used, an even more 
abrasion resistant material would be required for the vessel linings. The 
in~ernals of the pressure seal will also require abrasion resistant materials 
capable of withstanding the required temperature levels. Insulation backing the 
abrasion resistant linings sho~lld not present any unusual problems. 
4.3 Areas of Further Investigation 
The pressure seal between chambers is critical in applying the moving bed heater 
to a MHO plant for oxidant preheat. Pressure seal concepts, especially those 
cited in this report, should be investigated to determine if a workable design 
is possible. If a workable design is possible, then further investigation of 
the degree of particulate collection expecterl to occur in the upper chamber and 
of methods for promotion of uniform solid and gas movement should be made. We 
feel that the other design considerations discussed in this report do not repre-
sent technical barriers to using the moving pebble heater. 
An economic evaluat ion of the heater system shoulci also be made to determine 
whether this type of heater would be economically viab ole. 
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5.0 HEATER SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS DUE TO LIQUID PARTICULATE MATTER IN MHO GAS 
STREAM 
Qualitative changes that would be required for the three types of heater systems 
if liquid particulate matter were present in the MHO gas stream were considered. 
The major design considerations for this case and the resulting qualitative 
changes for each heater type are di scussed ;n the fo llow;ng sect ions. 
5.1 Design Considerations For Liquid Particulate Matter 
If the temperature of the MHO gas at the inlet to the heater system were 
increased from 1294 K (1870 F) to 1367 K (2000 F), the heater requirements would 
be more severe due to the presence of liquid particulate matter . It is assumed 
that the liquid particulate matter would consist only of the potassium seed com-
pounds, since Montana Rosebud Ash would be sol id and dry at this temperature 
level. As discussed in Section 2.1, solid particles entering the heater system 
in the former case are expected to be very sma 11 . Sim i 1 ar 1 y, it is expected 
that liquid particles in the latter case will be very small at the entrance to 
the heater system. However, as these 1 iquid part icles pass through the ducts 
and heat exchanger modules, some particles will deposit on duct walls and heat 
exchanger surfaces. This is a major difference from the dry. solid part iculate 
case. 
The major design considerations which arise in the liquid part iculate case are : 
1) the need for corrosion resistant materials, 2) deposition of the liquid par-
ticulate matter and solidification from the liquid phase on heat exchanger sur-
faces. and 3) the higher temperature level to which the heater materials would 
be exposed. 
The first maj or design considerat i on is that l i qu id and vapor phase cor rosion by 
potass i um cOC'r.r; ou'lds are sev ' re for most materia l s. Thus, the presence of liquid 
seed compol'nds ( and the associated vapors) would requ ire th Jt corrosion resistan t 
mater i als lJe IJ sed in each of the three heater types, at least in parts of the 
heater systems. Such materil!ls would in all cases be mor"e expensive than 
materials wh ich can be used i f only dry, solid part iculate matter is present. 
As di scussed above, however, at a temper at ur e of 1367 K (2000 F) Montan a Rosebud 
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ash would still be in a dry, solid state. Thus, corrosive conditions may not be 
as severe as would be the case at a somewhat higher temperature where the a;h 
would also be in the liquid state. 
The second major design consideration is that liquid particulate matter entering 
the heater system would solidify in the heater system itself as the temperature 
of the MHO gas stream is reduced. Solidification of liquid ~articles which 
remain entrained in the gas stream does not represent a concern. However, the 
large heat transfer surface area would promote deposition and subsequent agglo-
meration of the small particles into larger particles and eventually formation 
of a liquid film on the heater surfaces. This liquid would then SOllO;f~! as the 
gas, 1 iquid, and/or heat exchange surfaces moVEl through the h~at exchanger and 
the MHO gas temperature and the temperature of the deposits decrease. This 
would probably foul the heater and necessitate some form of pel'iodic cleaning in 
order to operate the heater. The need to deal with this problem wou "ld also 
increase the cost of all three types of heater systems through such factors as 
increased heater flow passage ' i " , (':" "pac ings to accofTlTludate some degree of 
deposition, addition of mp,_ non"(a l clp 0; :-., hardware, increased material tem-
perature and/or strength re uir ~men: s to ~:corrrnodate thermal cleaning methods, 
or increased opero ting expens s duE.- to the addition of fluxing or cleaning 
agents. 
Again, it shouH be noted t r~t the lack of liquid ash particles would make the 
1367 K (2000 F) temperat urp :dse '~ s severe than a higher temperature, in which 
case ,i qu;t; "s h o~rt • ..:les would also solidify on heat exchanger surfaces. This 
is bee: , ~ ~ p t " Jsium compounds which solidify from t~, e liquid phase form a depo-
~ " . which .,robably could be removed relatively c ;:,; ":y by mechanical or thermal 
m' .ns in certain situations, whereas ash solidifies to a hard glassy deposit 
~hose removal would be considerably more difficult. 
The third major design consid~ratlon is that the increased temperature level 
would require the use of more insulation and possibly higher grade insulation 
(having re ater service temperature limits or strength ~ in some locations, apart 
fr om the corrosion question. This would also increase the cost of the heater 
system, although the effect would be much smJl1er than the two pre vi ously men -
ti oned consi derat ions . 
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5.2 Qualitative Heater System Changes 
The qual it at ive changes in each of the three heater types which would result 
from the presence of liquid particulate in the 1367 K (2000 F) MHO gas stream 
entering the heater system are discussp.d in the following. For each type of 
heater, consideration was given to materials selection, flow passage size or 
heat exchanger geometry, heater size, heater system cost, and operation and 
maintenance procedures. 
5.2.1 Fixed Bed Regenerative Heater 
The fixed bed heater conditions would be similar in some respects to those of 
the directly-fired high temperature air heater (HTAH) under development for 
advanced MHO plants (Refs. 67-70). Corrosion resistant materials similar to 
those proposed for the directly-fired HTAH would be suitable. The problem of 
deposition of seed/ash material in th~ heater flow passages would be easier to 
deal with due to fact that the ash material would be in a dry, solid form. 
However, the relatively low temperature of the MHO gas entering the heater 
system would require a somewhat different apprClach for cleaning the flow pass-
ages using thermal methods. 
The concept presently envisioned for preventing deposits in the HTAH is to allow 
the ent ire heat storage matrix to reach a temperature greater than the seed 
melting ~oint during each regell~(ative cycle, th us allowing depos i ts to flow 
from the matrix. Tests have demonstrated the ease of removal of potassium 
sulfate material from the HTAH using this method (Refs. 67,68 ) . The HTAH will 
probably require the use of different materials in var ious vertical location~ in 
the matrix in addition to this thermal cleaning te chnique. This is because dif-
ferent cored brick matrix materials appear to retain ash deposits to varying 
degrees when the ash solidifies from the liqu'd phase in the heater (Refs. 
69,70). This requirement would not exist in the case of a 1367 K (2000 F) MHO 
gas inlet temperature. 
Heating the entire heat storage matrix to a temperature p~~entially equal to the 
MHO gas temperature woulo not be feasible . Therefore, a somewhat different 
applicat :on of the thermal cleaning method would be required. 
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Two other thermal cleaning methods are suggested. With one method, an auxiliary 
combustor could be provided to periodically heat the individual heaters to a 
temperature sufficient to achieve the necessary deposit remov4l. This combustor 
would r-robably need to be fited by a clean fuel in order to avoid ash deposi-
t ion. However, the necessary temperature level of the "cleanout" combustor 
could result in melting of the previously dry, solid ash particles thus creating 
conditions similar to those in a HTAH, and requiring similar removal methods. 
These methods are still under development, and once developed the use of the 
intermediate temperature heater may be less attractive than implementing a HTAH. 
A second approach for removing or preventing buildup of deposits of seed 
material would be to introduce the MH::l gas into the heaters from the bottom 
rather than the top, and introduce the oxidant from the top. This would result 
in an increasing thermal gradient, and thus decreasing seed material viscosity, 
in the downward direction, promoting ready drainage of seed material from the 
heaters. This approach would require development of a matrix support capable of 
withstanding temperatures up to almost 1367 K (2000 F) . Concepts f c:'" such 
matrix supports are being studied and tested in the HTAH develorment work (Refs. 
67-70). Again, once suc~ a support concept has been developed, implementing the 
HTAH may be the most attractive approach . However, in this case, the lack of 
sticky ash particles may yet provide an advantage over the HTAH. 
The various aspects involved in aJapting the fixed bed regenerative type heater 
to the liquid particulate case using one or the other of the above methods are 
discu~~ed in the following. Incorporation of a mechanical method for cleaning 
the heater system is also possible but was not considered in this study, since 
the thermal cleaning met~ods are felt to be more practical. 
Materials 
Magnes i a alllTl i na sp i nel materials suitable for LIse in the lowest temperature 
reg ions of the HTAH have been shown in the HTAH development work to have good 
corrosion res ista:lce i n the MH O gas env ironment (Refs. 67-70). Fabr ic ation of 
the checkers and matrix support components from spinel material !; capable uf 
ueing used at the relatively low, 1367 K ( 2000 F) serv i ce temperature wo ulo r'ot 
pose a di ff icu lt probl em . Spi ne l cast able mate r i a ls ar e ava i lab le for use in ~ tl e 
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duct and vessel linings. Thus material selection is not a barrier to the liquid 
particulate case, although the spinel material would be considerably more expen-
sive than the material proposed for use in the dry, solid particulate case. 
Flow Passage Size 
The :iize of ~he flow passages could be increased to allow some bui ld up of 
material between cleaning periods. This would probably dictate the use of a 
"standard" refractory checker rather than the "high efficiency" checker proposed 
in the conceptual design, which would increase the flow passage size by a factor 
of about 1.5. Using the MHO gas upflow method may prevent build up of deposits 
however, and thus allow use of similarly sized flow passages as in the dry, 
solid particulate case. 
Heater Size 
The requirement for a high temperature matrix support would probably limit the 
diameter of the individual heaters to a value less than proposed in the concep-
tual design, due to the more severe matrix support requirement . A smaller 
allowable heater size would necessarily increase the nlJTlber of heaters in the 
system. For example, a matrix diameter limit of 4.3 m (14 ft) would result in 
an increase in the number of heaters from 4 to 14. The increased temperature 
would result in the insulation layers being somewhat thicker. 
Heater System Cost 
All of the design considerations for the liquid particulate case would result in 
increased costs for the heater system. The cost of the spinel materials would 
be expected to exceed the cost of the material proposed in the conceptual design 
by factors of about 6 for the checkers and matr i x support and about 3 for the 
innermost castable layer. A larger number of heaters would require a larger 
number of smal'ler steel vessels, MHO 9as and oxidant oucts, and flow sequencing 
valves. All things considered, an increase in the heater system cost by a fac-
tor of 2 or 3 would be expected. 
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Operation a, ld Maintenance 
It was assumed in the conceptual design for the dry. solid particulate case that 
no spec ial operating procedures would be required to prevent accumulation of 
deposits. For the liquic1 particulate ca ~ . operating procedures as discussed 
above would be required . 
Maintenance needs would also be increased due to the presumably larger number of 
heaters and associated sequencing valves. Since the valve sizes would be som~­
what smaller. the valves may be easier to fabricate and maintain. However. 
valve. duct and valve re fr~ctor .v 11 il1 ng and refractor checker service life ~'IOu 'ld 
be shorter due to the more severe conditions. 
5 .2. 2 Cer am ic Re cuperat ive Heater 
Adapt ing the ceramic recuperative heater concept to the liqu id particulate case 
would require replacement or protection of the sil icon carbide proposed for use 
in the conceptual design since this material is highly susceptible to corrosion 
by liquid potassiu,n compounds. Deposits would most likely form on the t. ubes. 
and provision for removal of these depo s its W("Jlrl be req'Jired . The metallic 
flow baffle in the heat exchanger modules and the duct insulation materials 
would also require replacement or protection from the liquid potassium com-
pounds . Severa l possible schemes f r des i gn i ng t he ceramic recuperative heater 
t o meet these ob j ectives were cons idered. 
The mo s t direct approach wou 1 d be to use seed-res i s t :.mt mater i a 1 s for the heat 
exchanger tube and ;nc2l,ifold assembly. the flow baffle. and the duct lin ing. 
Seed res i stant castab le ma~eri als ex ist wh i ch could be used for the flew baffle 
and duc t l inings. However. cerami c tube manufacturing and joi ni ng capabilit ies 
for mater i al s other than s ili con carbide are minima l . and even greater develop-
men t effor t s wo ul d be requ ir ed t han those requ i red t o produce the s i li con car-
bide assembly proposed for the conc ept ual design. Iso, the use of a castable 
flow baffl e in the heat e~changer modu l es co uld inhi hi t the expans ion capabi l i ty 
of the tu~ular assembly and cause s ignific an tl y greater stres ses in t he t ubes . 
Other concepts would mainta in the sili C0n carbide tubes , but require protect ion 
of t e silicon carbide fr om the liquid-particulate -oearing MHO gas. This pro-
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tec~ion could be provided by adding a radiant heat transfer section upstream of 
~he tube bundle or by recirculating a portion of the MHO gas from downstream of 
the tube bundle to the upstream MHO gas. These methods would dp.crease the tem-
perature at the in let to the tubular sect ion of the recuperator to the 1294 K 
(1870 F) level where the particulate would be dry and solid. In the case of 
recirculating the MHO gas flow. however. the oxidant outlet temperatl!re could 
not be increQsed as much over the conceptual design level of 1144 K (1600 ) as 
in the case employing a radiant heat transfer section. 
A radiant s~ction could be constructed using s11ico~ carbide tubes protected by 
a film of c lean gas or by a protective tube or lining of seed-resistant 
material. It should be noted that the particulate matt~r may tend to agglo-
merate more and result in larger particles than would be the case if all of the 
gas cooling were performed in the upstream equipment due to the presumably dif-
ferent surface/volume ratio and cooling rate resulting from a number of smaller 
sections. This could require additional modificat ions to the heat exchanger 
modules proposed in the conceptual design. 
The various considerations associated with these concepts for adapting the ceram-
ic recuperator conceptual design to the liquid particulate case are discussed in 
th2 following paragraphs. 
Materia 1 s 
As in the case of the fixed bed regenerative heater. magnesia allJ1'lina spinel 
materials would b~ the likely choice. Straight spinel tubes have been fabri-
cated. but U-tubes and joining techniQues have not been developed. The ther 't1al 
conductivity and mechanical strength of spinel are also considerably lo~r than 
those of silicon carbide. This wou1d reQuir~ thicker tubes with associated 
higher thermal stresses. making tube failure more likely. A much larger mass of 
tJbe material would also be required. 
One possib lity would be to use straight spinel tubes to pass through the MHO 
gas and join these tubes to silicon carbide manifolds and U-tubes located exter-
nal to the MHO gas strecn . Since the thermlsl expan~ion coefficients for the two 
materials differ by roughly a fact~1" of 2. however. this would reQuire 
c~allenging oining technOlogy development. 
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Spinel castables are available for use at the required service temperatures and 
could be used for the necessary duct liners. 
Tube Spacing 
If the liquid particulate were allowed to enter the tube bundle, i.e. if an 
upstream cool ing section were not added, larger tube spacing than proposed in 
the conceptual design 1n Sectir-il 3.2 would be required to allow space for some 
buildup of deposits between periodic cleaning by mechanical or thermal means. 
Somewhat larger spacing th(lO in tt:e proposed c.:lnceptual design would probably be 
required even if an upstream section were includ~j to cool the MHO gas. This is 
because the particles may tend to be larger in this case than if all cool1ng 
were done in the upstream equipment, as discussed previously. The required tube 
spac ing would not be as large as if liquid particulate matter would be present 
in the tube bundle itself. 
He~ter S1 ze 
The heat exchanger modules would need to be larger to accommodate increased tube 
spac.ing or an upstream radiant or mixing section. SomewtIQ~. thicker insulation 
layers in the ducts and vessels would also be required due to the higher tem-
peratlwe level. 
Heater System Cost 
All of the factors considered would tend to increase the heater system CO$t. 
Estimation of the increase is difficult due to the uncertainty in cost of spinel 
tube assemb lies and the various upstream MHO gas cool ~ ng possibilities, but an 
increase similar to tha t expected for the fixed ~ed heater (a factor of 2 or 3) 
would seem reasonable for adapting the ceram ic recuperator conceptual des ign to 
t he liquid part ic.ulate case. 
Operat ion and Ma in tenance 
Provision for jootblowers or s.:;me method of thermal clt:.aning. such as per ~ odi­
cally heating the tubeS by :-educing the oxidant flow or by us ing an auxiliary 
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combustor, would be required if liquid particulate matter enters the tube 
bundle. If a radiant section were added to cool the MHO gas upstream of the 
tube bundle, provision for removal of at least some seed material in this sec-
tion would be required. If recirculation of the MHO gas were used, the 
necessary valves . mixers, and controllers would also be required. 
Due to the added complexity of the system, and the increased likelihood of ceram-
ic tube failure if spinel tubes were used, maintenance requirements would be ex-
pected to increase. 
5.2.3 Moving Bed Regenerative Heater 
The meandering or labyrinth type flow path required of the MHO gas in this case 
wil , certainly result in accllTlulation of seed material on the moving pebbles. 
In v ew of the difficulty envisioned in promoting proper pebble movement even 
without the added complexity of accumulation of seed material, this additional 
factor poses a serious concern as to the technical feasibility of using a moving 
pebble bed heater in this case. However, the fact that all of the pebbles are 
physically removed from the heater vessels and are thus accessible for con-
tinuous cleaning may mitigate this concern and make the moving pebble bed viable 
in the liquid particulate case. 
The various aspects involved in adapting the moving pebble bed heater to the 
liquid particulate case are discussed in the following. 
Mater i a 1 s 
Magnesia alumina spinel pebbles and spinel castable materials or bricks for duct 
liners, vessels and lock hopper valve linings, and other components of the 
heater system should be acceptable for use to prevent corrosion from potassium 
compounds. Sufficient strength and abrasion resistance should be achievable but 
the cost of these materials will be higher than materials which would be satis-
factory in the absence of liquid particulate. 
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Pebble Size 
Larger sized pebbles would possibly be required to provide larger spaces between 
pebbles to allow for some accumulation of material. 
Heater Size 
Since the size of individual heaters will probably be dictated by the distribu-
t ion and flow requirements of the pebbles and gas, the presence of 1iquid par-
ticulate would probably not significantly affect the size of an individual 
heater. However, since the total volume of pebbles required will increase if 
the pebble size is increased, additional heater modules would probably be 
required. 
Heater System Cost 
Since a conceptual design and cost est imate were not made for the moving pebble 
bed heater as part of this study, no estimate of additional cost for the liquid 
particulate case was made. The various factors, including different materi.als, 
additional heater modules, and pebble cleaning equipment, will tend to increase 
the cost of the heater system. 
Operation and Maintenance 
Pebble cleaning will certainly be required in this case. Mechanical cleaning 
before transporting the pebbles into the MHO gas chamber would probably be 
required. Mechanical cleaning of the pebbles would be easier than mechanical 
cleaning of the fixed bed heater or the ceramic recuperator due to th~ accessi-
bility of the pebbles. Periodic thermal cleaning of the pebbles with an auxi-
1 iary combustion system may also be feasible. 
Maintenance needs would be increased due to the additional complexity and 
increased potent i al for foul ing var ious components of t:,e heater system. 
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6.0 TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 
6.1 Technoloqy Status of Heater Concepts 
Of the three heater types investi9ated, tle conceptual design of the fixed-bed 
regenerat ive heater system is the closest to being based upon current tech-
nology. The ceramic-tube recuperative heater system conceptual design is based 
~pon an extrapo 1 at ion of current techno lOQY both in terms of system flow capa-
city and ceramic-tube manufacturing capabilities. The moving-bed regen rative 
heater system would require a development proyram since heaters of th is typ 
which meet the MHO systen requirements have never been constructed, and ev ral 
design features may require innovative approaches. 
6.1.1 Fixed Bed Regenerative Heater System 
The f; xed-bed regener aU ve type of heater des i gn ; s der i ved from b 1 as t furnace 
stove technology and practice which is well established in the steel industry. 
The principles are well known 3nd similar units have been built and operated. 
The dust-loading in the MHO appl icat ion is more severe than in present commer-
cial practice, but does not appear to present insurmountable problems. An 
extensive MHO high temperature air heater (HTAH) development program has been 
underway for several years. Many of the conditions for the HTAH testing appara-
tus have been much more severe than for the: intermedi ate-temperature ox idant 
heater (ITOH) application and it has been demonstrated that solutions can be 
found to many of the features unique to the MHO application. The valves spe-
cified in the fixed bed regenerative heater system conceptual design are lar er 
than those which are currently available commercially. This raises questions 
concerning the estimated costs of the valves and the confidence that such valv es 
can be manufactured within a reasonable time frame. However, the system de ~ign 
can be modifi d to include a larger number of vessels requirin smaller valv s. 
6.1.2 Ceramic - Tub Recuperative Healer System 
Indu trial proc se presently ex;s whi ch utilize c rami c- tube recuperative 
hater s (e .g. ste 1 oakin pits) under condition in whi ch the pre sure dif-
fer ntial b tw n th two heal-exch n e fluids i minimal. Th MHO C rarnic-tub 
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recuperator conceptual designs are derived from concepts proposed under a pro-
qram now underway to develop ceramic-tube recuperators under high differential-
pressure conditions for such applications as gas turbines or coal gasification 
plants. To build such a heater system for the MHO ITOH application would re-
quire 1) a considerable increase in system dimensions and 2) the design and 
construct ion of manufacturing faci 1 it ies to produce the ceramic tubing in much 
greater lengths than in presently available facilities. The technological con-
siderations involved in doing this were not investi~ated. The economic feasibi-
lity of designing and constructing such manufacturing facilities also depends 
upon the existence of a sufficient market demand. 
6.1.3 Moving Bed Regenerative Heater System 
The use of the moving-bed regenerator concept has see" limited application in 
the chemical process industry. However, for these applications, there is no 
pressure different i al between the two heat exchange fluids. Furthermore, there 
are no programs currently underway to develop a moving-bed regenerator which 
will operate with a lar~e pressure differential. Due to limitations in the 
scope of this investigation, it ~as not possible to fully explore the technical 
feasibility of the movinQ bed reQenerator concept. The necessity to provide a 
pressure seal was identified as the major design problem. Although no specific 
solution is identified, there ar-e several technological areas (e.g. coal gasifi-
cation and pressurized fluidized-bed combustion) in which similar problems 
arise. It is possible that the solution to the moving-bed regenerator pressure 
seal question can be derived from solutions develo ped for one of thes e other 
technologies. In summary, it is not clea to what extent the major technical 
problem areas for the moving-bed concept are ~nenable to solution. 
6.2 Performance of Heater Systems 
All three heater types (as conceptually proposed) meet the des ign requirements 
of delivering prehea t ed 0 idant at s p ecifi~d conditions of flow rate, pressure 
and t emperature . h0wever, only the ceramic -t ube recuperator me ts th e specified 
condition s on a const nt and cont i nuous basis. The t emperature of the preheated 
oxidant de l ivered by the fixed-bed regenerative heater system vari es peri odi -
cally. havinq a cyc le t ime of approximately t en minu t es. The delivered 0 idant 
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pr ur nd flow rate are c nstant for portion of the cyc l ,but hibit 
impul ive chan s periodically. Thus the fixed-b d regenerative heat r yst m 
is abl to m t th d ign p cificati ns only on a time aver d b i 
Oet rmination of th ffect of the t 'me-variations of the oxidant temper tur n 
the performance of the other MHO plant components (combustor, MHO g nerator, 
etc.) was beyond the scope of this study. If it were to be determined that the 
maqn itude of the temperature fl uctuat i on (lSSOC i at d with the conceptual de i n 
is excessive. desi n modification would be required to reduce the magnitud 0f 
the fluctuations to an acceptable level. 
Another facet of the pel'iodic nature of the fixed-bed regenerator operation is 
that a small amount of mixing of the two fluid streams occurs when the flow to 
each of the vessels is switched from one fluid to the other. The result is that 
a small iITlount of MHO exhaust gas periodically enter the oxidant tream and a 
small amount of " idant periodica lly nters the MHO gas stream. Continuou 
leakage of oxidant through the valves nt " MHO exhaust gas tream also 
occurs at a sma 11 rate. uch flow-stream mi in .. ",k"'n in 0 ~ccount in th 
conceptual de ign of the fixed bed reqenerat ive heat r y tem. H wever. th 
effect which the mixing has on the other MHO plant compon£'nt ha not b n 
d termined. 
The moving bed reg nerative heater system lola ' only investigat d to a limit d 
e tent nd the d viation in preh at d idant conditi n t to tim 
were not determined. everal of the potential m thod of providin a pr ur 
eal (e.g . lock hopp rs may introduce p riodic di ruption in the c ntinu u 
output of preheat ed 0 idant. How ver, til ma nitude and cyc le tim f u( h 
disruptions were not determined. Th p sibility of particulat I"att r 
carryov r from the MHO Qas to the oxid nt stream wOl ld 1i ely ' -cur t 
extent for the movinq bed heat er than for the other t typ of hater. bu 
the ma nitud of such c rryover and the effect it would hay n th MHO plant 
perfurmane anJ oper tion were not d termined. 
Th h at for the fi d-bed re nerativ tim t d t b 4. ~ f 
th h at duty whil that of th c ramie-tub r cuper t r d t 
b 6.4%. Both of th valu r can i d red to b wi hin 11m; 
Trad off tud i f h t 1 101 r n t m d h 
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limited scope of the study. Such optim i zation would have only a minor effect on 
total system cost. 
6.3 Reliability and Maintenance of Heater Systems 
6.3.1 Fixed Bed Regenerative Heater System 
The components of the fixed-bed regenerat ive heater system which are most likely 
to fail or to require maintenance are the sequencing valves. If the failure or 
maintenance requirements of a valve is extensive, it may be preferable to 
replace the existing valve with a spare to minimize the shutdown period. This 
would require the acquisition 'If spare valves, which is an additional expense. 
Special provisions for valve replacement are required (e.g., hoists) since the 
valves are very l arge. F ~ uiDyne has estimated a 10 to 15 year lifetime for the 
sequencing valves and 15 to 20 year s for refractory checkers and vessel and duct 
linings. Therefor e, each valve will require replacement (with a new or refur-
bished va lve every 10 to 15 years and replacement of the refractory matrix in 
the vessels and refractory insulation ~ n the vessels and ducting is expected to 
be required every 15 to 20 years. Replacement of valves and refractory 
materials can oe performed during scheduled plant outages . 
In accordance with the original design specifications, tho conceptual design of 
the fixed-bed heater is based upon the utilization of all of the vessels in the 
system in order to meet design requirements. If a singl e vessel mu st be tem-
porarily taken out of service for maintenance (e. g. for refractory replacement 
or repair), the rema i nin g vessels can st il l be util i zed and the power plant can 
be operated at part-load capacity until t he pl ant is shut down for service. If 
th i s i s deemed t o be an unacceptabl e co nd i t ion, the des ign specification could 
be modifi ed t o requ ire the syst em to be designed so that t he full re qu ired pre-
heat capacity can be t empor ari ly provided by t he remai nin g vesse l s when one of 
th e vesse ls is t aken out of ser vice . 
6 .3.2 Ceramic - Tube Recu perati ve Heat er System 
The ceramic-tube recuper ative heater sys t em concep t ual design requ ires that all 
of the heater modules be in operation in order to meet design condi t ions . That 
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is, there are no spare modules and there is no excess capacity incorporated into 
the system. Furthermore, there is no provision for isolatinQ any of the modules 
to enable a module or a bank of modules to be taken out of service for repair 
work without having to shut down the piant. Due to the limited scope of this 
investigation, no assessment has been made of the possible types of heater 
failures, their probabilities of occurrence anc effects of such failure~. it is 
presumed that the system can continue to operate if there are minor tube 
fai lures. However, ' if such an assessment were to reveal that the overall plant 
availability is severely compromised by the present conceptual design, it would 
be necessary to modify the design to include spare modules or extra heat 
exchange capacity and a means for isolating modules or banks of modules. The 
isolation would be required for both the MHO gas side and the oxidant side of 
the modules. Although the lifetime of the refractory insulation has been esti-
mated to be 15 to 20 years, no assessment has been made of the expected lifetime 
of the ceramic tubing. 
6.3.3 Moving Bed Regenerative Heater System 
The moving bed regenerat ive heater system has not been invest igated in suf-
ficient detail to identify the major reliability/maintenance factors. The 
pebbles are expected to undergo attrition so that provision must be made for 
periodic replacement of pebbles which no longer meet specifications. 
Reliability and maintenance considerations will be important factors in the 
selection of the pressure seal mechanism and the pebble recirculation scherne. 
6.4 Effects of Liquid Particulate Matter 
In the qualitative investigation of the desion modifications required for opera-
tion at higher MHO gas temperatures (where liquid particulate matter would be 
present ) , corrosion, foulinq and clogg ing due to the formulation of deposits 
were identified as the major effects of liquid parti c les. The extent and nature 
of the corrosion and foulino would depend upon the MHO gas temperature r ange. 
Be low the ash fusion temperature, the particulate matter can consist of liquid 
seed and dry ash part ic le s. Above the ash fu si on t emper at u,' !: , the ash part ic les 
can bp. sti cky or l iquified and t he seed can be in t he form of liquid partic les 
(o r vapor s , above t he dew poi nt s of the seed compounds). 
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For the two types of heater system for which the concep ual designs have been 
prepared, it has been ascertained that the capital cost of the systems would be 
substantially increased under conditions of liquid particulate matter. 
Furthermore, the uncertainty in the technoloqy status I)f each of the concepts 
would also increase. To determine whether the addditional cost of the equipment 
would be justified, it would be necessary to conduct a cost-benefit analysis 
which includes the increase in plant efficiency associated with the increase of 
the oxidant preheat temperature. Such an analysis would require a quantitative 
assessment of the effects of liquid particulate matter over a wide MHO gas tem · 
perature range. 
Because of the prel iminary nature of the enqineering assessment of the rroving-
bed regenerative heater concept, the effects of liquid particulate matter were 
difficult to determine. One feature of this type of heater may make the rroving 
bed concept less susceptible to corrosion. fouling and clogging than the two 
other heater types. This feature is that the necessity to recirculate the 
pebbles offers an opportunity to transport the pebbles to a device in which the 
deposited particulate n1dtter can be removed rrore eclsily thtln it can be removed 
from the surf aces in the matr i x of the fi xed-bed system or the tubi ng of the 
recuperative system. Further investigations would b~ required to validate this 
assertion. 
6.5 Cost Estimates 
The estimated costs for the fixed bed reqenerative heater system and the 
ceramic-tube recuperative heater system are shown side-by-side in Table XIV. 
The tolal cost for the two heater systems are $19.298.000 and $15.824.000. 
respectively. These costs estimates do not includ e continaencies or the costs 
of transporting equipment and materials from the manufacturing plants to the MHO 
power plant site. They ( lso do not include the costs of spare part s or 
materials. Table XV shows estimated transportation costs per 100 lb. for 
various distances. Tn an overall economic assessment. the expenditures for 
replacement of valves and refractory material s over the lif e of the plant should 
be considered as part of th maintenance cos t. 
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TABLE XIV. SIJMto1ARY OF COST ESTIMATES FOR FIXEO-BED REr1ENERATIVE 
AND CERAMIC TUBE RECUPERATIVE HEATER SYSTEMS 
Fixed Bed Recuperat1ve 
Heater Heater 
Cost Estimate • Cost Estimate • 
Component Description (S1000's) ($1000' s) 
Heater Vessels (Modules) 
Steel 1525 2i4 
Refractory Insulation (installed) 596 294 
Checker Matrix (insta l ed) 2939 N.A. 
Matrix Support (instal l d) 1552 N.A. 
Ceramic Header/Tube Assembly N.A. 74flO 
Total Vessels (Modules) -- 6612 -- 8028 
MHO Gas and Oxidant Ducting 
(with installed insulation) 2283 3803 
Sequencing Valves 6548 N.A. 
Major Expansion Joints and 
Miscellaneous Parts 462 348 
Support Structure and 
Foundations 1639 600 
Controls and Instrumentation 877 
-
Erection and Assembly 
(excludin9 retractory instal-
lation but including silicon 
carbide header / tube instal-
laU on) 877 3045 
TOTAL HEATER SYSTEM ~ Bm 
• The cost estimates ill this table do not include costs of transportation 
from man ufacturing plant to power plant site and do n0t include contingency 
costs. See Section 6.5 of text and Table XV for further discussion and 
information. 
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Distance 
(miles) 
100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
BOO 
1000 
1200 
1400 
1600 
1800 
2000 
'-
TABLE XV. APPROX IHATE TRANSPORTATION COSTS PER 
45.4 KG (100 LBM) OF MATERIAL 
Freight Rate· per 45.4 kg (l00 lbm) 
(do 11 ars) 
2.51 
3.24 
3.96 
4.58 
5.05 
5.64 
6.72 
7.56 
8.53 
\ 
9.37 
10.20 
11.08 
12.01 
I 
\ 
\ 
I 
\ 
\ 
• Sased upon Rail tran s~lortation with minimum shipment of 10.900 kg 
( 24 .000 1 bm ) . 
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The cost estimate for the fixed bed r~ ner tiv heat er yst m is con id red to 
be a "budgetary" cost estimate. In accordance with AAI rican Association of Cost 
Enqineers (AACE) guidelines. the cost estimate is thus considered to be accurate 
to within plus 30 percent and minus 15 percent. The cost estimate for the cera-
mic tube recuperative heater system i considered to be an "order-of-magnitude" 
cost estimate and is thus considered to be acclJrate to within plus 50 perce r : 
and minus 30 percent. in accordance with AACE guideline~. 
The conclusions which can be drawn from ~he cost estimates fall into two 
categories: (a) compar ison of the costs of the two types of hea ~er system with 
each other and (b) comparison of the costs of ceramic intermediate-temperature 
oxidant heater systems with alternatives such as the meta~lic "low-temperature" 
oxidant heater system. With regard to the first category. the ceramic-tube 
recuperator cost estimate is lower than the fixed-bed reqenerator cost estimate 
by approximately 1° percent. Although this difference is siqnificant, it must 
be qualified by two factors. Fi r st. the cost estimate for the ceramic-tube 
recuperator is based upon a conceptual design which incluJes no spare modules or 
isolation valves and is therefore of uncertain system reliability. Secondly, 
the cost E"stimate for the recuperative heater is much more uncert3in than that 
of the reqenerative hea!er becaus~ of the differences in the technology status 
of the two heater types. The contingency costs which would be added to the costs 
presented in Table XIV should reflect thi s difference in technology status. 
For the second cateQory of comoarisons (b , above). it is necessary tc account 
for the capital cost of the metallic low-temperature oxidant heat er as well as 
the difference in power plant efficiency associated with increasing the oxidant 
preheat temperature from the 1 200 '~ 1 imil imposed by metall ic heaters to the 
1600'F range allowed by the use of cerami c heaters. Thus a comoarison of the 
cost of electricity would be required to determine whether an expense of 19 
million dollars for a heat er c;ystem based on a nearly current fixed-bed heater 
technology or 16 million dollar s for a heater system based on a more advanced 
ceramic-tube recuperater technol09Y would be justif ' ed relative to the cost of 
the metallic low temperature oxidant heater system . 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS 
Conceptual designs and cost estimates were developed for the fixed bed regenera-
tive and ceramic recuperative type heaters. An installed cos~ of SI9.298.000 in 
1980 dollars was estimated for the fixed bed regenerative heater sys~em. It is 
felt that the design and construction of this system could be accomplished with 
presently available industrial materials and technology. 
An installed -:ost of $15.824.000 in 1980 dollars was estimated for the ceramic 
recuperative type heater. There is a much greater uncertainty in this estimate 
due to the uncert~in cost of the tubular ceramic components. In contrast to the 
fixed bed regenerator, considerable development as well as expanded manufac-
turing capabilities would be required in order to produce the ceramic components 
necessary for the recuperative he~tt~. 
The pressure seal between chambers was identified as the most critical component 
for the moving bed regenerat ive type heater as a result of the engineering 
assessment which was made. Investigation of tne degree of particulate collec-
tion by the moving medium and of methods for promoting uniform solid and gas 
movement were also identified as important d ~; ~ considerations bearing on the 
technical feasibility of this concept. An economic evaluation of the moving bed 
heater should be made. 
Significant changes would be required in all three types of heaters if they were 
to be exposed to liquid particulate matter in the MHO gas stream. This is due 
to 1) the need for corrosion resistant materials and 2) concerns related to deposi-
tion of the seed material and solidification from the liquid pha e or. heat 
exchanger surfaces. The costs of all three types of heaters would be greater in 
this case. 
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8.0 Re mmendations for Further In 
There are seveal areas of pos ibl further investiqatiC'n. The e ar~o5 can be 
subdivided into three cate ories: (a) assessment of the implications 0, the 
results obtained 1n the present investl ation; (h) pursuit of som ()f the 
questions rai sed in the present investi at~on and (c) validal~on of assumptions 
which have b r identified as bein somewhbt uncertain in the present investi a-
t ion. 
In category (a). an overall system evaluation and economi c assessment of an MHO 
power plant should be conducted to determine tne benefits achievable from uti-
1 izing a c ' :-~mic i ntermediate-temperature oxidant heater systeni to achieve 
higher preheat temperatures as compared to a l1~tallic "low-temperature" oxidant 
prehr.'ater. as 11iscussed above in section 6.5. Another investigation. which is 
req uired in corjunction with the fixed-bed regenerative heater syster,l . is th p. 
ett~ct of tempHature rippl~ on the performance o. other plant componen ts (e.g .• 
crlmbus~~" : ~1HO generator) 
discussed in section 0.2. 
and. hence. on the overall plant performance. as 
This latter question must be cons ' dered in term of a 
dynamic syst~m performance analysis. 
Under category (ll) there are a large nurn er of areas wh ich can be recommended . 
including that of preparing a conceptual de i n !~d cost est imate 2f the moving 
bed regenerative hea r system . ~ince it appears to be tec ~~ically fea ible from 
an overall viewpoint. Particular at ention Should be iven to the pressure 
seal, since that appears to De the omponent of reatest uncertainty . 
The conceptual design of the ceram ic -t ube recuperative huter is based upon an 
approach proposed by AiResearch (Refs. 45-43 ) wh ich is onlv one of several 
possible schemes . Other schemes. such ~s those proposed by Rocketdyne (Ref. 41) 
and Hague n e,'nat ional (Refs. 38-40) , rnay elso be fou nd to be suitable for this 
appl ic ation and should be given urther consideration. 
As stated pre iously, the conceptual des; ns do not represent optimized s ste s. 
Add i ion 1 concep tual d(sign \lOr\( would be requ ired nd should include con -
sid rat ion of al erna e confi urati ons and par . ric :'!1alyst!s 0 d ' ermine he 
op t imu condi ions or op ration. Al hough the pri e incen ''Ie or conduc ing 
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such additional work would be the possibility of cost reductions, further 
investigations ,nay also reveal that reliability and availabililty considerations 
would lead to the requirement of additional equipment (e.g., isolation valves 
for the cerMl i c-tube recuperat ive heater system) or more costly components 
(e.g., thic~er ceramic tubing). 
Since the cost of replacement of valves, refractory materials, ceramic tubing 
and ceramic pebbles over the life of the MHO plant may represent a significant 
cost, fUi ther substantiat ion of the estimates of the lifetimes of these items 
sllould be made. Such estimates can be made on the basis of experience in the 
utilizati on of such items in other industri es such as the steel industry. 
Unaer category (c), t her e are several poss ible investigations in which addi-
tional ~ata can be developed to provide support for the assumptions made in the 
study or to indil ate ~he re adjus~ments in the ass~~ptions may have to be made. 
One of these areas i s t hat of determination of the temperature of the MHO gas at 
which the parti cul ate matter in the gas becomes solidified. An a~curate deter-
mination of this t empuature '~)uld requ i re an exten s ive experimental testing 
progr am which ~uld encompass the wide range of ~ar ~ atiofls in thc conditions 
which would "ffect th i s temperature. Hc,wever, f urthe r \IIOrk can also be done 
through the uSP. of mathemati cal mode)ing techniques incorporat ing experimental 
dat a which pr esent ly exist. 
Another area in t his category is t hat of the techniques and facil i t "es for manu-
facturing the ·:eramic tubing for recuper ati ve heater system. The uncerta inty 
r egar ding the fabr 'ication of the cer~ic tub i ng i s the main source jf uncer-
t aint.v in both the techno logy st ~tus and the cost est imate for thi s t ype of 
heater. 
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APPENDIX A 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR MHO OXIDANT INTERMEDIATE 
TEMPERATURE CERAMIC HEATER SYSTEMS 
A.1 Definitions of Heater Systems 
A.1.1 Fixed Bed, Periodic Flow, Ceramic Brick Reqenerative Heater System 
This type of heater system consists of a number of insulated metallic heat ex-
changer shells containinq ceramic bed materials which are alternately heated by 
MHO exhaust gases and cooled by compressed oxidant which is utilized in the MHO 
combustor. The system also includes ducting, insulation, valving, flanqes, ex-
pansion joints, structural su~po~ts, foundations and directly related auxiliary 
equipment. Interconnecting ducting to other components, such as compressors, is 
not included. 
A.1.2 Ceramic Tube and Shell Recuperative Heater System 
This type of heater system is a stationary, continuous flow ceramic tube and 
she11 heat exchanger in which heat from t~e MHO exhaust gas is transferred to the 
enriched air via the ceramic tubes. The system also includes headers, insula-
tion, structural supports, foundations and directly related auxiliary equipment. 
Interconnecting ducting to other components, such as compressors and combustors, 
is not included. 
A.1.3 Moving Bed, Continuous Flow, Ceramic Bead Regenerative Heater System 
ThiS type of heater system consists of two chambers (or sets of chambers) con-
t a; n i ng cerami c pebb 1 es whi ch are heated by MHO gener ator exhaust gases in one 
chamber (or set of chambers) and pass to the other chamber (or set of chambers) 
where they heat the compressed oxidant which is utilized in the MHO combustor . 
The <;ystem also includes ducting, insulation, valvinq, pressure seals, pebble 
conveyors, flanges, expansion joints, structural supports, foundations and 
directly related auxiliary equipment. InterconnectinQ ducting to other com-
ponents, such as compressors and combustors, is not included. 
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A.2 Definition of Open-Cycl MHO Power Plant Conditions 
A. 2.1 Power Plant Confiquration and Size 
The MHO power plant utilizes oxygen enriched air which is preheated in the 
intermediate temperature oxidant heater system by exhaust qases from the MHO 
generator as indicated in Figure A-l. The heat flow conditions specified below 
are for a nominal power plant output of 490 Mwe, with 235 Mwe p,"oduced by the MHO 
generator and 255 Mwe produced by the steam bottoming plant. 
A.2.2 Type of Coal and Seed 
The fuel for the MHO power plant is Montana Rosebud coal dried to five (5) per-
cent moi :: ture. The combustion gas is seeded with a mixture of 68 percent 
A.2.3 Cxidant Stream Flow Conditions 
The oxidant stream properties are presented in Table A-I. The flow conditions 
are as fo llows: 
Flow Rate (kg / sec) 230 
Inlet Temperature (OF) 460 
Exit Temperature (OF) 1600 
Exit Pressure (atm) 6 
Composition (mole % 02) 28 
A2.4 MHO Gas Stream Flow Conditions 
The MHO Qas stream composition and properties are presented in Tables A-II and 
A-Ill. The flow conditi ons are as follows: 
Flow Rate (kg /sec) 330 
Inlet Temperature ( OF ) 1870 
E it Pressure (atm ) 1 
All p rti cul e a er in th MHO Q s stre m is in so 1 i d f oyom 0 
MHO Gas 
Stream 
18700 F 
To Combustor 
Heater 
System latm 
CompreS!30r 
Oxygen-Enriched 
Combustion Air 
Figure A-I Intermediate Temperature Oxidant Heater 
system Configuration. 
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H.SO 
102 . &l 
107 . &~ 
112 . B 
IB.CO 
12l. 9 
12L IS 
lll . ~9 
IH . 41 
14l.SS 
I' a, 70 
15J.66 
P.El A T 1'/ E 
p;:t:~~u~: 
2.24~' 
2.71~9 
1., t, 53 
1.~370 
I .51 I, ., 
1.no:! 
2.0~~0 
2 . .1 ill 
2.7:?7 
3.:059 
1.S:iJ 
l. ~ ,: 1 
4 .H7~ 
5.0'79 
5.6455 
6.2930 
'-9931 
7.7t.~5 
a.5& 13 
9.I,Bl 
10 .li '7 
1l.j(,:6 
!l.'Hl 
13.6 061 
l~ . .1H5 
16 .1J'IS 
!7.5lH 
1' .0 105 
= l. :.: q 
22.: 75 
,I, . 0 IH 
25.~!j7 
;:7.~~25 
29. B;:' 
l2 .HI2 
34.4SI! 
H . ~ql 
l?~ ·!5 
q . HH 
45 . 1 H 
4 &. '51 
5\.!!51 
54 . $4\1 
~.1.J)17 
61.H5) 
,5. 6 3 
" . 6542 
il.HSJ 
E I TROflY 
.:. T 1 .\ i fI 
1.6::513 
1.63:'42 
l.64Hl 
1.!3737 
\.59 " 
1.60911 
\'~I~=S 
l.S::H4 
I. ~l .V.l 
l.c'i45 
1.~56\6 
.H4" 
1.67H9 
I. S3057 
: . 63.12? 
1.6; 560 
l.i0 2i ? 
1. 7C~79 
1.7 H S9 
1.72 3 l 
1.7 ;!~~ 9 
1.736 '; ' 
l.i(.l.~ 
1. i'll! 
1. i 5~ H 
.i5 9:l 
l.H5~6 
1. 77C99 
1.7 i 6Q 
1.73 71 
I . :sn \.jry:ol 
1.71 S 
l.o0)n 
I.S:H4 
1..1: ! 61 
1..1 1 DI 
! .320~2 
1.3;:5 7 
I.!: '5 
I.!~ H 
! . .:. ~: i 0 
1.3 4 : 19 
1. ~ 1 1 
I .. SSI17 
1.3S5~! 
\.S~ ~ 5" 
l.t 6)5 lo 
C,. 
~TU/(l3:CRl 
o . :: l: ') 
L:HO 
0.:392 
116 
0.2333 
o • 2l!3 
0.~ j !3 
L 21 ,)3 
o .llH 
0.2~ ? O 
e.::H2 
J"H' 
a.:l~o 
o .:!H3 
O. 2~H 
0 .24C 4 
O.l~07 
O. 2~ 1 0 
~.:c. ' 4 
o.:q 7 
L :4;:1 
0.2425 
0.24:~ 
~ • l(..14 
0 . 2~j9 
Q .:444 
L :: ~~ 9 
O. (. S4 
o.:qO 
Q .;:q~ 
o .l41 ) 
~ 476 
. 24';2 
a . ll,~a 
Q • : c. ; 
0.25"0 
O .2~:7 
o . 251 l 
o . :? 51 
c . 1 ~ 5 
o. :n;2 
0.25~3 
L :5' 5 
a . :: » 
0.2S':' 
C.: ~S4 
O.':S 7 ! 
0.2577 
0.2531, 
CAr:1.\ 
1.19?5 
I.H,)\ 
1.HE.3 
1. H?7 
I . Hs! 
I. H'; 
!. ~~~, 
1.};" 
l.H'1 
I.l ~!3 
l.H!4 
1.:;;79 
1.1'I74 
I. H~l 
1. HS I 
1. H54 
l.HH 
1. H~S 
1..H: ~ 
l.li2a 
I.H .I 
1. HO I 
1. l3 ~ I 
! . 3£ 3 \ 
1 . ~3 7 ) 
l.l ~ 59 
1. !;. 7 
1 . lS l ~ 
I..: : ~ 
1 • ~ .: \ 2 
I . l~ 0 0 
! . 3; :.,s 
I. H i S 
I.HD 
1.!7)0 
1. j; 7 
1.'}725 
I.,} 1:: 
I.H" 
1. H : 6 
1. H; j 
I.;S H 
1.;.44 
I. .:. ~ 5 
1.:~::' l 
1._~\) 
I. j ~ ').) 
1.l 5t!. 
UlhTl'JE 
1I0lU: IE 
219 . ~:H 
l,a.H.B 
l" .H~l 
3:Le:.H 
2H.::~:~ 
:H.HS: 
:l.L~: ~O 
2!O.71jO 
1?1.C~il 
17l . 7~"5 
)~S .~~1 5 
:'5.2C,3 ~ 
Ill. ,3llS 
In . 7S !oO 
lil.!~!,5 
104 .~231 
'7 . 1'0' 
~0.29 i~ 
t4 . 05 52 
;.l.~35l 
7l .2:l'} 
63.5' !'. 
64.1 ii 
6J.lQ3 
5L61;0 
~3.:!Sl,~ 
5L!7!1 
~ 7. 12 49 
44. :· 5(. 
l, 2. 2 ~C.? 
H.HH 
n .o~:.l 
lS .• Si.H 
34.0q. 
;2.!':P 
lL7:.1 
:7 . 3\. \ 
:Ll, ~25 
::l . ~ ~~5 
::~ . ;.H' 
Z2 .~ ":! 
2 . H5 l 
2O.~: ' I 
2 a .o ~ ;~ 
• ., . l' j 
):.. 1 i I 
17.!t9S1 
t:1 T( C\ !/.\l 
E!;!:::c.r.:ll U/ :'3 
-", US'.' 
-74.::;;15 
-71.3i1l 
-".3433 
-o7.?3!.S 
-.!~. s.:q 
-~1.:1:5 
-77.' 37 
-74.2!::9 
-70 . sc.45 
-51 .1 .... 1 
-6';.~li2 
-$O.S;;~l 
-57 .1~:S 
-!>l . n:.: 
-SL ~HIJ 
-~Lol!l 
-l,j. lS:;7 
-l?!! :' 7 
-30.'-1::0 
-3:.9;!<I) 
- ~ 9 . '~ ;~ 
-:!5 . n!: 
-2: .427. 
- IC.;~H 
-15 .~:'::' 
-ll.tH ~ 
-!.: ~;;7 
-4. 7V7 
-1.1 5H 
2.4Zi! 
$ . ~2':.1 
9.6. } '. 
t:S. :'.! l 
1~ . .... i~3 
2O.5~:l 
l<' . 17;'2 
27 . ·f,5 ~ 
l\.5 ~l 
:,). Z I <l ~ 
~ :. ., ~'. 
'2.~ (,~ 
'L~;o~ 
~: . : 1:' 
5L S .!~ l 
57.6 5: f, 
6\.l,· ! 3 
'5.lJJ~ 
GE 
TABLE 1\-1 (Cont'd) 
'~Ort ;': l' I::i OF OAYCCI (1'~lClI(;) .UR 
"OLE rU:CClT OXY~EII: :3.000 PC;:C::lT O~Y~(II (~I:l1CII::C:IT: 3~.7to tIOl(ClJl"~ IoJT : 2?I~:U 
1£:1rrr.tTU~E 
Drc F 
HO. 
130. 
.a. 
'~O. 
HO. 
HO. 
'30. 
toOO. 
)020. 
1040 . 
IOU. 
IUD . 
1100. 
112' . 
11 ~ O. 
llH. 
11SO. 
)200. 
1:20 . 
12~O. 
12U. 
)250 . 
IlOO . 
ll20 . 
llC, O. 
ll ~ D . 
1l,j0. 
l~O O. 
J~ 20. 
1HO . 
lHO. 
l~!O . 
1500. 
1~20. 
1HO. 
15'0. 
Ba 
HOO. 
U2~ . 
U4D. 
1" 0 . 
U30. 
n r o. 
114' 0 . 
tHO. 
I" o. 
J 750. 
1100. 
E ~ ITII.'. l ,.y 
itU/l~ 
IH.Ol 
U'.22 
16'.('2 
IH . '(, 
17?!' 
145.1 , 
1.0 . H 
195.&2 
20~.t' 
Z06.lo 
~11.(,9 
21!.!J 
222.11 
~2i.~~ 
2.12 •• n 
233.1] 
2U.5:' 
2C,6.'1 
25(' .33 
2~9.71 
2S5.! 5 
:70. 7 
~7t.. 0 1 
HI.' 
2at..'1 
H2. H 
297.S5 
lG} .. ·. (, 
~oa .. I l 
31 (, .. l 
lI9. ~ C, 
.H5.H 
;30 .63 
.H.2 
H1.B 
10 .51 
B}. 07 
353.61 
36'.21 
HL19 
315 .• 4 
lH . B 
3H. B 
H2.n 
H7.t.:! 
c,ol.(C, 
~~9. 0! 
'1 (, .7 Z 
~:llTt\'!: 
"H~! !J ::!: 
7lo2101 
.1:.3'9(, 
41 . "]2 
,:!. nil 
" . ?:..:!o 
:J L(,1i7 
1 H. 2Z~ 
: 15. !.: : :. 
12! . (. ~!o 
127 . 3 ; \~ 
lH.Bll 
l;l.H.S 
! ;.: 1:' 
lH.':H 
B .SS15 1:, . ;:] 
IJI.15:~ 
19).2 n 
1" . (: S 
2H. '~ 2 S 
lD ." :55 
=:l. l!l .. 
:4: .~ : ) : 
:~ i.jli2 
:~:. 57!.l 
~;~. Sj; 
::' L] : 2 
:19. S 11 
l:~.SSH 
1: . .J : l 
l~ J . , . (, 
~S S.O:~' 
l . '~l~ 
3!S.~~ 3 1 
(, I. ) : 2 
41l.~~:l 
(, )5. J~( 
4Sl.lin 
ql.q~l 
'i ~ . 2;:: 
5:' .. S :s 
!:LlI: 
!SZ • • ~~~ 
5';.'~)7 
S'll.!:Si 
6a. :!H 
'l i. 1 S 
"l.l.~2 
E:;TRorv 
.:. r I .\ r:l 
1.!S"" 
l.!ilH 
1 . !7':5 
l.! ;~J S 
1.3Hll 
l.:~S~l 
1 . . i ;:;: ~ 
I . .: 9;S ( 
1 . !";!.j 
1 . ~j ;i3 
1.ie f • 9 
1. ~o 7 H 
l.il!'l 
1. ~I;~ O 
!.~'~!7 
1.~~150 
l. H ;i' 
1."; )6 
1.1l! 2 
1. n~ ~ 
l.i;766 
1.9:'~19 
l.~ };O 
1. ~q : 
1. q ' 3 
\.~ ~" S 
l.'H: ', 
l. ~ SHo 
l. H H~ 
l.~~ !5 
l.H; i r. 
1 . ~ iOioO 
l.'i} ~ l 
1.~i6::~ 
I.~H~l 
1. 1$179 
1. "S4 53 
1 • ~$ 2 
1.S!'''' 
! . 9 ~B I 
1 . ; 3 S 
!.H i .3'1 
Z.:;:~' 
:.' J~ C.3 
.:'510~ 
;' • : C J ! 1 
2.CIJ;2 
2. Oll~l 
c, 
arU/Cl!lI(~) 
O.:~?O 
O.:!H1 
O.::S?l 
o.::~ 0 
'.:: ~ t 6 
I).:~:l 
0. ~ ;:', 
0. :. H 
0.:;'2 
O.2!Q 
C.B S:' 
~. 2HO 
C.2Ho~ 
o.,~,: 
~ .Bi3 
O.:S:1l 
O . ~Gl1 
0.2G S 
0 . ::700 
0 . 270)5 
0 . 2711 
o .: ! ~ 
;) . :: 7 ::1 
0 . 27:~ 
i l' 
7H 
n9 
i( ( 
H 
O. 7 
0.2 7 
0 .2761 
0.2765 
O.2iS'l 
O. Z7 l 
0.: 7] 7 
0 . ::73 I).: 7! S 
O. ] 19 
O. "1 
O.<:i91 
0 . :: . ~ I 
? :.! J 
o ~!';.! 
, . ~:~ 
'- :31 S 
o . : 31, 
O. ~32l 
117 
CA/'U1.\ 
1.3573 
I .B 61 
1. jJq 
1. Bl] 
1 . l~:? 5 
1. B II 
1. BO :! 
1. j:, ~ I 
I. l:',30 
1.l~S) 
1.3 '.53 
1 . H 7 
1.14l 7 
I.} 27 
1.1 17 
1. .1407 
I. "H7 
l." la 3 
I . j 1 ') 
1.3 3; 0 
1 .l16 
1 • .1153 
1. 1 :" to 
. " LiS 
1.l :l::9 
1 .~ .l 1 
1. III r. 
I .1.iC 
1 . l' 11 
I . j~ 91 
1. • ::3 7 
l. l :!;) 
l.;n~ 
1 . :::! ; 
1. j ~ I 
1.3::5:' 
I. :: ~ .3 
1.1: 2 
l.l: H 
1. j:: J 
l. l: :~ 
1. 1 1 
1. ::: 13 
I.l: ~7 
I.l:Jl 
I. 31 H 
1. 1I'0 
l.lIJ5 
~£l:.TtVl: 
VOL U::E 
a.HOr. 
16.16 '~ 0 
15 . SJ4I 
1:' .3 H 1 
It. .,S q 
13 . i1)5 
13 . 1.~~l 
1:: . 67::3 
lZ.I!71 
11.i::B 
l i.2';S7 
10.60 ., 
10. H2 
10.03(,] 
'. 7 03 
'. 17H 
9 .0'1 1 
6 .]2 ~6 
!.~:: OO 
6.1 :!19 
7.022 
7. ! : Sl 
7.J 13 
7. e3 .!. 
6.35(~ 
6. . 7 
6 . ~ 1 5 1 
6.~ ?J~ 
6. ~ . ;! 
:;.~4! 
5 . S)'; : 
5 . 635 
5 . 9S 
5 . I j;' j 
~ . ~ 1 S 
.• 32 
r. .'-lli 
, • !';' I • 
, ~ l (, 
1 •• 3: 
c, • 1 S.! i 
f,. 1 1 
1 . ~"q 
l.J !~' 
l.:~ ~i 
L' :~:, 
3. ! : Z] 
1.40'3 
t~T n:IAL 
(It E'CY. :) T:J /13 
" .O'd; 
7~ .H;S 
76. ir.~2 
30.5~13 
.!(, .Q6 1 
3 _ .2 ?1 ] 
9:.li ~ l 
'LO" OS 
'~.~; l :' 
10.1.91~S 
1" . .. 5 ~ 
11 . J ~; 3 
I! 5 . ] i J 1 
I! 9. 7 (, 3 
12.1. 7j 1 
15! . ~ f.:' 3 
1 ; 5. 1 1 :> 
1 ';~ . ; ' 1 
16;. ; ":: ~ 
163. i~j 
1 ~ . q~ I 
Ii 6. ~ l 
: :!..~::J 
: !:. 3· ! ~ 
2B . i n 
2"; . ~:~ 
: q . ~ .!$ 
:. ~ 1 . . , ... 
.. 5'. !:J 
~ B . ) '· 2 
:~ JZl 
TABLE A-l (cont'~) 
. GE I; 
JALITY 
notE rt:r.C(IIT OXYGtll: 2I . OCO /'El\C£/IT onGW (l;lnChll(1I1: 3Z.7Io Houe: ~.\I~ LlT : Zt.HH~ 
CAS CO~ST~IIT I ~.0'41'1 ' DIU'(lDjc~) 
DtGF 
1£20. 
) 1',0. 
)1160. 
ltlO. 
1'00. 
H20. 
lHO. )" o. 
lUO. 
2000. 
2020. 
H~O. 
20£0. 
20£0. 
2100. 
21 20. 
2140. 
2140. 
2ltO. 
22 u O. 
2220. 
22fo C. 
2HO. 
2UO. 
ZJIJO . 
2120. 
ZHO. 
2HO. 
2350 . 
2<' 00. 
Zi020. 
2HO. 
24~0 . 
2HO . 
2500. 
2S2 0 . 
2540. 
2560 . 
25"~ . 
2600 . 
2'2 0. 
2640. 
2H O. 
2'H . 
2100. 
2120. 
21(,0. 
27U. 
t. 'U/l J 
(,20.37 
..~ •. '1 
431.'" 
4l7 . H 
('('1.0' 
441.72 
'!4.41 
460.11 
46 L SZ 
.. 71.51 
(, 77 .24 
"62. " 
4SJ.70 
494 . 4l 
H'.l: 
50S. H 
H1.66 
~D.t," 
~2 3.21 
;:?l .,a 
·;H . " 
:·a.51o 
:'L 11 
! ~ 2. 1l 
557 . ,l 
H3.7' 
H'.55 
575 •• 7 
531. ! , 
!37.02 
H2.!'5 
59!. " 60 •• 51, 
~ I O.!' 
6B.C:' 
621.10 
627 .97 
6 ll. a, 
Of. 71 
645.59 
651 .Q 
07 . H 
H3 . :, 
B'.1 1 
67S.~6 
UO.P 
'I t.ll 
692 , " 
":', :. : : I ~ 
"~j~\;\! 
'03.0571 
713041:5 
711.5 ;30 
;tL4':1.S 
H4 . CSi ' 
3 ~2.ql~ 
asl.ll~? 
:ll .:; : 5 
'll.S6!7 
~.~ .' !" 
,n .o lu 
!0 !L5 n l 
! t" t. . ~ ! 4 ~ 
IOJ.2~q 
!1!S.5~/,2 
11~1 .;i4 ~ 
llH . ·~C:2 
12J1.;!~H 
lZ71.4l ~ 
I.H2 . ;!'J 
:j5 '.D~S4 
IHS.4!Sl 
14:'l.O I~] 
1';':: . 65l9 
1535.' _ 'l 
1!!1.'~21 
!~l: . ~ ·.I 
1!-!: .;.! ~7 
1;11, . 3;") 
I !oi. ~q 
.! 1..!:J 
!JB . )2H 
115l.l a 2 
2 !l..!P 
2~: ~. :': ) " 
4 ! H.! ' .~ 
21D.!~:S 
2 ~7.'H~ 
2~:~.5~!S 
:;H . 2 L l 
:~H. : ~ ) 
: S46.'~:7 
2~n . :: ~~ 
01.J~! l 
~ ;r.S . ... .!j~ 
Z: ~1.' ~ 
'l"9.lill 
H;3.61711 
: .:: ·::IY 
.U 1 ~ T:'1 
Z.01H~ 
2.0131' 
:!.~~ 0 64 
2 . ': Sld 
l.O: ; !' 
:!.~ )J27 
2 .o.~! 10 
z.:!q .\ 
2.~l;j~ 
2. <: j a 3 
;: . ~ q ~3 
2.C:''Z1 
Z._'S'! 
~.a'l71 
;:. ~50?' 
2 .J!l!' 
2.0 !S('o 
:. ~SiS'l 
2.05ii7 
2 . 0~19j 
2 .Jt.:' ~1 
:!. cH22 
Z.:: 6!lS 
2.0 '46 
Z.07ZS5 
2 .C7( ~1 
2.0H71 
2.~7 76 
2.0t-0t.l 
Z. C3Z JI, 
::. C!4H 
2.:'::&57 
2.CJ,u7 
2.':; j;B 
2. n::3J 
2.H~i~ 
2oCH;' 
;:.C~ .H3 
2.1C=H 
2 . 1~2S: 
2 . 1 :"0 
2.1 Hll 
l.l:!: 
2.1!·~j 
2. III S 5 
LIIH' 
2.1156 . 
::-
atU/(l!))(Rl 
0.::,)::' 
a.:S!O 
O. :::ll 
0.:: ~.17 
O.:3Q 
a .2H' 
o .:::q 
0.::5" 
~.::S!~ 
O. ::3!7 
C.2'!'60 
O.::!Sl 
~.a&7 
tJ.=':7~ 
a.2!'J 
O.:!lit. 
a.;:: 79 
0.2 3.52 
a.2oB 
0.23! 3 
O.2l~1 
0.2!~" 
0 .239' 
O.~l99 
O.2 '~2 
L 2~~5 
o.21ua 
o .:: 91 0 
a .2'~l 
""16 O.ZH t 
0.2'21 
o.::n, 
O. HB 
O.2H' 
0.2';11 
o .2n' 
o .:!1H 
0.2;19 
0.2941 
0.2941 
o .:,q 
O. H'3 
0.2 9~~ 
0.2 '~l 
~.21SS O. :n7 
0.2,H 
118 
. ... ...",. 
"''I.'" 0'" 
1. 3l3~ 
1.3175 
1.1!69 
:.jlC." 
1.11~? 
1. 3 ! 5<' 
1. ~! l, 1 
1 .Jl C. 5 
1.1ll,0 
L liB 
l.llJJ 
1.1126 
1. H 21 
1.3\17 
1.Jl12 
1. .11 0: 
1. J 101, 
1. Hoa 
1.lOiS 
l.lC91 
1.!J!7 
1. jeSl 
1. 3C!79 
1.-075 
1.~"1 
1. ~ O~ 3 
1.lJS' 
1.30 6a 
1.!l5S 
1.3'5 1 
1. ~Oq 
l. JC a 
1. 1H 2 
1.lOH 
l. l0lS 
1.l?~;: 
I .H Z3 
l.l~;:S 
l . lO:2 
l.l~ H 
l.! ·j!S 
1.;012 
1.3'" 
1.30H 
1.3 J 0 J 
1. C 0 ~ 
I.:H7 
l.2?H 
~£l.~;;v! 
Vale.:, 
J.3132 
3.2::14 
3.1356 
l.:~:: 
2. HIS 
2.St!;: 
2.ll:5 
2.;' .. I 
~.6i31 
2.60'1, 
2.S3!O 
Z.47H 
2.t,j14 
2.3510 
2.29~5 
2. Z 153 
2 .1 a 10 
: .1277 
Z .0 762 
2 .~261 
1.9 77 5 
!_'304 
I. l.5 I, 7 
! . l~ C" 
1.7973 
1.7555 
1. ;150 
1.6i56 
1.6373 
1. "" 1 1.~~H 
1.52:' 
1.4947 
l.Hl5 
1. ('2 9:! 
1.3';79 
1 • ..IS 7 J 
1. ! 377 
• !O!3 
l.2!CS 
1. 25jJ 
.226 7 
1.20~7 
I.I i55 
1.15 , 
1.121 0 
1.1: H 
1.0U, 
:~T: .. :I; .~ ~ 
ENC%Y .:: Tt.~/ll 
:!6 " . ~ 1 5 ~ 
:(,9.2101, 
~ 1 1.5!0~ 
: ~ :' . J I!' ~ 
2lZ.I:H 
2H .~!i~' 
~~o.n~? 
2;5.11 ·;J 
;: .) ., . " 5 ! I, 
lCl . 7?}) 
3Cl.15a, 
11:.51:5 
3U.t167 
321 .:?~ 95 
325 .~:l~ 
3H.OI:7 
331, . ~I) :ol 
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Tables A - II and A - III indicate properties, at chemical equilibrium, for the combustion 
of Montana Rosebud coal dried ~o 5%, with 80 ~ slag rejection of the combustor, and 5\ excess 
oxygen to account for completion of comb~stion in the radiant furnace. A seed mixture of 
68 ~ by weight of potassium sulfate (K2S04) and 32% potassium carbonate (K2CO) is injected 
at the co~bustor which results in 70t £02 r~moval to meet the 1979 NSPS for Montana Rosebud 
coal. In producing the tables, no allowance was made for ash condensation and rereoval in 
the rad iant furn ace. 
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APPENDIX B 
TEMPERATURE RANGE FOR SOLID STATE OF 
PARTICULATE MATTER IN AN MHO GAS STREAM 
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Objective 
APPENDIX B 
TEMPERATURE RANGE FOR SOLID STATE OF 
PARTICULATE MATTER IN MHO EXHAUST GAS STREAM 
The primary objective of the MHO oxidant intermediate temperature ceramic 
heater study is to compare and assess three potential ceramic heater approaches 
for preheatinq an MHO power plant oxidant to 1600·F by ~HO exhaust gas. The 
temperature range is higher than allowable for metal 1 ic heaters and lower than 
the fusion temperature of particulate matter in the MHO stream. To design the 
heaters, it is first necessary to establish the temperature range in which the 
entrained particulate matter of a coal-fired MHO exhaust-gas stream would be 
solid. The establishment of this parameter is the objective of this phase of 
the study. 
The particulate matter originates from ash constituents in the coal and 
from the potassium seed injected into the combustor. The plasma is produced by 
burning Montana Rosebud coal with air enriched with oxyqen to a level of 28 mole 
percent and seeded with a mixture of potassium carbonate and potassium sulfate. 
Introduct i on 
Investigation of the solidification (freezing) temperature range of ash and 
seed components covered the following aspects: 
1. Determination of chemical const ituents present in the MHO exhaust qas 
in the temperature range of 1600 to 2000·F. 
2. Determination of phase-Change temperatures of each constituent. 
3. Determination of particle size distribution. 
4. Determination of the temperature vs. time history of the particles with 
the lowest melting points. 
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5 . Evaluation of the results of steps 1 through 4 to determine the MHO 
€xhaust gas temperature for which particles are solidified. 
6 . Consideration of engineering aspects related to the application of the 
results from step 5, including: 
a. operating transients 
b. temperature gradients (e.Q., thermal boundary layers) 
c. allowances for uncertainties in desiQn parameters and physical 
data. 
Particulate Matter Characteristics 
The particulate matter originates from the ash constituents in the coal and 
from the injected seed. Throughout the flow path of the exhaust gases from the 
MHO generator exit to the stack, th~re is a very larqe number of compounds which 
can be formed in the gaseous, 1iquid and solid states. Of primary interest are 
those compounds which are first formed in the liquid state and solidify as the 
particles are cooled. Table B-1 (ref. B-1) indicates the composition of the ash 
of Montana Rosebud coal expressed in terms of its mineral oxides. Of the com-
ponents listed in TClble B-1, the larqest cYTllJ'Jnt.s are expected to be Si02 and 
A1203' The melting points of these two constituents are 3110 and 3720·F, respec-
tively (ref. B-2). The meltinq point of K2S04 is reported to be 1956·F (ref. 
B-3). However, Si02 and A1203 are not necessari ly found in their pure form. 
For example, potassium or potassium compounds may combine with the liquid 
Si02 and A1203 particles, which may lower their melting points. Furthermore, 
there are a number of compounds of pot ass i um wh i ch may be formed whi ch have 
melti ng points much lower than that of K2S04' Actually, there may be a large 
number of species of complex compounds formed in the combustion and subsequent 
condensation and cooling processes. 
Si nce there are a larqe number of possible low melting point compo un s , it 
is important to know which would survive under the downstream conditions exper-
ienced in the MHO gas stream . Because of the lack of extensi ve experimental 
data under actual MHO power plant conditions, it has been necessary to review 
data from c.onventional power plant experience as well as exis ting publications 
of MH O resear ch an d developmen proqrams . 
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Table 8-1 - Ash Composition for Montana Rosebud COdl 
Constituent Percent by Weiqht 
Si02 37.6 
A1203 17.3 
Fe203 S .1 
TI02 0.7 
P20S 0.4 
CaO 11.0 
MqO 4.0 
Na20 3.1 
K20 O.S 
S03 17.5 
Table B-II - Ash Fusion Temperatures For Montana Rosebud Coal 
CateQory Ter.lperature Range ( e F) 
Initial Deformation Temp. ( eF) 1960 to 2420 
Softeninq Temp. (eF) 1990 to 2470 
Flu; d Temp. ( e F ) 2080 to 2480 
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Ash fusion temp ratures for many coa15 have been determined by standard 
ASTM testin procedures. There are four critical temperatures related to ash 
fusibility, defined as follows: 
a) Inital deformat ion te:nperature, at which the first rOundin of the apex 
of the cone occurs. 
b) Softening temperature, at which the cone has fused down to a spherical 
lump in which the heiqht is equal to the width at. the base. 
c) Hemispherical temperature, at which the cone has fused down to a 
hemispherical lump at which point the heiqht is one half the width of 
the base. 
d) Fluid temperature, at which the fused mass has spread out In a nearly 
flat layer with a maximum heiQht of one-sixteenth inch. 
Ash fusion temperatures for Montana Rosebud coal, taken from ref . B-1, are 
given in Table B-II. 
Many low temperature meltinQ compounds can be identified in the combustion 
of coa l. The following discusses three such compounds which are typical of spe-
cies found ill some combustion processes. 
In conventional power plants, iron, in the metallic (Fe), ferrous (FeO) or 
ferric (FeZ03) states, has IS siqnificant effeLt upon the ash softening tem-
perature. Since the iron content of Montana Rosebud coal is only 5 percent (as 
Fe203) , the as h fusion temperatures are expected to be substantially higher than 
the melting point of K2S04' Therefore, attention mu st be focused on potass i um 
compounds. 
Potas sium is not present in siqnifican t quantities in mos t solid fuels used 
in conventi onal pow~r plants compared to sodium , an element with characterist ics 
simi lar to those of potass ', u. One of the primarj causes of corrosion in con-
ventional power plants has been fou nd (ref . B-4 ) t o be the presence of alkali 
ir on r is ul ate , typically Na 3Fe (S04)3 ' These trisulfates are mol en at em-
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p ratures as low as 6 ° to 7S0-F. Howev r, th trisulfate are not found at 
temperatures above 1250-F and would not present a prob lem for ~ heat exchan er 
operating at a higher gas temperature ran e. As the temperature in the heater 
may likely drop blow 1250-F at the low temperature end of the heater, the 
potential effects should be considered in future investigations. 
Experiments hav been conducted in MHO R&D programs to investigate corro-
sion due to seed deposits (ref. B-3). It has been 'Qund that, in the presence 
of S03, a melt was formed containing K2 207 in K2 S04 in the temperature r n 
764 to 93S-F. However, the formation of K2S207 requires alar e concentration 
of S03' The equilibrillTl concentration of 503 depends upon the temperatures and 
upon the concentrat ions of S02 and 02. The format 101', of 503 ; s too s low to 
allow it to reach but a small fracti n of its equilibrium concentration in the 
gas strecrn. The reason '.'or the format ion of the K2S207-K2S04 melt on surfaca 
deposits is that there is ~lIfficient time to approach chemical equilibrium. For 
particles in the gas stream under conditions ~xpected in the MHO power plant, 
the formation of a K2S207-K2S04 melt is expected to be negligible. 
In the examples cited in the preceding paragraphs several compounds are 
indicated whose melting points are higher than that of K2 S04 and several whose 
me~ting points are below tha of K2S04' However, the compounds with melting 
points lower than that of K2S04 do not appear to playa role in determining the 
phase state of part ic les in the regions where the as temperature is above 
1250-F. The compound i<2C03 has a melting po in t below that of K2 S04, but 
according to the specifications presented in Appendix A (Tables A-II, A-II!), 
the equilibrium composition of the gas stream does not contain an appreciable 
amount of K2 C03' Therefore, K2S04 is iden tif ied as the comoound wh ic h would 
determine the temperature at whi ch the particles would essentially be solid 
because it has a substantially lower meltin point than the other gas stream 
cons tituents listed in Table A-II and A-III. 
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del and Analy is 
A heat transft>~ model has b n develop·!d to est imate the dif~er nce betw( n 
the melting point of the particle s~~stance and the gas temperature surrou~dinQ 
the particle at the inS·1nt at which the particle ~ecomes completel y solid. T~ 
model is descr ibed in Appendix C and the results are plotted in Figures C-2 and 
C-3. Figure C-3 is a plot of thf! dimensionless par(\meter 
N r : C p tJ. T* I Hf 
where cp is the specific heat capacity of the particle material, Hf is its 
latent heat of fusion and L T* is the diffe;'ence between the melting point 
temperature and the temperature of the 5urruunding gas at the instant of 
complete solidification. This parameter is platten ar,ain$t the dimensionless 
parameter 
? 
NO l: 0 /J.5:..p _G_ 
6Nuk Hf 
where C is the particle diameter, Nu ;s the Nusselt number for convective 
heat transfer, kg b the thermal conductivity of the gas, p is the particle 
de.1sity and G is the rate of chanqe of th temperature of the gas surrounding 
the particle. The rate I)f ch~n e is equal to the produc.t of the gas velocity 
and the ~perature gradient in the direction of the flow. 
Figure C-2 is a plot of the temperature difference tJ. * vs . particle 
di m ter fer part ic les of potassillTl sulfate for a family of values of the para-
met r G. Accordi n to reference 8-5 , the particle diameters ire predicte1 to 
be less t~an 15 mic ons. For a gas stream with a vel · ity of 30 ft/sec in wh ich 
he te perature ' s d crea 'ii ng at a constant rate of 15 degrees pe: foot, this 
cor re sponds t o a "alu of ~ T- of 15·F. This means hat the potass i um su lfate 
par lC I s wlth diame ers less han 15 mic r 0ns uld be solid i led to the core by 
h t ' m the gas st re has 'eac hed a t mp rature wh ic h i s 1S'F below he 
m ling poi n . 
1941°F. 
h resul ant as t mperature is therefore pred ic ted to be 
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Although much of the MHO r esearch l iterature repor ts measured or cal culated 
particle diameters of lSJ.1.m or less, others (ref. B-6) show parti cle sizes as 
high as 90)1m in diameter. Although these particles are not specifically iden-
tified as K2S04, it is seen from Figure C-2 in Appendix C, that the ~ T* f or 
potassium sulfate particles with diameters of 90 m would be 8S"F for 30 ft/sec 
gas velocity and 1S"F/ft temperature qradien t . This corresponds to a gas tem-
perature of 1871"F. 
H~ Jt Exchanger Design Considerations 
P. v mea~ s cf the precedinq heat transfer analysis a gas temperature for par-
ticl , llid ification can be estimated, based upon values assumed for gas velo-
city, "elTlpel ature gradient in the flow direction, particle size distribution and 
the physical properties of the par t i cle substance and the gas. Althouqh conser-
vative assumptions were made in the development of the heat transfer model (e.g. 
Nu = 2), uncertainty remai ns in estimates of the particle size distribution and 
substantial deviations in particle size from t he pred i cted distribution may have 
a large effect on the predicted gas temperat ur e for par ticl e solidification. On 
the other hand, a particle with a solid shell and a mo lten core may be equiva-
lent to a solid particle in terms of its beh avior in re l ation to the surfaces of 
a ceramic heat exchanger. 
Practically, sever al factors related to the oper ation of the MHO power 
plant must be con sidered in develop inq a pr actical heat exc hanger design. Amon g 
these are: 
1. Trans ients in operat lng conditions 
a. Variations in tJ,T* due to variat ions i n the par ameters which 
affect LT*. 
b . Var iations in t he qa~ temperat ure at the entr ance t o t he heat 
exchanqer . 
c. Cap abi l ity of heat exchan ger surfa~ es to wi thst an d li quid parti c les 
f or brief pe' lods . 
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2. 0 viations in actual conditions durinq steady-state operation from con-
ditions stipulated or assumed in the design such as non_equilibrium. 
supersaturat ion and effects of unpredictable chemical compound for-
mation. Although the analysis and recoll11lendations are beinq made on 
the basis of equilibrium conditions. it is probable that non-
equilibrium compositions exist in fact. 
3. Non-uniform temperature profi les (temperature qradients perpendicul ar 
to tne flow direction). 
4. Effect of addition of secondary air to the gas stream in the vicinity 
in which condensation and solidification of K2 S04 occur. 
Based on these cons iderations, it is projected that the intermediate air 
heater would be designed for a maximum gas inlet temperature in the ranQe of 
1 70"F _ 1940"F. The selection of a single design point depends on the margin 
of safety and conservatism that IS desired and to allow for transient and other 
unpredictable conditions that may be encountered. 
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APPENDIX C 
SIMPLIFIED MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
OF PARTICLE SOLIDIFICATION IN AN MHO GAS STREA~ 
A model is developed which presents a relationship between the MHO gas tem-
perature, at the point at which freezing of an entrained liquid particle is 
complete, and the physical and thermodynamic characteristics anG th~ temperature 
history of the particle and the gas. The model is applied to potassium sulfate 
and the results are used in arriving at the acceptable temperature range of the 
MHO gas stream for designinq the intermediate temperature cerami c heaters. 
The following assumptions are made: 
1. particles are spherical and of pure composition (e.g., chemically pure 
K2 S04 ) 
2. particle has a high thermal conductivity such that heat transfer from 
the particle is controlled by convection from its surface, and there-
fore the temperature ;s constant throughout the particle material 
3. heat transfer from the particle by radiation is not significant 
4. the particle moves with i:he same average velocity and dir .ction as the 
gas 
5. there is no condensation of vapor onto the particle during solodifica-
tion 
6. the temperatur0 of the MHO gas decreases l inearly with distance and the 
velocity of the gas is constant during solidification. 
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From the last assumption, the gas temperature Tg as a function of distance x 
is 
Tg = Tgi - CX 
where Tgi is taken at the point at which fusion of the particle commences (time 
t = 0). Since the velocity v is constant, 
dT 
where G = cv = - ~ 
dt 
x = vt 
Tg = Tgi - Gt 
The gas temperature is plotted in Figure C-1 along with the temperature of the 
particle Tp as it passes through the melting point Tmp (from t = 0 to t = 
t*). The temperature difference Tp - Tg during solidification is given by 
~T = Tp - Tg = Tmp - Tgi + Gt 
(eq. C-2) 
The initial temperature difference /:::;.Ti can be related to the system para-
meters by a heat balance of the particle prior to reaching the melting point. 
The rate of heat transfer from the particle as it coo l s is 
q = hA (T p - T g ) 
wh ich must equal 
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Temperature 
T 
mp 
""" T w g1 
(Liqu .~~ ) 
t 
r- Solidification -.I 
t=O t* 
Figure C-1. MHO Gas and Particle Temperature History 
(Solid) 
(MHO Gas) 
Time 
dT 
q = mcp_p 
dt 
Rearranging and using eq. C-1 for Tq, 
or, 
dT 
dt 
p 
-hA ) 
= (Tp - Tgi + Gt 
mc p 
d hA (T - Tgi) = -hAC, t or (Tp - Tgi) + mc p P mc p 
which has the solution, 
mc G -(hAt /mc p ) 
= -Gt + ___ P_ (1 _ e ) 
hA 
If the particle has existed under these conditions for a relatively long time, 
the tr ansient term drops out of the above equation. l eavinq, 
mc r, 
Tp - Tqi + Gt = ___ p_ 
hA 
mc G 
Tp - T = ___ P_ 
hA 
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which at time t: 0 is ~Ti' Then eq. C-2 becomes. 
mc G LT =.-L + Gt (eq. C-3) 
hA 
A heat balance during solidification of the particle gives 
where Hf 
~ T qives 
is the heat of fusion of the pure substance. Substitutinq for 
t* 
mHf = hA 1 ( me r, ) h: + Gt dt 
2 
mHf = mCpGt* + hAG(t*) 
2 
Solviro the quadratic equation for 
density p . 
_pc 0 ~p:~Ot t* = P + + 
6h 
t* 
p HfD 
~hG 
and usinq the particle diameter o and 
1/2 
1 
The convective heat transfer coefficient h for spherical particles movinq with 
a gas strecrn can be characterized by Nusselt number = 2. which is the lower 
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limit of heat transfer, pproachinq pure conduction ( ee note C-1). A value of 
Nu =3 has ~l so been used for particles in an MHO combustor environment (See note 
C-2) . However, Nu =2 is the more conservative value for the purposes of this 
inv stigation since a lower he t tr nsfer rate will result in a longer solidifi-
cation time. Then, 
Nuk 2k 
h = --.--9. = .-1 
o 0 
and 
1/2 
... pc 02 
t* = __ p_ + 
12kq ~ N. 0 pH 0 J ,., p 2 + f ( 12kg) 6k qG (eq. C-4) 
The foll owing values for K2S04 in MHO qas were used: 
P (K2 S04) = 166 lbm/ft3 (See note C-3) 
cp (K2 S04) = 0.20 Btu/ lbm-oF (See note C-4) 
Hf (K2 S04) :: 83 .7 Btu / lbm (See note C- 5) 
kg (MH O gas = 0.043 Btu/hr -ft-OF (See note C-6 ) 
Substi tuti on in eq. C-4 yields 
t* =-1610 02 ~ ~ ( 7.59XI06 04 sec2 + 1.3 5 xl062~ sec-oF )1 /2 
in2 in4 G in 2 
(eq. C-5) 
The final temperature differences LT* are calcu lated from equation C-2 with 
= t* and re pl otted in FiQure C-2 for various values of 0 and G. The 
ranQ of part ic le di me ers e peeted was ob ta in d fr om Ar90nne National 
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Laboratory particle growth model in an MHO channel (See note C-7). The values 
of the gas temperature-time gradient were taken from reference C-8. 
An expression for ~T* for any spherical particle can be obtained by combining 
equations C-2 and C-4 . By rearranging terms, two dimensionless groups are 
obtained, as follows 
ND = _~O __ _ 
6Nuk H 
( 
9 f 
pC~G 
T* 
The relationship between NO and NT is, 
and is plotted in Figure C-3. 
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FOR OPEN-CYCLE t1HO POWER P[.ANT 
FLUICYNE JOB UO. I 1296 
SHEET OTY. NO. DESCRIPTION 
v essel - Lower 
C;t " " I . P~QQ LBMlFT3 v=28.84 FT3 
~~ ,~ t • I 4 
I "hn r 4 
Insu lation M~te rial 
l.i,..ht"JP ;nht l .. " t ablp r o!lf>J.R'1/FT3 v "' 1213.3fT <1 
lalrc l um Sllir; ,\~c r "'46 lBM/rT) v=1 1. 63FT) 4 
I nsu I <" t. l ()n I n" ta lia t ion 
I "1, 1",, , 'lil t ra s t ah l e 4 
1 .~1 ' 1 1m S ' I ', <,,, .,, 4 
~~~ [ i~ ~Y~I~[~ S~ ~ ~£m 
M " .r· r ' ".15 4 
Lauor 4 
SHEE:T _4_0F.......;:;2,-=1 __ 
DATEr July 1981 
Ut~IT OF UNIT 
HEICHT MEASURE PRICE: 
Pounds 
r.~h 
1 44 20 .35$/LfII ~U::.O 
1 . 2C;S/r.r. t 18025 
43678 4 foS /Lu ! 20090 
~)5 1. 0S$ /J.II: ')60 
19. ~OS/ F1' 23660 
22 .7 :;S/FT 265 
See Notes 341600 
See No t.e s 46500 
~~~~~s 
234532 
TOTALS 
( $000) 
20 
72 
80 
2 
95 
1 
1366 
186 
1822 
, 
~ ::0 
-uC) 
() 
u 
r 
"U 
-=l> P c> 
r fT1 
~-
-<c.n 
U1 
COST ESTIMATE 
Fon 
I'MII FIXf-:D-BED 
REGENERATIVE HEATER 
PROJECT TITLE I CONCEPTUAL DESIGN (") f' I TO II 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE r-!HD P<J,oI P. R PI .ANT 
FLUIOYNE JOB NO. t 1296 
S HEET OTY • NO . DESCRIPTION 
M .. ·. n MHO Ga .. I n Duc t. 
-
S teel p -w50 0 LBM/FT 3 v~51. 50 FT 3 
Mdt'l 1 
Labor 1 
Ins ulatlo n Material 
KS-4 r)=121 L£l MJFT 3 v=-515 FT3 1 
C,,.,t ,1b l ,· 20 (' =)6 U>MJFT 3 v= 7 21 FT 3 1 
Ca lei uc S I ] i Cd Lc 0 : ~ Cl l .eMlEl: 3 l!=lPJ ~ 1 
I ~~ul ~ t l o n I n~ta ll a tl o n 
KS -4 1 
C~s t ,) ~ l e 20 1 
Cd l c iu~ S ilicate 1 
SHEET 5 OF 21 
-- --
DATE: July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT 
tlEIGIIT MEI\SUP..E PRICE 
Pou nd s 
Eac h 
25 7 50 . 35U!:!!, 9015 
1. 25$/LO 32190 
6231 5 • 28SJl.e r 174 50 
25959 . 6 0 S/Wr 1':>575 
4 740 1. o ~~/ I.n: 40 7 5 
26 . 00 $/FT·' 1 3390 
26.00S / F1· 18 7 50 
-
22 .7 5S/FT 23 4 5 
~~~~« 
118761 
o , 
) 
. 
"::> 
rT\ 
TOTALS 1 
($000) 
9 
3 2 
17 
16 
~ 
i 
13 
19 
2 I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
113 I 
V1 
ex> 
COST ESTIMATE 
FOR 
ITOH FIXED-BED 
REGENERATIVE tlt;J\Tf:R 
PROJECT TITLEI CONCEPTUAL DESIGN Of' non 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE UHO POW " R PI.ANT 
FLUIDYNE .108 NO.1 1296 
S HEET 
rio . DESCRIPTION OTY. 
Ccnt'~ Collec t o r - MHO Gas In 
St:t'"l 0 .. 500 LBM/FT 3 v2 505 . 60 FT J 
Mat '1 1 
Labo r 1 
I n" '} " t n n ~, ,, ~ ,. r · ,,l 
ItS - 4 0 .. 1 2 1 LBM/ FTJ v = 1011 FT 3 1 
C" il:ltaI21t: 20 D~ 16 I.BM/ FT J v = 1416 FT ) l.. 
r.~ 1 r "'" c:: i 1 "r ., ' " 1' ·~46 I.BM/FT) v ",20 2 FT J 1 
I n<::,, 1., t , ro n Tn«. " ) ! " ' ", nn 
r ~- t1 1 
C.y t "b lc 20 1 
---
("il l e un C; I "lc" t: e 1 
r 
SHEET 6 OF 21 
-- --
DATEr July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT 
.lEIGIIT MEASURE PRICE 
P,=,und s 
Eac h 
252800 • 35S/LB~1 8 8 4BO 
1 25S/LBM 316000 
122J31 . 28$/LB~: 342c:.5 
50<) 76 "6 0 S / L PJ.\ 30 ';8 5 
9 292 1. 0 5S/Ll!I· 9 7 55 
26 . 00S /FT J 26 286 
26 . 00 ~LFTJ 368 16 
2 2 . 7 5S/FT ) 4 6 0 0 
,!,o ta~ 
Pound s 
43 5399 
::> 
G) 
/'Tl 
TOTALS 
( $000) 
88 
316 
34 
3 1 
10 
26 
37 
5 
547 
I 
U1 
~ 
COST ESTIMATE 
Fon 
Iroll FIXF.:O-BED 
REGENERJ\TI Vt:: ""A7ER 
PROJECT TITLE: CONCEPTU~L DESIGN OF lTOH 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE ' -tHO POWER PlANT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO.1 1296 
SHEET 
NO. DESCRIPTION OTY . 
~'JlD ras In 11anifolds-Frnm r<:ntra1 Collect r 
<; - ",, 1 ()~O;()() TRM/F"r 3 . 22 74 F'r3 
~'" • • I 4 
l. a bor 4 
Insul ation Ma t e rial 
KS- 4 n~ 1 2 1 TRM/!>'r) ='),) "l A r'T') 4 
Cast;lb l e 20 0 - 36 LB/1/FT ) v=318.'; : T) 4 
Ca lei urn S ilic a tt! 1.=46 LBMLFT) v =45.5 FT) 4 
T n .. t1 .'t~on Ins t " ll ... tlnn 
K5 -4 4 
Cast. .~b l e 20 4 
---
rl l ~ · "." si l ' ("""!:,, 4 
SHEET 7 OF 21 
DATE: July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT 
tlEICIIT ~I£I\SURE PRICE 
Pound s 
Each 
11370 .)SS/lBN ) <)80 
1.2SS/LDI1 14215 
27<; 1 c, 2RS /LR~ 7705 
11462 .60S/L9I1 687 5 
2093 1 .05S/I.Hf.l 2200 
2600S/PT) 59 10 
2u.OOS/FT3 8280 
22 .7 ~ S /FT ) 10)5 
TO t.il J. 
20<)760 
11:::1 
C> o __ 
o 
;0 
.0-0 
Cl> 
l>G> 
r-", 
=i_ 
-< en 
TOTALS 
( $000) 
If, 
59 
31 
28 
9 
24 
)) 
4 
204 
I 
, 
...... 
~ 
o 
I 
COST ESTIMATE 
FOR 
.ITO" FIXJo:t:'-BED 
R!::GENERJ\TlVE IIEATER 
PROJECT TITLE. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN Of' ITOII 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE ' ·tHO POWER PI .... NT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO.. 1296 
S Il~T N • DESCRIPTIOn OTY. 
Mlln (" ... " Tn nuc t s - To He.ate r Ve.sse lg 
ca,..,·! () ~2QQ I"BHLa3 v "' 7 .91 FT3 
~l.l t ' 1 8 
LaM!" 8 
Insul~tion Hdte rial 
..:<;- 4 Oq 121 l.RI.1 / FT 3 v : 79 .1 FT3 8 
rd<: t ,hl ... 20 0"16 1.B-VFT 3 v =1 10 7 F~ · 3 8 
C.llcill'TI s 11 iCi'lt~ ()-46 LB M/f'T3 v 2 15.8 FT l 8 
I r" ,I, t " ' " f .,r t .. II " t; n n 
Ks-4 8 
Ci'lst.l!:l l c 20 8 
---
("31,. um c I'c~t:,. 8 
- -
SHEET ~OF--!! 
DATE. July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT 
WEICIIT KEASl'i<E PRICE 
Pou nd s 
Each 
39 5 5 .3 5S/W i· 1380 
1. 25 S/LB~ 4 Q4C; 
9 571 . 28S/LBl· 2700 
3985 . 60S/WI· 2 390 
72 7 1 .(J5S/!..!l~ 76 5 
26. 00S/FT 2t160 
26 . 00S/F'r 2aoo 
2~ . 7 r:.S/r'1 360 
To ta~ 
Pound~ 
~4 5904 
!:-
,.'';'. '"0 
r;) 
.r- rrr 
:!::-
TOTALS 
($000) 
11 
40 
21 
19 
6 
16 
23 
3 
139 
j 
I 
c-. 
COST ESTH-tATE 
FOR 
ITOH FIXED-nED 
REGr.NERJ\TlVE HUTER 
PROJECT TITLEI CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF' ITOII 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE l·tHO POWEH PlANT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO.1 1296 
SHEET 
110. DESCRIPTION OTY. 
Mi .. i n Ml in (';.~<; Ou t. Duct. 
S l~ e 1 (1' 500 t.BM/F'T) v-51.50 FT) 
Molt'1 1 
",bu r 1 
1 cS!.I l ,lt i. Qc ' l,,1." t i a 1 
KS-4 r· : 12 1 LB~.J fT) v 25 15 F'T 3 1 
C.lst .l htc 20. I"" 36 LB~lI F'T) v z 41 2 f"TJ 1 
C" It; 1 ' Im 5 i1 ica tc (l ~4 6 1 .B ~I/ f"TJ =10 ) FT) I 
I n~u latlnn [ n ~ talldtion 
KS- 4 1 
---
(: .l 'i t ilb l ~ ZQ I 
C oll - l u~ S i ll r~tc 1 
. 
", 
J 
'. 
SHEET 9 OF 21 
DATE: July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT TOTALS 
HEIGlfT MEASURE PRICE ($000) 
Po und s 
Ea c h 
25750 .35$/1.8 :-1 9015 9 
1 2 ',Sl l !1:·1 3 2190 32 
6 2 ) t 5 20S / J,A~: 174 50 17 
148 32 .60Ul.n:·l S ')OO 9 
4118 1 .05 S / I .R~l 4975 5 
26 .00S / FTJ 1)),)0 1) 
~". OO UF'T } 10 71 0 11 
n . 7 5 S/FT ~ 23 4 5 2 
l o ~a.l 
Po u nds 
10763 5 98 
0'1 
N 
CO!lT ESTIMATE 
FOR 
ITO" FIXf:O-DEO 
U GE NERJ\TlVE "EATER 
PROJECT TITLl'1 CONCEPTU}l.L DESIGN ()f' IT'JII 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE 14HO POWER PlANT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO, I 1296 
SHE ET QTY. tlO. DESCRIPTION 
C" nt ral-Co ll (' ~tor-~'iO C:i1 S Ou t 
St£cl p , 500 "MLIT) v - 4 56 . 51 F ) 
~lat' 1 1 
L...I.>o : 1 
I nsul<lllo n Mdt (' rl a l 
KS- 4 n ":'21 LBX/ IT) v -'l l) FTl I 
c.,s tab'.(' 2n 1.-3f, LBM / FT 3 v - 7 30 tT) 1 
Cal Cl un ", lll Cilt(' n 2.16 LBMI :Tl v - I S l tT) 1 
I n ' ''\.l tl on I nS ' illlll tlon 
1'<;- 4 1 
C" r: L~L ' . 20 1 
r.' I 111'"1 " 1, f' ." " I 
-. 
-' 
} 
SHEET 10 OF 21 ': 
-- --
D}l.TE: July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT TOTALS 
~'EIGHT MEASURE PRICE ($000) 
Pou : j" 
Ea c;n 
~28255 . ) 5 $/ LBI' 79890 8 0 
1 . 2 ~ S/L['V 2B~ 3 20 28 5 
11 0 473 • Ze'i l l..b; 30') 10 31 
26 280 . 60SI'.Ii~ 1 ') 77 0 16 
8 0li A l .O'>S/LD!· 81:1 4 0 9 
26 . OOS/FT ·' 23 H O 24 
~6 , nO$I T3 10') £:10 19 
22 . 7 ~ SLFT 
, 
,,1(,5 4 
. 
IO La~ 
Pound s 
)73426 468 
0\ 
W 
COS T ESTIMATE 
Fon 
I TOH F IXED- OED 
REGE NE RATI VE II EATER 
PROJ ECT TITLEI CONCEPTUAL DES I GN OS" I1{)H 
F OR OPEN-CYC LE ' tHO PCMER • ",NT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO.1 1296 
SHEET O'!'Y • NO . DESCRIPTION 
MHO Ca s Out Man i f o lds - To Central Co l lector 
li l lc , -l P -500 LBMLrTJ v = lB.21 n) 
-lJ.JJ • , 4 
lAbor 4 
t no; II.> t ." o n 'L, t f' r i .. 1 
1(<;-4 0 _ '" IR"!/l'"TJ v - l B2. 1 FT) 
" 
Cil s t"ble 20 n - ) 6 LBH/ F'T) v 2 l4 6.2 F'T) 4 
,. .,l ,.. i" ... <;ilir,, ' " 0- ':6 LBM/FT ) v ~ l f, C, r--r) 4 
I n>. lla l ,o n I no; t ll ilation 
KS - 4 4 
C."ls l llblc 20 4 
C.'\ Cllln :i 111colte 4 
-
--- - - --- --
SHEET ~OF--1! 
DATE I July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT roTALS I 
tlEIGIIT MEASURE PRICr: ( $000) 
Pounds 
Each 
I 
9135 )5 S / I.e~ )200 13 
1 . 2SS/LH!· 114 20 4 6 
11107 18SIr.R: blqn 1'> 
S26 ) . 6 0 S/LR: 31 60 13 
161 9 1 OS S/ LO:· 1165 7 
2600S /1.5: 4 150 19 
26 . COS/LBI- ) 800 IS 
22.7:'S/ l.lJ1 8 )0 J 
~~~~~o; 
1S27)6 14 1 
0\ 
~ 
COST ~STIHATZ 
FOR 
ITOII FIXF:D-DED 
RF.GENE",~T' VI: 1I P. .... TE~ 
P"OJ ECT TITLE I CONCEPTU ... L DESIGN nr I TO II 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE IINO POWER PL ... NT 
FLUIDYHE JOB NO. I 1296 
SHEET 
110. DESCRIPTION on . 
~ftlO Gas Out Duc ts-From IIc ater V" sse1s 
S t. <' s:l (2 - SOD LBM/f"'r) v-5 18 f"'rJ 
"'" I: • I A 
r...hnr A 
In '>lJ lation l:'Iaterlo\l 
KS -4 r- 121 I B::I'::O) ,.0;1 A "'-) 8 
r., « t .hl" '0 r .. u.. , ,, .. / ....... 3 . 41 4 I"T) 8 
(",' I (" ".., S I · ..... tp n - 46 I.S H/ F'T ) v - I O 4 f"'r3 8 
Tn"!,,. , n il IIlSUl li2t icll 
r S -4 B 
C.::t .. l:Ah I " 10 A 
--
r.,l c · "'" " I l"., t" 8 
SHEET 12 OP 21 
D ... TE I July 1981 
UtlIT OF UNIT 
WEIGHT ,..,EI\SURE PRICE 
Pounds 
Each 
, .. qO , .... II RM q' ~ 
I 2S~ IU~Y "010 
6 26 8 . 28S/LaM 1755 
1490 .60S/UlM 895 
478 1.O S $/t.I:I~ 500 
P.6 . 0 0 S/ F'r) 13">0 
.. 
b" 00 <:/1""') 10 7<, 
' 2'7 ')~) 2 ) 5 
Tota l 
""lInd .. 
86608 
;.j 
.0 --0 
C~ 
l>(;) 
r- fTl 
.=4 _ 
--< (f) 
TOTI\LS 
( SOO O) 
7 
:21', 
14 
7 
4 
11 
q 
2 
80 
. 
I 
I 
I 
0\ 
CJl 
PROJECT TITLEa 
COST ESTIMATE 
FOR 
1''011 FJ)( F. D-OED 
REGE;.lF.R.I\TIVP. llEATER 
CONCEPTU.a.L DESIGN OF ITOII 
r::; · OPEN-CYCLE 1·1Hn POW Ell "l-ANT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO. a 17 96 
SHEET 
NO . OESCkIPTIOH OTY. 
0,<1 ,1· n ~ In l'l .. nifolds 
S t.eel D. -SOO LBHJfT) v -S9 .40 n 
M,H ' } 2 
La bo r 2 
' n"" , I .~ t ,ron ~l..d t.= ' 4.l 
.C.l I C: l IJ",S l. l, c at!' (\ · 46 L BI'J.,.) v-7 9 .2 FT 2 
I n" alati o n I r.' .a Ila t ion 
. 
C<l\C1U,., S dlca te 2 
---
'--' 
" .1
J 
. 
, 
j' -
u 
SHEET 14 or 21 
-- --
'-- ~ 
G1 
I'T'I 
O.a.TE: July 1981 
,""Ul 
UNIT OF UNIT T01'.a.LS 
WEIGHT HE.a.SUflE PRICE ($000) 
Pou:lds 
Eac h 
29700 . )21/Ul ' 10)95 21 
1. 2SS/IJH 371 25 74 
3&13 1 . OSSL WH· J B2S 8 
H , 7 SUt.or· 1130 1 4 
~o tad O 'Jn S 
66686 107 
Ci"'I 
0'\ 
". -., ~ -: . 
COST ESTIMATE 
FOR 
ITOII FIXED-B ED 
REGENEMTI VE IIEI\TER 
PROJECT TITLE I CONCEPTUAL DESI':iN OF I TCHI 
FOR OPEN-CYC LE '·IHO POWER PLANT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO. I 1 296 
S HEET 
OTY. NO . DESCRIPTION 
Ox ·.dant In Duc t s -To Heater Vessels 
St<'" , (lE500 LBM/FT3 v EL 83 FT3 
~"t'l 4 
Labe . 4 
T n,,"l.~t'in n M ~t'p ri ,, 1 
C"l " ium S ' l lcilt!' 0= 46 LB!~/FT3 v =3.7 F,!,3 4 
I n''' .: l .) ti o n I n!' ta11a tion 
Calci um S ilicate 4 
-
I 
SHEET 15 OF 21 
-- --
DATE I July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT 
t1EIGIIT MEASURE PRICE 
Pounds 
Each 
915 .35~/LBr· 3 20 
L2 5S/Lm 114 5 
170 1.05 $ /LB~· 180 
22.75S/FT3 04 
~ota~ oum s 
4 340 
-- ------ ---
10." 
Cl::. 
:b e;) 
r-m 
:Jij; 
TOTALS 
($000) 
1 
5 I ! 
1 
Nil 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
7 
0'\ 
-.. 
C05T ESTIMATE 
fOR 
ITO" FIXED-OED 
REGENERJ\TIVE HEJ\TER 
PROJECT TITLE I CONCEPTUl\L DESIGN nF ITOII 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE ' ·\HO POW ER P[.I\ NT 
FLUIOYI'lE JOB NO. I 1296 
SHEET 
tW. DESCRIPTIOn QTY. 
"bi n n" if'lant' n"t' f)l1l" t 
Stee l o ~500 LBM(FT 3 vm96. 9 0 FT3 
t:::at'l 1 
Ldbor 1 
In'i '" tinn "atl"ria 1 
KS -4 o 2121 LB'~L;T) v =4 8 4 . S FT3 1 
(""s t ah le 20 o = 36 LB~I/FT3 v = 5 33 . FT3 1 
r.l l (' i 'l'" C; ' 1 i '''' t ... jl.. -= 4 6 LRM / F"') v =9& 9 FT) 1 
I o ~ ul ~~lQO l n~t~ll ~ tiQQ 
Y S -4 1 
---
S:;d~ t"b l c 20 1 
r , t C1Un: Sit l Cdte 1 
1-. 
SHEET ~OF~ 
DATE: July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT 
HEIGHT HEJ\SURE PRICE 
Pou nd s 
Each 
4 8450 . 35VLIlf 16 9 60 
1 . 2SS/Lllr f, O S fi S 
58 62 5 . 2 8 S/LI3~ 16415 
19188 . 6 0 S/LB: 11 5 1 ~ 
44 5 7 1 . ()~ S/L'" ';(,130 
26. 00s/rT 1 2600 
26 . 0U S/ F"T 138 6 0 
n . 7 ~ S/FT 220S 
---
rO ·~d! Poun s 
130720 
TOTJ\LS 
($000) 
17 
f,O 
16 
11 
5 
1) 
14 
2 
138 
J 
~ I 
.0 ;::; 
") 
-1 _ 
r,. 
-' 
0'\ 
OJ 
COST ESTIMATE 
FOR 
ITOII FIXC:u-OED 
REGENEMT7VE IIEI\TER 
PROJECT TITLEI CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF ITOH 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE I1H1) PCYWER PI.ANT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO. I 1296 
SHEET 
NO, DESCRIPTION on, 
~in Oxidant In Duct 
Stee l o ~500 LBM/FT3 v c 59.86 IT) 
I':at'l 1 
LalxJr 1 
Ins ulation Material 
Calc ' u m S ' l ' "a t" n .46 LBM/F"r 3 vc]9.cR £T3 1 
Insu l at Ion I nsta llat ' on 
r .,l r t L'" 5 ·..lir:atc 1 
---
-
SIIEET !!..-or-2!. 
DATEI July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT 
.1EIGIlT MEIISURE PRICE 
Pounds 
Each 
29930 , ) 5 S/~Br- 10 475 
1 25SJLB: )7415 
3671 1 ,05SJJ.D! 3 ~5 5 
22 7 5S/fT 1815 
l~~ 
) 360 1 
0 0 
"' 2 
-o f? 0 ', o -. 
::0 
,o-C 
c: 
J 
r-
-i _ 
-<Ul 
TOTALS 
(SOOO) 
10 
)7 
4 
2 
S) 
0\ 
\0 
COST ES1'IMATE 
FOR 
Iroll FIXF.o-nED 
REGENE~TIVE HE~TER 
PROJECT TITLE, CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OP lTOH 
FOR OPEN-CYCLF. '·nm POWER l>I.ANT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO. I 1296 
-
SHEET 
NO. DE~CRIPTI ')~, QTY. 
n,, ', rl.,nt Out. Duct.:--From Heater Vessels 
S t eel P = 500 LBI1/FT) v= 28.60 FT) 
' .' ~. 1 4 
L.! bor 4 
Insulation Material 
KS- 4 (l a 121 I.BM/I-' T3 v = 190 . 7 FT3 4 
Cast.ah lE' 20 lJ : 36 LBM/IT) =209.7 FT3 4 
Cal Cium SlJlcatc n =46 L&M/FTJ =lR 1 £T..3 A. 
Insu l a ti on I nsta lldtion 
1< <; -4 4 
---
r.dst<lbl e 20 4 
CalC ium Sil ica ·.e 4 
--- -- -
SHEET !l..-or--.!.! 
CATEt July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT 
tlEIGHT MEASURE PRICE 
Pounds Each 
1 4,,,,, 
, " " n . ',()()'; 
1. 25S /Ll> : 17875 
2)075 .28S/Ul: 646f) 
7 549 .60S/Ln· 45]0 
D 5 ) _l .0 5.5.1:.E· l allO 
2 6 OOS/'-" . _49(& 
26 .00S/Lb' 5450 
22.75$/1.11 fl65 
~g~~~s 
186708 
TOTALS 
($000) 
20 
72 
26 
18 
7 
20. 
ZZ 
) 
188 
o 
-r -
""0 ._ 
o ; .! 
J 
to "'tJ 
.= :t:a '~ G) 
, 1"1 
I 
=4 _ 
-< 
~ 
o 
COST ESTIMATE 
FOR 
11'OH FIXED-BED 
RECENERAT IVE II EATER 
PROJECT TITLE I CONCEPTUAL DESICN OF ITOIt 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE ' ·IHO P OWER PI."NT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO.1 1296 
SHEET 
tlO. DESCRIPTION OTY. 
SpnllPnr ino Valves 
Gas Inlet Valve 1116" Bore) 8 
Gas Ou t let Valve 19 5 " Bore) 8 
Alr Inl et V<llve (48 " Bor e ) 4 
Al. r Outl e t V<ll ve 176" Bore ) 4 
P r eSS Url zdtlon Va lve (18" Bore) 4 
f)" - ' r "~su rlza t ion Valve 124" Bore l 4 
"'l,l r .)u ll t.: S'JrJr .lv Svs t e.n for Valve s 1 
---
· \'e'~ ah ts do no t inc l ud e insuliltion o r " ctuiltors 
SIIEET ~ OF -2.! 
DATE I July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT 
tlEIGIlT MEASURE PRICE 
Pounds -
Each 
47200 Se e Text 368000 
38400 Sce T"xt 3000()0 
8800 See Te xt 6'.1000 
21300 See Text 166000 
1950 See Text 15000 
3000 S e c Tc x t 23 000 
~ 3 7'i /valv( 140 0 00 
pg~Ms 
8250 00 
00 
"":u 
"tiC) 
z 
U ):lo 
;O r-
to-o 
C):lo 
;b e) 
r- rtl 
-i_ 
-<en 
TOTALS 
($000) 
2944 
24 0C 
276 
664 
60 
92 
14 0 
6548 
'-' 
COST EST: M.\TE 
FOR 
ITO" FIX f: D-3ED 
REGE NE nAl'IVE IIE1\TER 
PROJECT TITLZ I CONCEPTUAL DESIGN (')F n Oli 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE '·IHn POW ER Pl,ANT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO. I 1296 
SHEET OTY. NO . DESCJ\IPTION 
~Ia ior Exoans ion J o i n ts 
Gas In l et Duct (1 16" DIA.) 8 
G.lS Out l et Duc t (95" 011\ l 8 
Air Inlet Duct 148" OIA.l 8 
Ai r Out l e t Duc t ( 76" Ot A.) B 
Pressurization Duc t O R" nr A I 4 
Oe - Il res suriz.~ t ·, on nil,," 174" n rA I 4 
. C:;r" 1,,,-l ~,..r.", .. ,.,.. 1 ;., ,.. n"""n~ 
SHEET ~or~ 
DATE: July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT 
tlEIGIIT ME1\SUfU! PRICE 
As Noted. - 23 000 
As Ilo t e d · 15500 
As Noted * 6 000 
A" tlotcd * 10600 
"" "'r. .. " ,-l . "Jnnn 
A<: Hr. ""' - ... .,no 
0 0 
"" ::0 
"tJC> 
o 
o 
::or-
,o""C 
c> 
:PC> 
r-m 
::c!u; 
TOTALS 
(SOOO) 
18 4 
124 I 
I 
48 
I 85 
~ 
I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
462 
--' 
....., 
N 
COST ESTIMATE 
FOR 
ITO" FIX F.O-DEO 
REC-E" ERI\T I VE II F.ATER 
PROJECT TITLEI CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF ITOH 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE I·llm POWER P LANT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO. I 1296 
SHEET 
Il ~. DESCRIPTION QTY. 
Support S t ructure 
Str ~ tll r al 'it""l 1 
[QQt.i.Q9:i Ii [Qllndat1QO:! ,4 li~j)!;~rll + Gas coll. I 5 
25 Ton lIois ts 2 
Nccha nlcal Support Hardware 4 
---
-
· 10~ of Total Facility Weight 
SHEET 20 OF 21 
-- --
DATE I July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT 
tlEIGHT MEASURE PRICE 
Pounds 
999000 · . 601 lb. 
Is 1001C/HTR 100000 
150(,00 
60;(/HTR 60000 
------ -----~----
.~ - " , ' 
-
~ J 
r: . 1 
-1-
., 
TOTALS 
(S 000) 
5Y9 
500 
300 
240 
1639_ 
I 
COST ESTIMATE: 
FOR 
ITO" PIXF.D-BED 
JU:GENERJ\TJVE IIEhTER 
PROJF:CT TITLEs COnCEPTUAL DESIGN nf' ITOII 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE I~Hn P()I.I ER pr ."~T 
~·LUIOYNE JOB tm. I 1296 
!;HEET 
NO . DESCRIPTION QTY. 
Add ' t. iona l. AllO\ol"n~ 
Controls & I ns tr~~entat ion Allowance 
Erec t.ion Ii. II .. " """,hl Al : o'.oIa nce 
>-
- "' , ,., f .1., h >r; .,lc r. ", .. h r ; ,~ ... ' ' ,.,n (',.,c " " 
SHEET 21 or 21 
DATE: July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT 
~1EIC"T MEASURE PRICE 
As Noted-
lAs Noted-
"'lJ 
C ~ 
l> r;) 
r- ITI 
=i _ 
-<en 
TOTALS 
(SOOO) 
877 
07 7 
, 
I 
1754 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
APPENDIX E 
COST ESTIMATE FOR CERAMIC 
RECUPERATIVE HEATER SYSTEM 
-<.J 
-...J 
PROJECT TITLE, 
FLUIOYNE JOB NO., 
COST ESTIMATE 
FOR 
ITOH CERN-H C 
RECUPEAATl VE II EJ\TER 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF' ITOII 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE rmn POWER PlANT 
1296 
SHEET OTY. NO. DESCRIPTION 
I- C;umm;," • 
2 Recuncrator Tuhp BIlndlp 
) RCCUDP rator Shl' l l 
) RI'C ll re rato:: In s ulati on Materia ls 
) P" c urc rator I n <; u Jation I nsta llation 
4- 6 ~UID C ... ,,,, Tn Duc t & ~kl nifo ld I ns Ll a t ed 
7-9 ~tlD GLS Out Duct & " .' n' f'lid 1= tlat.ed 
10 -11 Ox i dant In Duc t & Manifold Insulated 
I " I 1 nv ' t n t 0 \ • nllr t ~ M,n ' f o ld Tn,," 1 ~ t'f1 
1 -1 c II ' ',,., r t <; t ' ,· t'lr!:! 
15 [ X I .... ns l o n Jo in ~s & Misc. P.lrts 
1 (, ' ~ r ' c ' L'l n & - - r ,'-"b l v 
I 
--
SHEET _1 _or 16 
DATE, ..luly 190! 
UNIT OF UNIT TOTALS 
tlEIGHT HEASUP.E PRICE ($ 000) 
, • .... n 
2 7 4 
154 
14 0 
2 106 
1 ?()9 
113 
27"> 
F> uO 
348 
) 0 4'> 
, 
15 , 824 
C' 
'-, 
" t:a 
,-;') 
rfT'l 
~ -
'.."" 
. 
-I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
t ,., 
II' 
~ 
~ 
Z 
~ 
.., 
E 
a 
" ex> 
PROJECT TITLEI 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO. 1 
COST ESTIMATE 
FOR 
Iroll CERN1I C 
RECUPEMTTVE IIEJ\TER 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN or troll 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE " HD POWER PI.ANT 
1296 
SHEET OTY. NO. DESCRIPTION 
R('cllccrato r Tub£ Bundle 
~~) t c r ia " s 
S I C Strul Qht Tu bes 2 ',) 
SIr .. U" Tllbes 20 
51- i!" ,-! c rs 20 
S IC - I-' ,· tll Ad " ' t " r 20 
~: .. t .d ~ 1 !J ' l o() rt<; /; Flow Ba ff le " 20 
Bund l e Assl mblv , Join i ng ' firing 20 
r.s t MI 4 x SiC ~klll. C05ts 
"<s tu'.at"!" a t 10 \ o f t ube bundle we i Qh t. 
SIIEET 2 OF 16 
DATEIJu1y 
---;;.,,::,..--1981 
UNIT OF UNIT 
"rEI GilT HE1\SURE PRICE 
S/ Tun(' 
Bund l e 
12 4 400 31 100 
30 000 35 BOO 
6 000 4 100 
16, 000 2, 000 
4, 000 9 , 000 
2')2 , 000 
Total I bs 
18G,4 00 
TOTALS 
($000) 
621 
716 
B2 
10 
1 (1) 
5 , B40 
7,460 
0 -:> 
"Tl <oJ 
..... 
......, 
'" 
PROJECT TITLE, 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO., 
COST Ei-TIHATE 
FOR 
ITO.! CE RJ\MIC 
RE<.:UPl:RATJVE li E/ITER 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN Of' ITOlI 
FOR OT'£N-CY~LE /1"0 POHEP T'l.ANT 
1296 
SHEET QTY. NO. DESCRIPTION 
Pectr>e rato r S h e ll (2 0 units) 
S t ec l (,-500 I bs/ft 3 
f-- ,.. .') 960 ft 2 
v- HI f t 3 (] 18 W ~ 11 ) 
M.ll 'l 1 
l. , ho r 1 
{n .,lI) Hlon ~l.ltf' ri a l 
K5- 4 1)" 1 21 Iblft3 1 
r t ,t. l .... '0 ~ 1(, lh / r .) 1 
-' I C l " '" 'i lllC.ltl' 0 =46 lb/ ft ] 1 
"- " nn T ne. ' >1 1., t in ... 
K -.) \' ~ ;> 1) 7 5 ft ) 1 
r I t ,1 ). ~o V=' "or, ft) 1 
" ,1 , 1M C I I r .. 1 • V~ 41 <; f·.3 I 
SHEET _) __ O~ 16 
DATE,July 1981 
UNIT OF UNIT 
t1EICIIT MEJ\SURE PRICE 
171.100 S .3 5/1b 59 .~00 
1. 25/lb 213 <)00 
251 . 100 . 2B/lb 70 . ) 00 
10 4 600 .60/ 1b 62 . 700 
19 . 100 1 . 05/ 1b 20 . 000 
26 . 00/ f l 5 1,') ~O 
26 . ()O/ ~ t ' i '))('1 
22 . 75'tt 9 .44 1 
To taibS 
54 5 . 900 
00 
'"Tl:U 
."Gi 
o 
O. 
r 
.0" C~ 
.> C> 
r- ITI 
~ -
-<(J) 
TOTALS 
(SOOO) 
60 
21 4 
71 
I 63 
20 
5 4 
76 
10 
508 
-" 
(l) 
o 
P~OJECT TITLEI 
COST ESTIH-'TZ 
FOR 
ITOH CE R/\MIC 
RECU PERJ\T !VE IlEATER 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN nF lTOII 
. ' OR OPEN-CYCLE: mm POWEll Pl"'''T 
FLUIDYNE JOD NO.. 1296 
SHEET OTT • t~O • DESCRIPTION 
~lllD G"s Tn Duc t 1 / 2" WlIll 
S t ee l C.- 500 Ib/ft ) 
As 2 326 ft 2 
V z<) ,> ') f ' J ~ 10 \ (S tiffe ners) 
V ~ l n7 (t ) 
~" ~ .. 1 
L"bn ... 1 
l no;ul.' tl n n M.lt e rlal 
\( <: -~ 
) 1 
' '' 121 lbl't 
C/l " t, !, If' 20 n " ,r, 'h/ f' ) I 
r"I C I U~ S il i c at e e ' 4~ 1b/ft) I 
I n",ul, · eln In " r .,II .. r , nn 
1'5 - .j V , ~ I]S (. 3 I 
("., r t ,- hi /' ;II) v - f,H ft] 1 
C., I<: l u'" 511 <".Il,. V-9 -; Cl) 
~- ' 
SHEET 4 or 16 
DATE.July 1911 
UUIT OF UNIT 
WEICHT MEASURE PRICE 
c,' 500 
. .i.. )S/lb 18 725 
1.2 S1Jb 66 ~7S 
58.&0 0 . 2d l Ib 1&,408 
24 400 .W/lh 11) , &40 
4 500 ~ , (\~,/l b 4 72 5 
2 1', nOl ft I'" (, I n 
21;.OOjft 1 7,628 
22 . 7'5 / (. , '07 
Total 
Pn .. " i c;: 
141.000 
o 
"TJ;:n 
") 
.,.:: 
1 
TOTALS 
(SOOO) 
I 
19 i 
(,7 
17 
I S 
S 
11 
18 
] 
} <;.7 
()) 
COST ES'A'IMATI'! 
FOR 
ITO" CERAMIC 
UCUl'ERJ\TJ~ JlUTER 
PROJ£C"T !'IT~ ~ I COHCEP'roM. DESIGN n,. ITOII 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE rmo POWER PlANT 
rLllIDYNE Joa NO.. 1296 
SHEET QTY. NO. DESCRIPTION 
MIlO G4s .I n Crossov:r J/8 Wall 
Steel 0-500 Ibs : tt) 
It._' ,"In ,.2 
V-67 8 ttl + 10\ (Stiffener ;) 
V-H .6 ttl 
M ,~ t' 1 1 
T _, t-n r I 
I nsu lati o n HatC'rl.als 
KS- 4 ~- 121 IbLft l 1 
r .. .. table 10 o- J(. Ib/ft l 1 
CalcH11b Sil l ca le 0- 46 Ib/ft) 1 
Tn., ,I." , n n Tn " ' ., I1". onn 
Y~-; -4 V- 45 ' -.) 1 
C.l .. t~b l" ~!2 V- f, ll (. ) 1 
C i\I C IUJII :ilh!O~t~ ttl 1 
BRnT ~or~ 
OAoTB.July nil 
UNIT or UNIT 
WBIClIT HEASURE PRICE 
17 1 no ~ , .. /lh 13.0 .... 
1 .,'" I". 4.~ ~.,'" 
S4 702 .28/11,) IS 311 
29 .118 f.n/ l h 1.7 .471 
4 I R'" I nC;J\h ~. 1 Q .. 
2& . OfJ/ft ) 1 1S2 
,'" no/,. 16 . 458 
22 151f t 2.070 
~~~~ .. 
125 306 
TOTALS 
($000' 
u 
l:t 
(') 
em 
~-
---
... 
-
"' "I 
16 
18 
.. 
12 
11 
1 
132 
ex> 
N 
COST ESTIH1\'l'P, 
FOR 
ITOII CERJ\MIC 
RECUP ER~.TIVE Iml\TER 
PROJECT TITLE I CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF' ITO" 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE ' ,'HD POWEI1: PlANT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO. I 1296 
SI !F;ET ! 
DESCRIPTION QTY. NO . 
MilD Gas In Manifolrl 3/8 Wall 
-
Steel o =5()O lb/ft 3 
t--
A= 3J . 696 ft 2 
v = l. Q5 J tl;3 + llh !StHteD ' s l 
Y=l. ~2g ft.J 
~l lJ t. • 1 1 
L.lhor 1 
In~ 11 i\ t Lon Hol ter,',a l s 
~' S-II. 0=121 Ib/ft3 1 
.C<l5 t:.,bl c "0 J')= 36 Ib/ft3 } 
~:a l c;: j, •• 1ll s ' Ii,., .. tl' 0= 46 I h/ft: 3 I 
I n s ' ,1 "t: ' H . In5t.l l Ll t ',on 
KS -I1 V= 7 0 20 Ct] 1 
C,l<;till ,l .. 1O v =q A ' A ft 3 1 
Col l c ' ur. c: '.I 'ocate V=l ,4Q4 .It3 .1 
c -, 
SHEET 6 or~ 
DATE,July 19B1 
UNIT OF UNIT TOTALS 
tJEIGIIT MEASURE PRICE ($000) 
-, 
-, 
579 150 
" 
15/1b 2(J2 ,7 0 ,"> 20 ' 
1 25/1 to 7 "» ")7 724 
849 420 28/11> 237 937 230 
J r, ) , tlOR , 6'l/ } h 212, 2R' 211 
F.4 <;AII 1 n <;I1 h 67 ,A ' 0 h A 
-
'Jf.. nn/f~ 182 52, IS:! 
26 OO/ft 25 5 58 7 56 
-
22, 7 ' / f t 11,941 ] " 
----
.-~~~~rl" 
846 962 1 917 
co 
w 
COST ESTIMATE 
FOR 
lTOH CERl\MIC 
RECUPERATIVE HEATER 
'-ReJECT TITLE. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 01" ITO" 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE ' ·tHO PC1AER PI .... NT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO.. 1296 
S HEET 
DESCRIPTION QTY. NO. 
lotl-II) Gas Ollt Dllct 
Ci t: " ,, } ().,'iOO }hq / ft 3 
1\ = 2 4Qf, ft 2 
v-104 + 10\ (Stiffeners ) 
V= 1l4 4 ftl 
M" t'l 1 
I." bo r I 
Ins u latl.o n M.H c r iil ls 
t:.S-!i Q c 12l lbLtt. J 1 
Cd::: tilblc. 20 .:>,.3 6 lbLf t-3 } 
.J:.l ~ r · ,jl!\ 5 · I ·.c ate D=46 lbJ£t} 1 
ID "'\~I IH LOD lQ :i t ~ L1 il tj,gD 
YS -4 v .. r. ~() f~) 
; 
} 
r,)o; u,L l " 2 ') v~ ~60 ft. 3 1 
C'd l ciulI Si .J.iciltc v '· l OA f t.] I 
---
r") 
SHEET _, _0"....&)16,--_ 
DATE.July 1981 
UHIT OF UNIT TOTALS 
tlElGJlT ttEASURE PRICE ( $000) 
C, 7 ::>nn <: 1. C, '1 1-o 7n n ::> n ?n 
) 2<,f} h 71 < nO 7 7 
I 
n") ()2() 2R ll h 17 (, ) A lR 
Q .1!'.() hn / P " . h1h h 
1I 7Rd 1 n < Il h C, n ·) 1. C, 
.. ( . OO / ft: 1) 5?O VI. 
:,1(, OOler 6. 760 7 
22 . 7 " / ft 2 lhh 1 
~g~~~s 
13 4, 26 4 145 
ex> 
~ 
PROJECT TITLE. 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO •• 
COST ESTI~TE 
FOR 
ITOH CE RAM IC 
RECUP ERATI VE If EJITER 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF ITOII 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE :1110 POW ER PlANT 
1296 
SHEET on . NO. DESCRIPTION 
M1 f n r: ..... Out rrnc:,,,.,vpr l / A W"II 
C;t",, 1 (}a "nn Ih"/(t3 
1\"'1 767 ft 2 
v "' 55 . 2 ... 10 \ (Stiffeners ) 
v "'60 . 7 ft 3 
Mdt ' 1 1 
T ., ' ,nr I 
I nsu\at lon t-!ateria l !l 
r S- 4 (I .. l ~ l Ib/f t ) 1 
Cdq t,, !,l £: 20 n"' )6 Ib/f t) ~ 
C.) l C 1 Um si \icJ.te 0"'4 6 Ib/ft) I 
I ,,, , Ii H , ,, ,, { " .. t a llation 
K <;- 4 V = 1"A ,.) J 
r,sta hl " 20 Ve lB " ft. 3 1 
ra l c iuf'l S · l i c ale v .. 73 . 6 f t 3 1 
--
SHE!T 8 OF 16 
DATE.July 1991 
UNIT OF UNIT 
~TEICIIT MEASURE PRICE 
30 350 Is .3 5/ 1b 10 62 ., 
1 7 .... /1 h 1 7 CPA 
4 4 528 . 28 l Ib 1 2 468 
I'. ( . 7do I'.() /1 h 1 <) 7 do 
, 1AI'. 1 nc.. /1 h , c..<;c.. 
7 &. nn /F. 3 q.""A 
26 . 00/ft 3 4 784 
")") 7 .... /f. 3 1.674 
'fo lal 
i>9u nd .. 
84 eB8 
TOTALS 
($000) 
11 
1A 
13 
.4 
.4 
In 
5 
2 
87 
I 
o 
,;U 
c .~ 
--:;; 
CD 
U ' 
PROJECT TITLEa 
FLUIDYN£ ,108 NO., 
COST ESTIMATE 
rOR 
ITO" CERJIJotIC 
RECUPEiU\T I VE HLATER 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 0,. ITOII 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE t-:HD ;>OWER Pt .... NT 
1296 
SHEET DESCRIPTION OTt. NO. 
MHO G.ls QU I: Miln tfa l d ]/8 I.a ll 
S t e e l !)250Q lblfi.) 
Aa 20,32 7 f t 2 
Va6)S • 10 \ (Stiffen e r s ) 
V=699 ft) 
~!.l t' 1 
L )"o r I 
Tn <;u1.ltl on Molte rlals 
t: S- ~ 1:1 =121 1b..:::ft.) 1 
Col5 t ,l h l e 20 G ~ 36 I b/ft3 1 
Col l c ium S lli c ats (2= 46 I b/ft 3 1 
J n ';lllol t i OfL 1 os.taJ la.ti.on. 
IC <; -I; V=4 235 tt 3 1 
C -,t. 1l,1'· 20 '>l =2~11 1L) 1. 
Col }Cl llm Si lI Cate Vr 8 47 ft 3 , 
_ . 
SHEET _9 _OF 16 
DAn ,July 1981 
"NIT OF tmIT 
trEICIIT MEI\SUP':; P"ICE 
349 .500 5 l C,/lh I ~ 1 77 170; 
1 2<, /l h .4 11'. -.R7 " 
51 2 410 2BIlb 14 ) ,4 75 
76 226 .60/1b 4 "' .7 ,;' 
38. <)60 1. 05/1 \, 40.'lOA 
260fJ/ft ]10 110 
26. 0o/fL 55 042 
22 ,7 5/ f t 19 2(, 9 
~~~~cis 
9 77 096 
TOTALS 
($000) 
in 
.417 
144 
46 
41 
ill 
55 
20 
977 
i 
Of 
", 
-=1 _ 
-<(J) 
00 
0'1 
PROJECT TITLEI 
FLU J OB O. I 
COST !!STIHATE 
FOR 
ITOH CERN-IIC 
RECUPERIITIVE HF.J\TER 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF' ITOII 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE ' ·!HD PO:-lER PLANT 
1296 
SHEET Q1'1.'. tlO , DESCRI PTION 
n " itl..nt Tn n. ,.~ 
D=65" )/8 Wal l 
1\=1.347 ft 2 
Va42 tt3 
S ~ ("l' l 0 ,,500 Ih/f r] 
~.l t • I 1 
La h u' I 
Insul~ t ion Md te < l d 1 
ral C" 1'1 S ll c "te 0- 46 Ib/ft' 3 1 
T nc: 01 , t i nn T n,\ l ,lId. t l.on 
r,I(' 1m C; I. r."" V = .... " ft 3 1 
SHEET 10 or 16 
DATEIJu1y 1981 
UHIT OF UNIT 
"lEIGHT MEASURE PRICE 
')1 n"" c: ~c:./'h ., ~~, I'. 
1 ., .... /H .,F, 1nq 
2.581 1 n .... /l h 2 710 
.,., ., r, If t 1 .2701 
Total 
'ounas 
23 628 
-
"'" 
TOTALS 
($000) 
8 
27 
] 
2 
40 
I 
(') 
J 
,1 
~ 
co 
-.J 
PROJECT TITLE, 
COST ESTIMATE 
FOR 
ITO" CEFAMIC 
RECUP ERJ\TI VE UEJ\TER 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN Of" ITOII 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE IIHD POWEP PlANT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO. I 1296 
SH!:ET OT'!. IW. DESCRIPTION 
r"d<l .,n~ Tn " "n' f' n l<l 
n= 1R .," 1 /R 1 .... 1 1 
A =2 . 560 ft2 
V=B O ft) 
<; t" " l ,.. , .,nn I h /f ~) 
Mat'l 1 
Ll bo r 1 
r c" l lq!::W ~Lro 'l. iil l 
C"l r 'l lln S l, c a t " r:: =i\b I h /ft ) 1 
In" da t, o n Ins t Illation 
Col l c i llm s illcate V"' 10 7 ft] 1 
SHEET ~OF~ 
OATE,July 1981 
UNIT OF UNI ·r 
tlEICIIT MEASURE PRICE 
drl nnn <:; 1<; II b 14 OO f) 
7 <; I " <;n . ()()() 
4 . Q0 7 1. 0<'/ 1 1 <; .1 ..,2 
777<,/lh 7 <210' 
~o t~a ou n 5 
44 907 
TOTALS 
($000) 
14 
<;r. 
f. 
1 
73 
o 
-n 
"'t: () o :-; 
0 ';; 
;:0 '-
,0 " C:r.> 
;pC) 
,1"Tl 
=4 _ 
oo( Cfl 
~ 
PROJECT TITLE . 
COST ESTIMATE 
FOR 
ITOH CE~IIC 
RECUPERATIVE HEATER 
CONCEPTUAL DESICN OF ITO" 
FOR OPEN-CYCLE HHD POWER Pl.ANT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO.. 1296 
SHEET DESCRIPTION OTY. tlO. 
Oxidant: Out: nuc .. 
0 =89.5. 3/8 Wall 
A=1 885 ft 2 
V"S8.9 ft 3 
Steel 0= 500 Ib/fl) 
~\.l t' 1 1 
t..lbo r 1 
rnsul .' tlon Matc rlals 
KS-4 0=121 Ib/ft3 1 
C.J" t .l l> lc 20 0 -36 lLlft J 1 
r , l r ;"M C; · ,i .... .. t- .. ( ::: 46 l~/fr] 1 
Tn", ,,I .. - ' 0 -, t "'i ti\ll.'l~ion 
KS-4 clQl f. 3 1 
""" <; t ,,hl' 2-1 V- 43 2 ft l 1 
r.llciun. S ilicate v2 78.S ft) ...l 
-
SHEET ~or~ 
DATE .July 1981 ..., 
UNIT OF UNIT TOTALS 
HEICJlT MEASURE PRICE ($000) 
, 
29 453 S . 351lb 10 309 11 
1 .2511h 36.IH6 37 
47. 518 . 28/1h 13 305 14 
1 <; " '" . £.O/lh q 11 1 10 
1. £. I 1 1 O,\ l1 h 1 .7'=1-1 11 
." "n/~. 1.0 218 11 
1£. OO/f. I I :>12 12 
22.7<'1( • 1 786 2 
Totda Poun 5 
96,136 101 
R&@ffi5.Ff ___ ;F~e;ra'f,5¥tXi~qif Ajil.;:'f§fwhi,d 
co 
\.0 
2 .,; . ... :-" 
"1'03ECT TITLEI 
~'tlST ESTIMATE 
rOR 
l TOH CERAMIC 
~·t:RA1· n.'E HEJ\TER 
CONCEPTUAL C'U:·IGN 0,. ITOII 
rOR OPEN-CYU .• E HMO POW Er. P LANT 
FLUIDYNE JOB NO.1 1296 
I 
SHEET J <;T"r . NO. DESCRIP"'ION 
-• 
Oy. idant Ou t Manifold I 
D- SO~ ]/8 Wall 
A- ) ,)25 ft.2 
~:.104 ft 3 
Stee l o-soo Ib/ftJ 
M.il. t.'l I 
I~or I _. 
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combustor, would be required if liquid particulate matter enters the tube 
bundle. If a radiant section were added to cool the MHO gas upstream of the 
tube bundle, proviSion for removal of at least some seed material in this sec-
tion would be required. If recirculation of the MHO gas wer~' used, the 
necessary valves , mixers, and controllers would also be required. 
Due to the added complexity of the system, and the increased likelihood of ceram-
ic tube failure if spinel tubes were used, maintenance requirements would be ex-
pected to increase. 
5.2.3 Moving Bed Regenerative Heater 
The meandering or labyrinth type flow path required of the MHO gas in this case 
will certainly result in acclJ1lulation of seed material on the moving pebbles. 
In view of the difficulty envisioned in promoting proper pebble movement even 
without the added complexity of accumulation of seed material, this additional 
factor poses a serious concern as to the technical feasibility of using a moving 
pebble bed heater in this case. However, the fact that all of the pebbles are 
physically removed from the heater vessels and are thus accessible for con-
tinuous cleaning may mitigate this concern and make the moving pebble bed viable 
in the liquid particulate case. 
The various aspects involved in adapting the moving pebble bed heater to the 
liquid particulate case are discussed in the following. 
Materi als 
Magnesia allJ1lina spinel pebbles and spinel castable materials or bricks for duct 
liners, vessels and lock hopper valve linings, and other components of the 
heater system should be acceptable for use to prevent corrosion from potassium 
compounds. Sufficient strength and abrasion resistance should be achievable but 
the cost of these materials will be higher than materials which would be satis-
factory in the absence of liquid particulate. 
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